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PKSFACE
In submitting this volume to those interested in Religious
Education, the author has not felt it to be necessary to devote
any great s^ace to material urging the use of Religious Drama in
the educational program of the Church. Such propaganda is not
now necessary. Enthusiasm for religious dramatics has far ex-
ceeded the t>rer>arat ion for such work. There are very few city
or villa e churches in the United States to r'ay that have not made
some efforts in the field of dramatization. Several looks have
"been rublished advocating the use of Religious Drama and setting
forth the results which can be achieved "oy dramatics in the church.
The result of this neriod of praise and advocacy has been a
tidal v:ave of interest which has swept many churches into a dram-
atic urogram for which they were wholly unprepared. In those chur-
ches v;here there has been no trained leadership to direct the dram-
atic activities, the standards of the work done have been very low
from, both the dramatic and the religious "ooint of vie-".
The author has, there-fore, in the present volume approached
the subject, not with the idea of arousing further interest in
religlo\is dramatics, but v:ith the view to training leaders who
will be able effectively to carry on the dra.matic programs which
have already been launcher in the majority of churches. Part I
of the book, which is an analysis of the present situation, con-
1

tains only such general information as is necessary to a clear
understanding of the values inherent in a religious dramatic
program and an appreciation of the objectives to he achieved by
such a program* Part II outlines a course in Religious Drama
which aims to train leadership for the church's dramatic program.
The Dramatic Departments of Church colleges have long been
criticised because of the fact that the graduates from so many of
these departments have been prepared to coach a High School farce
but are wholly unprepared to direct the Church's urogram in Relig-
ious Drama. The professors in charge of the dramatic work of
denominational colleges have themselves recognized the need for
courses in Religious Drama. The great majority of them, hov.ever,
themselves have had no ' ork in the field of Religious Education,
and therefore have been unable to make any correlation between
the Dramatic Art courses and the Religious Education v/ork of their
colleges. There heing no available text to serve as a guide in the
making of such correlation, very few of the Dramatic Departments
of our denominational colleges are in any way linked up with the
Religious Educational program of the .'enominat ion which supports
them with funds dedicated to the cause of Religious Education.
The material presented in this book was first organized when
the author, then in charge of the Public Speaking and Dramatic
work at Sioux Ealls College, introduced into the Dramatic Art
curriculum there a course in Biblical Drama. A text book for the
course was sought, hut a thorough canvass of publications on the
subject revealed the fact that the only available bookn on helig-
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io-us Drama which did not "belong to the propaganda "oeriod of the
movement, dealt only with some limited phage of the subject.
Certain particular r>arts of the church's dramatic program, such
as, for instance, the impromptu dramatization of Bible stories in
the Primary Department of the Sunday School, ere adequately cov-
ered in a number of "books. There was, however, no hook which co\ild
be used as a text for a colle ;e course in Religious D.^ama covering
all phases of the work,— Study of Religious Drama, Composition
of Religious Drama, and Production of Religious Drama. This fact
promoted the author to prepare the present volume for class-room
use.
The material used with the cl.ss in .biblical Drama at Sioux
Palls Colle :e was revised and its scope enlarged .-luring the next
two years while the author was teaching in Iowa State Teacher's
College, first in the Department of English and later in the
Department of Religious Education. The manuscript in practically
its present form was then submitted and accepted as an A. thesis
in the graduate school of Boston University. Some further revis-
ion was made and additional nr.terial added while the author engaged
in graduate study in 3i"ole and Religious Education at Boston Uni-
versity. Lany of the sxiggestions given concerning methods of
proceedure in the composition of Religious Drama, came from work
in a Seminar in Dramatization of the Lives and Teachings of the
Prophets under the leadership of Professor Leslie, at _>oston
University.
The author is indebted for suggestions or for helpful inter-
in:

es^ to Professor Bates f Professor Vau;han and Professor Leslie of
Boston University; to I..rs. A. Starr Best, Director of The Pilgrim
Player0 of Evanston Illinois and chairman of the Committee on
Religious Drama of the Drama Lea ue of America; and to Dr. Norman
E. Richardson, of the Department of Religious Education of North-
western University.
Although the course in Religious Drama presented in this text
was originally outlined to meet the needG of the Dramatic Depart-
ment of the Church college, or of the Department of Religious
Education in the State University, the author has tried also to
keep in mind the needs of the many other organizations which have
recently been endeavoring to train a leadership for the dramatic
'.vork of the church by offering short courses in Religious Drama.
Therefore, the book in organized and subdivided in such a way that
the several main ivisions of the book can be used seperately ^or
short courses at Sunday School conferences, Teacher Training In-
stitute.:, Young People's Vocation Conferences or Religious Edu-
cation Summer Schools. The subject matter is herein so organized
that it may be offered as one complete course or as four s lort
courses as follows:
1- Introductory Study of Values in Religious Drama. (Chapters 1,2,
3,4,5)
2- Study Course in Religious Drama. (Chapters 6,7,?)
3- Composition of Religious Drama. (Chanters 10, 11, 12)
4- The Production of Religious Drama. (Chapters 13,14,15)
In addition to its use as a text book for the training of
directors for the fature dramatic program of the church, the
M

author hopes that this "book nay serve as a nrac'cical handbook
which will he a guide to the mature 'Yorker in the field of Re-
ligious Education who wishes to undertake in his own church a
comnrehensive and effective urogram in Religious Lrama.
3E
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PAKT I
ANALYSIS OF PIJiSSBT SITUATION
CilAPTEE I.
Standards of Commercialized Drama
This book is to' treat of a tyne of dramatic activities, which,
although it may have commercial aspect;?, is not coimrrci' 1 in its
nurpose. It is not inconsistent
,
however, to be ;in our study in this
field, v.'ith an appraisal of the standards prevailing in dramatic en-
terprises whose primary purpose is commercial, for such a survey will
indicate more clearly the result 3 which con be expected from dramatic
endeavors which are not, and nned not be, managed with a view to large
profits.
To soy that the commercial theatre Is primarily interested in
profits is to make no accusation hich would not be true of all bus-
iness undertakings, and does not necessarily brand it as in. ..oiv.l.
U03t theatrical managers, like most merchants, are conducting their
business for nroflt. They, like the merchant, may be serving the
highest welfare of their patrons and still be operating in accor-
dance with sound commercial policy, But if a play-Droducin ; firm
or a mercantile company serves the highest goad of their patrons
when It means no profit or a financial loss, the business ceases
to be a commercial venture, and becomes a philanthropic, eleemosyn-
ary, or religious enterprise,
\

On the other hand, noncommercial dramatic organizations nay
occasionally make a profit; but If they nut the making of profit
above the highest artistic, noral, or educational development of
their patrons they have automatic lly "become comnercialized. The
Ideal situation would, of coarse, be one in vrhich a dramatic produc-
ing company could serve the hi-iiest welfare of its -v/iences and at
the same time, make a fair profit. Some producing conanies have
found such a course possible and have chosen it in preference to
larger profits with productions of lower moral, intellectual, and
artistic standards.
It Is most certainly not our rramose here to in 'ui ;e in an in-
discriminate condemnation of the commercial theatre, nor to belittle
the progress that Is beln^ made in commercial productions. I<or is
It the mrpose of this chapter to review the current r)lays and at-
tempt an evaluation of their good and bad qualities. In a later
chapter (711) the ethic 1 standards by which the moral influence of
a olay may be judged are set forth. On the basis of t)iose stand-
ards everyone can form his own e. timate of the degree to which the
commercial theatre is raising or is underlining the ethical ideals
of Its patrons. Jurther^ore, the latest reviews by eminent dramatic
critics are always available for those who are interested In a de-
tailed survey of the contemporaneous commercial productions. These
current play reviews are quite accurate barometers of sentiment re-
garding the ethical value of a play as well as of the quality of the

dramatic tec1mlque of the pl°.y and Its production.
In vie*..' of the great influence which the theatre has for good
or for evil, it does behoove those interested in the moral and re-
ligious education of our youth, to £ive careful consideration to the
kind of plays that are beia; ::iven ublic production, and to ask
themselves .ether or not the commercial theatre, with its present
stand-ire's, deserves to be left as the sole agency ninirtcring to
the dramatic intercuts of our young people.
Here we wish merely to point out that commercial dramatic pro-
ductions can not, or at least have not, served the ideals which the
church wishes to exv.lt as well as they could be served by non-com-
mercial agencies, and to suggest that the sponsoring of well man-
aged, artistic, non-com?mreial dramatic endeavors is the most ef-
fective way of injuring a uniformly hi h grade commercial drama*
iVe state the MM very conservatively when we say that, except
in rare instances, the coos.ercial theatre lias not given the atten-
tion to artistic, educational and religious values which education-
al and religious leaders would have liked to have seen it give, <7e
say this with due appreciation of all the good work that has been
done by some producers.
The present situation is by no means hopeless while we have
producers like WUrtftl'lf Ames with sufficient faith in the artistic
and intellectual standards of the American public to produce such
a play as "The Piper. *' In the larger centers one usually can find
3

a few worth whilo ol y~ nach season, but in the smeller cities go~>
'
drama is eu extremely rare treat,
Walter Prichard itoton introduces an article in the llorth American
Review for July, 1920, toy stating,—"A person of taste and intelli-
gence who frequents the theatre in New York with discrimination finds
nuch to interest and stimulate hir, and would he hard ut, perhaps,
to realize how utterly br rren of solid dramatic fare the smaller
cities of the country are," And f?w persons would have such a back-
ground of dramatic knowledge as that possessed by I-r, Saton, to en-
able them to choose their dramatic fr.re with the sane "discrimina-
tion"
./ith reference to the present standards of com;. ere ial iced dram
Hr. Caeney st tea:
—
"Occasionally one sees in a 3ro.adway theatre a production that
stirs the soul, that evokes that mood which is a response to art:
alone. 3ut the next forty or fifty productions are so cor- letely
innocent of any suspicion of spiritual values that one is forced to
put down the exception as a random thrust. In the end it al ays
comes back to the same analysis: the American commercial theatre is
organized to earn profits in competition, and its art will nlwpys be
pulled down to that standard which experience has shown will please
the largest group of rsoney-neendcrs. The art that goes beyond the
obvious la discouraged, and the art tliat reaches dovm to deeper truths
goes unrecognized,"

•That pre gent st?ndards of cormprcialized drama are far from
satisfactory is evidenced "by the chorus of protest which has aris-
en of Irte years throughout the w^ole nation.
This nrote3t against dramatic productions which offend the
artistic, intellectual and roral ideals of intelligent citizens
has bem voiced "by many who are professionally comiected with the
theatre ay v.'oll as fror. social and religious leaders and intelligent
students of the drora. Actors, managers, and dramatic c itics have
joined with clergymen, government officials and college professors
in a plea for a more worth while type of dramatic production.
Our magazines have been filled with dramatic criticisms con-
cerned not only with the low moral standards, out the d arth of ar-
tistic or intellectual and average education and culture. Such sca-
thing denunciations as that given by James L. lord,— Hie leer of
bedizened chorus ^irls takes the place of the scintillating wit of
(D
old day- ;" or Lrs. Piske's comrent on the "absurdity of the neu-
rotic heroine who does not deal naturally v/ith life's problems"
fa)
in an article entitled "Sex ITonsense of the Stage," are indicative
of the professional interert in higher standards.
Owen Lavis, playwright and President of the Author* s League,
has stated, in expressing the play ri uht T s approval of a jury of
representative citizens to censor ~lays.—' Although it would result
in suppressing more plays, many dramatists favor it, because we are
of the opinion that some of the recent productions add no lustre to
(') Tights and Grins, Theatre Magazine, >2: 264, 310, H. »20
(2) Theatre }ii 2?4, ft. %z\
5"

our profession, we want to lift it up a notch or two. Similar mo-
tives influence actors and producers." In the some connection he
states, nKow, as a matter of fact, through lejal delays, a flag-
rantly imroral play can keep on producing, taking advantage of the
(O
prosecution for advertising purposes."
One's first assurr.ntion ith reference to the present status
of the cois ercial theatre is that the low standards mast be caused
"by lov.' level of poralar dramatic taste. Obviously producers and
nan gera would cease to resent that which they could not get an
audience to attend. As one producer stated when he was sunt.oued
before a New York grand jury to defend his production of a certain
bed-room farce,—"A play isn't forced uoon the Public. It can take
it or leave it. Those who are afraid of having their sensibilities
bruised by my plays need not buy tickets to thenu' 1 The producer's
defense of such plays as "The 33etr:i Virgin" and "Up in label's Doom"
"(2)
is "The Public approves of them,—pays to see t'icm."
It would certainly seem to be the financial interest of pro-
ducing agencies to give the oeo lo ./hat they ''ant in the way of
plays if they could judge accurately what the public does want;
and yet it also would seem that there must be a rajority of I&glish
speaking people of America of suffieient education and moral in-
tegrity to detect debasing standards in the plays presented, who
would consistently protest against the unwholesome. So the ques-
tion resolves itself into this:—Bo dramatic producers rightly
(1) New York Times, Mar. 5, »22: II, >i J>
(2) Current Opinion, 73* S, »22
lo

estimate the intellecttal, artistic and moral standards of the
average Arc rlean citizen who is interested in dra.a?
Can producer: , dramatists and managers accuragely judge what
the me jority of the public really does must? At best they can on-
ly base their judgment on the support or lack of support which the
regular theatre-going oart of the -mblic accord the olays which
they present. The opinion of all of those people who do not reg-
ularly attend the theatre because they have so often in the pact
found it unprofitable, would not, of course, be considered in the
manager's decision as to whether or not the play-going public liked
his plays.
As Canon V/, Sheafe Chase, Eector of Christ Ch Arch, Bedford
Avenue, Brooklyn, lias so aptly stated, '".Then dramatists see that
managers who break the criminal law and exploit the sex impuls ,
for the sole purpose of fain, draw crowds of the young, the weak,
the carious, and the irresponsible, they do not see the horror and
disgust of the sane and responsible oart of the community who stay
CO
away and cease to patronise the theatre."
It has oft j--n been pointed out that from the standpoint of the
producer the value of a play is judged by the patronage of Broad-
way audiences which* of course, are not representative of American
standards of ideals. Trie average Broadway audience Xatvux.rine
lacteal f hoof describes as "combining extreme ignorance with a cer-
tain sort of spurious urban sophistication," audiences largely of
(1) Theatre 36s tO-t 1 , S3 , JI. «22
7

foreign birth or parentage, "of grade of intelligence c-.lculrted
to enjoy the least subtle phases of motion picture entertainment
to
«—"Immature yet warped, mentalities,"
James L. lord charges that in He1 "' York City the tyoe of aud-
ience hag so changed sf late years that the standards of most of
the commercial product ions has "been 1ordered to the level of the
"tinsel wit and tin-pan melodies".
The potential audiences, who would attend if they could ho
assured of good ->lays, have no way of registering their jud<;mont of
the type of play presented. So the manager can at best only b;.ao
his opinion as to what the ^oibllc wants u^on the support of the
re. 'ilar t" atre attendants*
"3ven the re ular thTtre audience is very largely inarticulate.
Doing unor ^.nisod they have no way of voicing an effective protest
against the type of play presented If they do not approve of it.
Pirthorraore, sir.ee presrs agents' r ports are not always reliable,
people do not know whether they like a ploy or not until they have
attended it, and when they have attended, it they tlBflj Incidentally,
uyiMWUhWl it. The manager who has presented a reprehensible -lay
will i71v.ari.ably interpret attendance as an indication of unqualified
approval of his ?r~y. The co ercial rod tC'-r and manager often
seem wholly unaware of the fact that ther'1 is an upright intelligwt
citisenry in this country, who are intprer't"d in the drama, who de-
sire and would support a higher type of dramatic production than
0) Drama L2i %-3t , 100, 8 '21 and ff. issues.

they have been as a rule presenting. This seems to "be the first
and for^rost cause of the dearth of ">lays of real worth in the
commercial theatre.
However .vuch we feel that the majority of commercial manag-
era may h vo underestimate the artistic and intellectual caliber
of the American people aa a whole , we probably could not deny that
in many cases they have correctly o.-timatr " that of their present
patrons. A fact whi h sho aid not be overlooked here is that in
audience a f as olaev-here, an ao^etite is cr-ated for that which is
constantly placed before them. «hen a manager excuses himself for
presenting a vulvar inartistic play by saying,—"That is what my
audiences want," he Day not be mis,Jud..;in;; his audlencesg for the
type of play which aeo^le want is largely detr*rrined by the type of
play which has been elaccd jefore them for the oast few years.
In this fact we have the second outstanding cause of the con-
stantly Increasing cheapness and coarseness of the plays which are
being presented by a certain group r^f producers. In general peonle
consider rif&t that to which they ?iave beeome accusSoraed. The in-
fluence exerted by the plays which we see upon our standards of dram-
atic judgment Is Just as insidious as the influence which that play
lias in moulding our standards of conduct. This subtle Influence which
the standards of a t>lay has ueon an audience has been called a "pick-M
oocket influence," because it is a secret and invisable influence,
taking from us our previous Ideals and standards, and by the lav; of
(l) H. A. Jump, Playground 1'agasine, June, 1911

psycholo^c-l su.-;:restion putting Into our rinds ideas concep-
tions at variance with our former st-ndards.
r/hen one is vmre of the poorer ful Influence which plays have
in moulding the standards of r.adionc^s it is not surprising that
many rrgulr.r patrons of the theatre are losing that fine sense of
discririnatlon which would enable then to separate the wheat from
the chaff. In view of the -hororhliziirj influence exercised by low
{Trade product' ons, it is not surprising that a play concerning
Clef City Justice I'cAdoo afirmed, "This piny is deliberately,
air-staking-ly, and for pur->ofles of rain, coarsely ln-'ecent, flag-
rantly r.nd suw;£c .tlvcly inroral, impure in notiv^, art wad action*
lorded v/ith orofanity, rer>cllantly vulw\r, and in every r ~ect
HI
Offensively illegal under the statute covemlng auch natters,"
yet out of t"enty thre monbers of the Jury chosen to decide u-xm
the cr.se, it was ir-.oos.-ibl'-; to -jet a .-ajor.i-y who thowjht it "ob-
scene, imrioral or i'-rrure, or woul-* t?nd to the corrupt " on of the
morals of youth or others" v/'lch they would have '.ad zo declare
It to be to have it withdraw under the law of the state,
Sather than stating that the low level of wublic t ;te s
forcer, the corjnercial manager to present cheap meretricious pro-
ductions in order to make a profit, it -would Probably on more ac-
crirate to state? that the taste of the particular group .'ho will con-
tinue to attend regularly this tyoe of production, i" a- ing stead-
il - lowered by the insidiously demo alizing play:;, w'ich are con-
stantly set before thesu
(1) Theatre, 561 10-n , 58, JI. '22
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Those vrhose intellectual and ethical standards are such that
they do not en*oy v/hat is habitually presented , gradually discon-
tinue their attendance at the theatre in §0999 of the reading of
worth while ^Ir.yg or attending amateur dramatic productions; raid
the commercial theatre -1 ich caters to a lower strata gradually
Tat'-crs to itself an undiscrininatinf audience who attend whatever
is presented and become constantly less d i3crlminating«
If it is true that w'-en the present st-ndor' ? of commercialized
dramatic -productions are low, they err lor; for these two r ra -one,
i.e., because commercial nanaerrs have not correctly estimated the
dramatic taste of the aver- 7? citizen, end because the dramatic
taste of the regular t eetre audience is degenerating to the lcv-1
of the bills now bein: nres^nte' to the eublic;-—if this is a true
analysis of the causes of the nresent sit at : on, then any effective
remedy for the present sit ation mist lie in the 'lrectio& of re-
moving |9 cse two causes. First, it wist be cemonstrated to the com-
mercial el- y r.- ne^ere that there are pr^it throngs of intelligent,
uoright American citizens who desire and will suooort worth while
in » and, in the second place , in that tyue of audience who now
enjoy only lurid sentimentality or slap stick comedy, there riant
gradually be developed an appreciation of the more artistic, '.ore
genuinely huaorous or more truly dramatic type of production.
Y7e cannot hope that either of these ends can be achieved im-
mediately. It will be a gradual process, but it is a process which
has already began. All over the nation, Community Theatres, Little
tl

Theatres, Art Theatres, Dramatic clubs and Church Groups in almost
every city, town or village, hear witness to a growing interest in
worthwhile plays. Hany star 11 town high school graduates of today
have had courses in the study of the drama .*\nd in dr :\atic nror-uc-
tion which make them far more discriminating atirUenees than many a
group of .Broadway theatre-goer3. 2very little city has it3 Drama
Study Club as well as its Amateur Producing Group.
To the Drama League of America undoubted XjT "belongs the credit
for this phenouiinal growth of interest in good draia. l!any indi-
viduals ami groups not officially connected with the Drama League
have done much to raise the strndar's in their own cornranities, hut
without the "benefits which this gr°at national organlz tion has in-
directly brought to all communities it is doubtful whether any local
group could have achieved such a mrked degree of success.
The Drama League, organised in 1910, has in the few year3 of its
existence taken a long step in the direction of domonstrating to com-
mercial producers that there are audiences for good drara. Engage-
ments of such plays as "Disraeli," "Kindling," "Justice,*7 have been
gaved by audiences organized by the Dram©. Lea~ie. 3y thus organiz-
ing audiences for worthy plays and by even establishing circuits for
worth while plays in smaller cities, the Drama League is proving that
there are throngs of people who will sup t>rt good drama if they can
be assured that in attending the theatre they will actually see good
drama.
i a*

The Era.ua &Mge activities also extend to the second phMt of
the remedy sug;estcd for rvisinj the standards of commercial i Bed
drara, that of devol > tag in the nubile, desire for "better things.
It has raised the level of public taste by aiding in the or? zing
of com—unty eatreS in rany cities and furr.i hiiw ther ..Sth infor-
mation and - vie;- fro: , a-ecialists in the choice a::d :j ntation of
plays; by aroucing school and college officials to the iraaortruice of
offering courses in the study of the drama and tlljimttug the quality
of the relays produced by school orr;: a'ji.ons; by fostering the read-
ing and study of drama by club members all over the c untry and fur-
nishing study courser? for their use; by Trablishing many worthy 7>lays
which would not otherwise "be available and stimulating an interest
in good drama in every possible vay.
The Church can do much toward raising the stand rdo of the com-
mercial drama by cooperating with such a oncies arj the Lrama Ir..jue
in the suooort of orth while plays and ay developing a drama of its
ov;ii which will demonstrate to con ercial producer? the kind of dram-
atic fare that is re '.rr." by the hundred of thousands of persons -\'ho
are members of the church.

JffffffSM TO'..AEE iSLiaiOUS LIiAKA
Chapter II
The attit ;des of Christian oeoplc toward the drama are varied:
There are in our churches today rrany good men and -omen who feel tliat
since there is so i.?uch that is deniorrillzing in the theatre, the church
should discourage all dramatic activities and try to develoo the relig-
ious natures of our young people through ^reaching and teac-ktvg and
sic, and strive to orevent them from becoming Interested in the drama.
The fact that these good men and .'.-omen do not likewise reason that
because some runic is deo: ©all zing they will not develop the musical ab-
ility of their young folks, does not seen strange hen we rclize that it
is much more difficult to detect the deteriorating elements In strains
of male than in the spoken or enacted drana.
In most churches there are those who feel tliat it is a dangeroua
undertaking to encourage Interest in dramatic activities or to de-
T loo the dra- atic talent of young peoole.
iktt there is a constantly increasing number of Christians vho 3ay,
"If immoral and Irr li v*ious drar.a can he such a pitent factor in corrupt-
ing the standards of our young peopl", "hat a mighty power for righteous-
ness and good citizenship, drama would be If It could be purged of the cor-
rupting elements and lnfnsor* with ennobling and uplifting attitudes and
truths."
Those who have studied modern drama carefully and without prejudice
have found in it much that is valu ble along with that which is valueless
and that which Is '.orally destructive, and therefore they realize the limit-
less possibilities of making the drama a positive aower for righteousness
in our nation.

ISbst of the leaders In our churches today feel that there is
a very real ne^d for draratic activities In the church. Practical
experiment at ion in many churches has "roved that Biblical and re-
ligious plays can roach the heart and influence the life in a very
Tital way,
Mrs. A. Starr Best,—Chairman of the Religious Drama Comr.ittee
of the Drama Lea.*ue of America, "hose success in carrying out a prac-
tical program, in Religious Drama is outstanding, has expressed the
attitude of many forward-looking men and women:
"There is no use in our inveigMng against the sta c. It is
here with us, and is .yielding a terrific influence while v/o scoff.
The sensible thing to do is so to reform and modify the theatre of
today that it shall become a real agent for developing high ideals
and moral standard's.
In emphasising all over the country, ,,the vast significance and
opportunity of religious drama its enormous appeal and the chance
which It offers to revivify old Bible truths, the church will be
contributing greatly to the movement to turn the attention of the
thinking public tov/ard Its responsibility to the draira,"
The attitude of the Christian ministry toward the use of the
Drama in religious service and religious education was clearly shown
by articles in the special Religious Drama number of the Drama liag-
asine of ISarch, 1 ? 19 • In this connection the Reverend George Craig
Stewart, Rector St, Duke's Church, Svanston, Illinois, states, "That

the Drama and the Devil are still asr?ocIatcf' in the minds of many
religious people is In large part the fault of Churchmen themselves.
Instead of aptiirlng the sta
:
;e for religion and riyhteousnese, they
hare abandoned it to the world, the flesh and the 'levil, and then
stormed against the oublic for the erpty pews in the church and the
crowded theaters and moving picture shows.
In the same number of the Drama, the Hoverend Hugh Elmer 3rown
calls attention to the fact that ,—'"Unquest tonably, there Is a great
new interest in utilizing the draratic instinct in the work of re-
ligious education. thoughtful churchmen are beginning to se" that
such employment of the drarratic Is intrinsically good, and greatly
to be desired in the instructional, Inspirational program of the
twentieth-century Church. They are beginning to inquire about the
spiritual possibilities of the Parish Theatre. Observing that ex-
pert educators are more and more making use of the dramatic instinct,
they a3k that the leaders of religious education make haste to do
likewise. Reading about the success of the Com.*3unity Pageant in
symbolising high and noble realities, in visualizing long stretches
of the past, in calling forth latent zeal for holy causes, they in-
sist that the church conraonity sit uo and take notice. They want the
meager and unimaginative Sunday School curriculum expanded and ex-
hilarated by a generous employment of the dramatic. They want the
Church to impress the popular imagination and clarify the popular
understanding by dramatic productions Interpretative of great Chris-
tian traths or events. They hold that the Drama belongs inside and
not outside the Kingdom of God."

BEJISFITS OF RELIGIOUS DRAMA
Chapter III
The beneficial results of religious drama are as powerful as
the corraoting effects of a conn erci .1 Ized drama of low ttailli Cknd
drama exerts as {Treat an influence as had drarra. A ptap ^resents
in vivid form whatever ideals, true or frlse, it cont-.ine. They grip
the imagination and mould the lives of the audience, The ideals of
the theatre ten:" to toe the ideals of the masnen because of the prop-
ensity of a-odiences,—especially youthful audiences,—to Irritate the
conduct and reflect the mental attitudes of the heroes and heroines
in the plays they witness.
The benefits of 3iblical Drama to the active narticipants and
to the audience are manifold. Biblical Drama imparts knowledge of
the Bible and creates a keen interest in Bible study; it affords
a most convincing presentation of moral and religious truth; It
oosses?es Inspirational value; and. at the same time that it is se-
curing all these benefits, it offers social and recreational oppor-
tunities which are valuable religiously.
The educational worlc*. today recognised dramatics as a moot
effective means of presenting facts. Biblical Drama may Impart
knowledge of Biblic-1 geography, and knowledge of Biblical teaching
in the field o* ethics. These educational benefits are to be de-
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rived from the composition and study of Biblical r>lays as well as
from their production.
The writing of Biblical plays necessitates the most intensive
study of Bible literr.tire, and yet the joy of c eative vork is such
that this form of Bible study is utterly fascinating. I have never
seen a more enthusiastic group of Bible students than the members of
a College Dramatic class who were writing dramatizutiong of Bible
stories. The plays written varied in length from one to three acts.
ISach student chose some incident in Old or New Testament history,
which was dramatic in action and which revealed character and the
result of character, and then set to work to interpret the incident
in dramatic form.
The librarian marveled when there began to be calls for Bible
eonmentaries and encyclopedias which had rarely or never been used
by students before.
One of the pastors in the city said, "It is delightful to see
young people taking such an interest in the 3ible. T.vo young men
were down to my study this week. One wanted to know all about Paul's
earlier acquaintance with Philemon before he sent back the run-away
slave, and the other ne ded more information about the gods and forme
of worship of the people of !^oab." The first 3tudent to whom he
referred had been writing a play in which the central character '.va3
Onesimas, Philemon's run-avray slave, and th* play of the other dealt
with the character development of &ith, the climax of the play being
where she was finally able to say to Haomi, "Your God shall be my God."
/«

In another nlay, "The Other Prodigal," centering around the
Elder Brother, a study of Jewish family life and household customs
was necessitated. A play dealing with the early life of Paul led
its author to make a study of Hebrew Education and the nature of
Paul's training "at the fe-t of Gamaliel".
Creating the setting for their plays, which was another chase
of this anise course in Biblical Drarra, demanded a study of the cus-
toms an'4 modes of life of the Hebrew people during different periods,
(for characters who lived a nomadic life and dwelt in tents mast
not be presented in homes with solid walls.)
And so they found that in every chase of the work, the primary
prerequisite of success was diligent study of the Bible and Bible
Commentaries. This form of Biblical study held the interest of these
students through several months of hard work. The Bible become
real to them, and Bible characters became living vital personalities.
The stiudy of Biblical Dramas also fosters 3ible study. The
reading of a Biblical ^lay al. oat invariably sends the student
back to the Bible to ascertain whether or not the situations and
relationships in the play are accurately portrayed from the p?int
of vie-' of 3ir>iical history.
Likewise in the production of the cley, a desire truly to in-
terpret the characters they are to represent leads the members of
the cast to study ear .fully all parts of the Bible and Bible com-
mentaries, which give any reference to the lives of those charac-
ters.
If

•The audience as .veil as the aeti7e fJ'tlgtffcl in the produc-
tion derive educational value from the presentation of the 3iblical
play. The dram? presents its teachings so vividly that the infor-
mation thus sained is not soon forgotten. As a member of one aud-
ience exe>r ssed it, "I sunTOse I have read fifty tines the Bible
account of Is.-ao's marriage to P.ebccca, and J: cob's marriage to
Rachel and Leah, and yet I could never have told v/hat relation Re-
becca was to Rachel and Leah until after I ad seen presented in
dramatic form Reuecca's ;'/elcoming of her son and Jacob* 3 v ivos and
her eager questioning about the welfare of their father, Laban, who
was also her own brother. This scene iraerinted the whole At ily
relationship along v:ith many other facts concerning their lives
indelibly upon my mind."
As a means of imparting knowledge of the Bible, the drama is
one of the most pot nt agencies.
B. 13oral Benefits
The Analysis of Character wliich is involved in the production
of a play is of great value in develo-oment of character. To under-
stand an untrue character is to loathe it, and as ateorson has said,
.e needs must love the highest v;hen we see it." Character analy-
sis results in the development of beautiful character.
Abstract truths do not influence conduct as do truths embod-
ied in the lives of real characters. One can be repeatedly told

Jkfit it is mm to lie, "bat never realize the vileness of a lie
until he really knows a liar, fiat when lie has studied or seen pre-
sented such a play as Clyde Pitch's "The Truth", and seen in a real
character the deception and "betrayal of the highest in life, as the
result of departure from the truth, he has a nev. conce tion of the
beauty of truth and the perfidious treachery of a lie. There after,
a lie is something to be abhorred. So it is with all the great
truths of Christianity and all the principles of morality. They can
be more convincingly presented in the portrayal of real characters
in drama than by the abstract teaching of precepts.
Anong young people in general there is a deolorable lack of
knowledge and appreciation of the great and noble characters pre-
sented in ;he Bible story. Groat characters like Abraham, IToah, and
Loses are vague almost mythical conceptions in the minds of many.
He hear iloah'e name spoken in jest nine times to every once v/e hear
it spoken in sincere appreciation of his L character. ..Tint an
inspiration there .vould be in his life if .ve could have presented
in realistic form—I7oah—a man of thought—of vision and yet a man
of action,—a man who could pursue a course in the face of unanimous
scoffing and oo osition because of the consciousness in his own
heart that he v/as folio, ing a true vision. Sue", characters pre-
sented on the stage as real living characters vd.ll grip the mind
and stir the imagination of young men today, and make them long
for similar stability of character.
3U

Not only is it true that truths exemplified in real characters
ire most convincing; but it would almost se m that the Drar.;-. offers
octtcr opportunity to observe the workings of moral and spiritual
laws in the lives of "both noble and Igr.oble characters, than doe 3
real life. Our contacts with our fellowmen are so livlted that we
often do not recognize the nobility or the villainy in the live3 of
those around us; while in the dram the true character of each is so
revealed that we appreciate the nobility and Ion; to emulate it, and
we perceive the villainy and desire to have it eliminated,
There is a farther reason why the experiences of actual life
are not as effective in molding character as in the Drama, One of
the reasons that experience is a dear teacher is that it is a slow
teacher, we nay cocrit the sane indiscretion many tine3 before the
results of our first nis-ctep are visited \rxm us, and then we mat
go on reaping the bitter fruit of the many mis-stps which we have
taken since the first. If in the course of human experience the in-
evitable results of wrong1 judgments and actions were always visited
utjoii us within a few hours, we should more readily, from our own
c cperiences and the observed experience of otiuers, learn to pur-
sue righteous paths.
In the Drar.a, however, we have the ideal conditions for learn-
ing from experience. The Drama excludes all irrelevant incidents
and woz*ks out the the3is all "at one sitting". we see the character
at the time when the results of former acts are beginning to have
x^

their effect. I«Vokj a lifetime, -xjrhaps, just those scenes which bear
tnon this one problem are brTje*it together end ill else is exclude5 .
Therefore, in the Drama the actual -yorkirvrs of moral and reli;?iaras
traths can bo ;*iven animated and convincing "nres'uitniion.
There is another respect in " ich religious drr'vs^ics vivify
ethical and spiritual truths. The opportunity to ;ive expression
to jr.orti.1 convictions always rcake tVrc more •-,yu ric in the life.
Truths learned but not ^iv^n expression result in only passive
acceptance of the tr.rth. Op ortunity mist b-1 riven for expression
if the truth is to becor-e active in the life. The child :tho is
told to "be kind", "be reverent", "be loving", "be forgiving", but is
not shown any specific way in :Mch he o n do ''in1 nets, express a
loving tho.^ht, act reverently, or manifest a forgiving spirit,
never f.illy realize just v/isat these nrece ^ts HHMB in actual life.
I3ut take a previously disobedient child and give hla an oppor-
tunity in a Biblical -olay to live the part of a Je i3h youth, rev-
erent and obedient to the ill of his father and soother, and he ill
have learned in a ne.v way the beauty of the coir, andment, "Honor thy
father and thy ; .other". The expression of this attitade of respect-
ful obedience will thereafter be more spontaneous in him than hie
former disrespectful and disobedient attitude.
The boy who for several v.: s -ks of tndy and. rehearsal has tr ken
the part of the boy Swrsucl and has spoken the -ords of devotion
.'ich voice his reverent thoughts "ill never quite lost the atti-
tude of reverent devotion.

The boy who hr.3 taken the part of Joseph and day after day has
tried to interpret hie "brotherly love and forgiving spirit, has "built
into his character an attitude which will be his for life, iielij-
i rus dramatics offer the yrath jf|imt ,u:ity to habituate himself ia
right Mttitudcs and risht forms of conduct, Tiiv, is r.x>st essential
in Eeligious education, :-ince a truth is never r ally our own until
we have learned to express it.
In working with young people in the study and present-. -ion of
Biblical plays we have franc1 t* ..- v 'j' cir o~ m'tuuities for character
development are very real. The character ami sis which is neces-
sarily involved and the study of the? .vor'-c*^ out of moral and re—
ll'jious truths in the lives of the characcers in the play docs make
for a deeper understanding1 jid ap reciation of those truths. Chris-
tian (kMMtafl are formed and developed through such study, Bight
attitudes expressed in a play become habitual in the life of the
strident and truths learned in Biblical -slays, motivate the lives
of the participants and auricuce in the activities of real life
months later. Prom the point of vie.' of results achieved in cliar-
acter development Biblical drama is one of the most Ratifying
forms of religious education
C. Eeligious Benefits
The uplifting influence of Biblical drama is not, however, lira-
ited to its moral potency. There is religious Inspiration to be
it

derived there from. Some of the available religious plays and pag-
eants coulr i»mlT/ be clas lffl«4 as services of worship, for there
is in them depth of spiritual insight and reverence.
Those who have seen an audience reverently leave the auditor-
ium at the close of the presentation of such a play as "He is the
Soil of God" are not content to discuss acad rrlcally its -oral and
ethical significance in education, for they have become a are of a
far r.vore precious v lue in such a prod .^tion, i. e., its spiritual
v;-tlue.
One student said to me very sincerely the dry following a pre-
sentation of this play, "I never before realised what Christ must
have meant .0 those vho loved Ei;- '..•hen He was ere on earth, ^nd
I feel that He can be as I ear a friend to us, if we accept Him as
they did."
Such a play as "The EockM makes those sho witness it long to
be orthy of friendship with Jesus Christ. Her : a r.ia, :^vj I bring
the testimony of another who has found s iritual uplift in Biblical
Dra v ? T is is the declaration of a college student who had atten-
ded a modest but very effective presentation of "The Bock". "As
I gas? Peter's experiences I realised that those experiences ere
also true to my own life. And as I watched his development from
r ram who a follower of Christ but with material ambitions and
do: ire for worldly fame and power to the man who from the death of
his consecrated heart made the confession upon which Car 1st said he
would f rand his church, I tested my own spiritual development by

his, and realized that my own Christian life was being lived on the
lower plains, and was utterly unworthy ©f the opportunities which
hive boon nine." C.) I'1 any seroon provide greater spirit rial value?
we cannot all have the inspiration of fellowship with men like
Peter and Paul and John in everyday llfe # but through the Drama their
lives can "become real to us.
Caraaatiaations of the nativity have been given in many churches
at the ChristrrjiS season. The productions have varied from simple
presentations of the Bible story to productions requiring elaborate
settings and costume. . Sxt .vhether the production was sierole or
elaborate, if the .'ork was undertaken in n a.jverent spirit, and with
a sine- re desire to interpret the spirit of the occasion as beauti-
fully as w;; s possible, the dramati sat ions of the IJativity Vve always
proved truly inspirational.
At Cedar Falls, lova, a cast corrode? of colle re professors,
adVfvnced college sir-idents and business men have for several years
presented a dramatisation of the IJativity, !Phe presentation has been
improved and re "ined from year to year, until every detail of the
interpretation of the action, the setting, cos'cu^ini, and instru-
mental and choral accompaniment are in almost perfect hairony.
The sincere rever-.nt attitude of the participants has created
amon-; both young and old in that church an ap-nrociation of the beau-
ty and holiness of the birthday of Mi Lord, which is uncommon £ien
compared to even the most devout church groups. The church is filled
X4>

"both afternoon and evening, and though there is a large number of
children in the congregation, a reverent silence pervades the ser-
vice.
'.Vhm children are privileged to v:itness such semes, Christ-
NM is no longer identified In their rinds by a tree full of new
toys and candy, vith Christ as a very va uc- obscure figure in the
IfcOkground , If he Is present In their consc 1 rasnes s at all.
V.e, of course, cannot claim tliat all dramatic program, which
have "been undertaken "by churches and Christian colleges have had
these spiritual v,lu.es, for some dramatic director;.; Inve not had
the spirit .ial in si ;ht to perceive those fialues as aims to he achieved.
But wherever Tieliglous Drama has been on'"ertahen reverently as a
service to Go-' the results have "been most convincing1 .
"... Social iSenofits
The Social element In Beligious dramatics make? tills form of
religious activity Interesting and desirable. sJhen a play la to be
given, every person covets a place on the e st or on some of the
cortir-.ittec s v/or'ving '«lth the cast on the production, because this
cooperation in a big entcrorise satisfies the natural desire for
friendship. V/e arc social beings. Vie crave Interesting associations
v/ith other people. Youth will make any sacrifice to be with other
young people. The church must provide a noble and worthy purpose
for their being togetVr,
7.1

If no such purpose is present an unworthy one .ill be found.
This longinj for Interesting social life is the lure which captures
the youth of our cities and drags the© down. This sanie lure can "be
uned by the church to intensify int^re-t in r' li ;i m$ i bjeets.
But social entertainments which are merely social do not fill
the need of the church in this rjjlfit It is uifortvuw.te th; t nany
so-c-'llea church workers spend noat of their vitality in pluining
and carrying out "socisls" and Arties and entertalnrK-.it s which have
recreational v lac, to he sure, "out hare no furrier v"1 v~. These
ontert indents arc w.'ven for the -n.ireos'- of interesting people in
the church, hut the interest created is too often liroitefl to int^r-
est in these social affairs, and docs not carry over into the re-
ligious activities of the church. The ideal situation is of coarse
one which provides interesting social cort cts in conjunction with
a distinctly r-: Ii.;ious eroject.
Reli iouc dr.ai. furnishes this ideal situation "by offering 1
social contacts which are valuable to the r ligious life. Since
our greatest interest is usually in the field where our social con-
tacts arc most enjoyable, an o * ort unity to work together with others
in the production of a Biblical play intensifies our interest in
relljious subject 3»
The social eleraents of I&ligious drarr.tlcs are as potent for
audience as for cast. The desire to see and tost* the interesting
experiences of others is universal. Everyone enjoys seeing a play

(unless the nlay offends his sensibilities.) Jhe desire occasion-
ally to escape from the hum dram com'on">lac routine of daily life
into thr> .orlr1 of the drain, •••' ere interesting characters are living
through the grrut moments of their lif^, is universal. The olry has
this s-dvuit- e over the sermon as a means of influencing lives—
everyone has an almost instinctive love for dramatic prr :<< at- t'ons,
while only a few earnest seekers after truth will go out of their
way to hear a sermon* A sermon scheduled for a wee)' night, *.vhen
convention and custom do not nrompt at -<--ndance would not attract
one-twentieth of the erowd that would attend a Biblical Drama pre-
sented on a week night. The play gratifies the innate 1 wiging for
experiences more interesting t!ian the events of 0*0 everyday lives.
It has great power as a religious force, because of its ar>-,eul to
the social instincts,
I heve devoted so much space to the enumeration of the bene-
fits whieh may be derived from Bellgious Drama, not only to remind
us of its great importance, but also to suggest that the director
of religious dramatics be ke nly avare of the vast op ortunities for
religious Inspiration which are at his eonrand if he will utilize
tfef*a raid that this enumeration of benefits nay serve as a list of
aims to be achieved aims which the leader should kc--p over be-
fore him.
The persons in charge of dramatics in the church should keep in
mind that the purpose of the introduction of this work is the devel-

onraent of the i^nl and religions life of the cast and of the
aurt ience and not the deTelorxaent of dr^'natics.
The hone fit 3 of Religious Draraa can more clearly be denon-
str .':ed V n they cm he enunciated, The "ractlfpJt experience of
lumbers of church crouds has ~roved that religious dranfctics do
create a desire for nobility of ch?r . tor and si IrLVv l i., l;/it.
1°

3EC2SSITY lOu TRAISED &BAB2B3HIP
Compter IV
licit :l me drag- cannot orlar this :..bouad .nee of nov; life to
the charch unless there be le ..Ivi-g trained for the work.
It is hazardous for the church to undertake a projr: r.. of dram-
atic activities without trained leaders, for a production that is
not artistic or that lacks s iritu .1 interpretation e nnot achieve
v res-alts d :'ix*cd.
It aaed leaders with i iritual vision, who know how to choose
plnys which are suitable for prod -ict ion '07 church groups, who can
properly evaluate a play and analyse it a r.oral and religious sig-
nificance, who can discriminate between that which i3 ethically
sound and that which Is unsound, and who from a literary roint of
vie'- can distinguish good dr-jna from poor daw a. Some churc^rs
are sta Slag plays w:dch are not worth while from a religious point
of .lev; some are pros nting flays htch are ct ically que s ^rnable
;
and a larger nus.ber are prod-aeing plays which, though they :.ay be
hi lpful and uplifting, could not he classed as good literature and
do not conform to standards of dramatic construction, Jg need
leaders who -ill be able to choose plays which are rellgiouely In-
spiring and .vhich are also good drana.
..e need lea crs v/ho can La-.ke zlic rehearsal of a religious play
genuinely v .1 .. ole to the cast, a leader who can inspire the cast
to approach the presentation of a B'bl'eal r>lay with a reverent
attitude. ?e need leader? with a fine i:i;-'t jht into moral and jroir-
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itual truth who have the training .-vnd ability to write more olays
worthy of uroduction by the church.
we also need leaders who can stage a piny with artistic finesse,
and make it a thins of beauty. Virtue rind righteousness are too
often made to anpear crude and unlovely, whereas the true life Is
really the beautiful life. The dramatic sta ndards of production
of the 3ibllcal or r> ligious play roust be igher thin those of the
average amateur production in the cort-amity if it its to have its
due influence* There ra vSt be rore artistic, tho ugh not necessarily
rjore expensive, stage settings, r.nd more historically and art is-
.
tically correct costuming* There must be bettr-r character portray-
al and a more true intnr-aretation of the theme of the r)l"y. A
Biblical or reli ious drama should be produced und-r trained, rev-
erent leaders.
The develoarent of religion-- dr-.r-i w>5.ch will lift the nation
to new levels of idealise is made imnosoible not so much by pr ju-
diced disbelief in its value as by a lack of such leadership. The
church as a whole is vitally ware of the great influence of the
drama in molding character, but feels it to be an almost impossible
undertaking without trained leadership.
It is the function of the dramatic department of the church
college to tr- in such leadership that will so direct the trend of
dramatic enterprise in the uture, that drama will be a force for
ri^iteousness and good citizenship. Unless it aims to do this it
3a/

cannot honestly seek the financial support of the church, Lany
honest nen have objected to the introduction of Immtics into the
christian colle e, and it -vot-ld sec. in ~rny esc- that their ob-
jections are justifiable, fOr the students trained in these depart-
ments are seldom fitted to take charge of the church's program for
Htllfl fWli Dra a, or 'ven to discriminate ort cen drama which is
religiously invigorating and that ?rhich is destructive to the higfc*
est ethical conceptions* "Draratic Art" and "ElDeution" do not
corner! se the vrhole duty of the christian college to the student or
to the church, in the iturattf field.
The draratic department in the Christian Colle 01 ::hould have
clearly defined aires wish re greet to Religious Drama.
1. The BtfSffeMQM should aim to cultivate Ml appreciation of
the best dror/i,- the drama of high literary standards and ennobling
ideals. Provision sho Id be :rade for the study and discussion of
the bec-t published pl rys and the analysat ? on, under Christian Pro-
fessors, of the ethical significance, drurnatic structure, and lit-
erary value of these pi ys»
2. The Den-rtrent should aim to develop Drama that is distinct-
ly Christian, by
a. Training playwrights in the field of religious and Biblical
dra: a, and
b. Training directors; cometeat to roduce vith artis-
tic finesse and reverent insist the religious and Biblical dramas
which are nov? available.
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The dram tic program of the church v/ill he practically iden-
tical rith the course in Religious Draisa in the Christian College,
since it is to prepar- leaders for the urogram of the church that
such a course is primarily offered. The college student who has
had sucl: a course should be able to rr.Uurn to him home church and
direct a complete progmia in r-ligims tfKMM
Both the church program and the college course should provide
Opportunity for the study and tfiscussio B of 3 '.b Ileal -leys and
olays with ethical significance • They should both encourage the
efforts of that group "ho have the ability and desire to write
Biblical plays by furnishing instruction in the art of play-writ-
ing and in Bible History rnd by organizing play-writing groups.
They should also provide for the production and public presenta-
tion of Biblical nlays. In ;r ma tic study, dramatic composition,
and dramatic production, their ideals and purposes should be the
same.

PAOT II
A PRACTICAL PilOSil^Ll SjOR Tig: IIKHCTOR OF ESLISITJS PRAIA
Section A- The jfMWttl Director
SURVEY BY DIRECTOR
Chapter 7
The Director of Religious Drama in the church may be a sal-
aried v/orkor devoting hie full time to the supervlsiDn of the dram-
atic ac'.ivitiorj of the church; or he may he the Director of helig-
img Edvication, '.ho is devoting a part of his tiroe to r li io
dr matlcs as one phase Of the educational urogram of the church;
or the person in charge of the church's dramtic program may be an
avocational worker, devoting only a part of his Lei mire time to
religious dr matlea,—(Perhaps the Sunday School Superintendent^
a Sunday Schnl teacher, a choir -'iroctor interested in Pageantry
and dramatics, or even the Pastor's wife.)
The program herein set forth is sufficiently inclusive for
the church ah.ich can hire a full tisx> director for its dramatic
program, and yet is sufficiently ^lastlo, to .'e supervised by a
director who can give only a part of his time to tiie work.
A director who can devote his full tiae to the . rork is not at
g11 essential, even in the large church, if the mergers of the church
'tfho have ability and training in any phase of the aork are so organ-
ized that each can have his part in the supervision of the project*

The most important part of the problem is? the marshalling of the
human resources of the church. It is not the gMQPMI of one in-
dividual in any case. It is the church's program. Ho one r>erson
could exc-cuto it; and it will he traly cru cesoful o.:ly to the ex-
tent that It enlists the services of all available persons who hnve
the ability to help carry out such a pro raja«
There- fore, the first and mat imoortant -lart of the Liroctor'e
•orograra is a co.':-^.et" : qrycy puf the human drar^ic r , 2UJMm of ^)\Q
comran'ty . This is the one part of the 'Ork which he cannot neglect
or delegate, but if his survey is complete and ho succeeds in en-
listing the support of all who have a'o'lity to as 1st with the oro-
grsa, his ^ubseouent duties will be gr "vtly simolified, for prac-
tically every other part of the work can be delegated to able as3is-
'ua.its.
In fact, r:03t other p~rts of the vork should be delegated to
assistants, for unless the Director is a very unusual nerson, he
could not oossibly have as expert a knowledge of all phases of the
•.-ork as different men&ers of the group would have, each in his own
favorite field. There will be artists in the church who can de-
sign more beautiful atage settings than he could de.ign. There will
be dressmakers who can aore truly copy the lines of costumes in
Biblical aictures. There will be electricians who can more suc-
cessfully experiment with the lighting a"1 - retus until the light-
ing effects der'ired by the artist who is designing the st ge sotting,
h.ave been achieved.

There will be t achers who know the v lue of the dra-atic
net rot1 in education, and who have had experience i:. .-.»or!cing with
childr-n. There will be members of drone clubs and graduates in
Dr. .••-tic i_rt, and Professors of English who have studied and tauiit
the English drama.
The Director's s rvey should enlist the services of all per-
sons ivi the community who are interested in any phase of dramatic
work. The combined training and ability of all these ill n; Jce
pHMtUe a complete progr.yn in hcl i ~ious 2r vr. m
The method of making the 3urvey is a subject worthy of careful
consideration. Some efficiency experts advocate the quest ionaire
as the most satisfactory method of .r^kiu; any oxr/ey. Jut a q^es-
tionaire generally does not call forth an enthusiastic response
unless the perron who is asked to anir.ver the questions feels that
it is to hi3 personal nfTrltffr to publish the Information which
he is asVed to .five, or unless he is already so keenly interested
in the subject that he is expectantly M0HP for an opportunity to
gift expression to his ir.tr/re :t.
¥be aethods used by the Director of Hcligious Drama in making
his survey should, bo such that they will not only call forth the
cooperation of those who were previously intr>r--. *t~d in ~hc work but
Al80> create interest Batons those who had not prevJo r ly re -.lined
the iuitfalneso of this field of work. The survey should insti-
gate such contagious zeal for the work that those who have ability
37

in any lino of dramatic endeavor .'ill he "ill to pfpMW themselves
farther by making l study of the dramatic program of tho loe-.l
church.
c\o tionairc may as a" i at in setting the entire r~ t~- 'or fore
all z'\o-:c '-''o rr~ to 1 rvc nny ^art in the orogran, rnd h^/ir -a-- oh
to se*> rust -her? his ? rvices can be usod , an;1 how his rr.rt of the
work is to he contributed to the whole unified nrojoct. Sat if the
questlonairo jimtlMN is to ho used , son© more intirrat-
,
psnvcmt
•-ethod should also he enrol oy*»d to invai-t to th "rorr-ective assis-
tants the spirit which is ho ind the nrogr ra and in n " re thorr. with
the nossibilities for the advancement of the ICing^om of Carl at
which -.re embodied in that nro;?ram.
Personal interviews , or rae^tin.TS with sroll gro : yj i;it •:,estod
in nir-ihar ah .so 3 of the v;ork will in nan;,' casos call forth a feel-
ing of personal remo: .sihility for the -ork w' tch could not he se-
cured by a loss intimate present' tion of tho importance of the work.
All who are asked to fill out a quest! onaire should at least
have had a previous explanation of iV= rrh: ire and nurses s of the
work. This can he r.ost sntisf:ict aceora": ished in 3rr.ll r
gro -ps where there can he freedom of ttfOMWt— and qua: t'ons and
answers, but it is also advantageous to hav- tho r..- tter presented
more formally from the mloit.
Some such general information as has been presented in thr
first four chaotarr of this booh,—the ne~d for religious drama,
its p-irooscs and value 3 should be presented in some form to all

whose "S,'i st-ace is to be solicited for the carrying out of the
program.
Just .'hat training and experience will "be coat valuable? for
leaders In the different brrnches of the work will be more mani-
fest r fter the follo-in'- chapters h-ve o tlined the church's pro-
gr•"I in gre ter detail. • ?herc fore sng^'tion - -ill be made later
as to the personnel of the crvxiittee to be placed in charge of each
subdivision of the work,
Bte director should ke-^a a card index of prospective leaders
for all departments, listing the training and experience of all
persons available and the type of "vork they seen fitted to direct,
Subse' .eat not rt ion oho Id be -/'n on this record of all the pro-
jects which they have successfully conducted.
It nay be advisable in some coirammities to have this survey
ir-ade by a Con ittee under the leadership of the Director of Relljious
Drama, In that case the Director "ill be Chairman of this Committee
on Beligious Drama* A surrey by a corroittee can oft'pi be more com-
plete, and enlist more whole-hearted si- MVl from the various groups
than a survey by one person.
ibr the uni floation of the entire program this first coirgnittee
can very effectively develop I to a storing Cocmitte? on iteligioufi
Ih-'isa, composed of the chairman of all the sub-conmittees.

SEC?103 Bm
THE STUDY OF KELIGIOUS BRAHA.
(TIAPTEI; 71
The Bellgious ^raoa Study Class
To the active progress of religious drarsatics there are two
phases—•Conrrvosition and Production, "but neither of these can roach
a hi;;h d.e:jvec of effectiveness unless there he orovision for a
third phase of the work—a preparatory >rogram—nar.xly , the s-udy
of r ligious toaraa. A thorou,;h study of the i.at trials and methods
of religious draco, is a necessary preliminary to either the cod-
positisn or the production of religious drarca.
If a church is to undertake a wsrttar'-ile Dramatic program the
first step jhould he a class for the study of Biblical Dram.
v?hilc this first course is being conducted, very simple elays and
dramatisation may he pre: 1 nted to keep w$ the local Interest ifcit
rer.lly effective '.vork cannot he done until the foundation has been
laid in the Erema Study Course,
Shile the study of Religious Drama may in one sense be con-
sidered as a preparatory course, there are other respects in tfhich
it has Intrinsic value. Practically all of the benefits which have
been listed in Chapter III are Inherent in the study of religious
drama as v?ell as in its production. There are educational v. lues,
A/0

character development , and religious Inspiration in the rr-.-r' ing
and study of a good play. Clearer insight, broader vision, and
nobler living should result ther-fror?.
In the first class studying the r>rinci"les of Eeli&ioas Dr ma
there will be those who are rirr.rily interested in play produc-
tion :xn& those ho are primarily inter sted in pi. y writing, raid
some who will probably never specialise in either field bat who,
nevertheless, find a real pleasure in the r ading and study of
any king of drama. The course offered should be sufficiently
general to attract all the people of the church who are interes-
ted in any phase of the drama because It i^ dc irable that all
who are to participate in any >art of the Church's dramatic pro-
gram should have this pr l5 inary study course.
The Religious Drama Study Class should be conducted by lead-
ers who have a knowledge of the structure and technique of good
dreoaa and who are also sufficiently versed in the principles and
net'-ols of r. ligious e 'ucation, to be able to analyse the value
of a ;lay with reference to its usefulness for religious purposes.
In studying a historical play there should be reports on the
religious, social, econimic, or political conditions which furnish
the back ground of the olay. If Hp play is Biblical, liible dic-
tionaries, encyclopedias, and comrentaries should be consulted to
get the 3iblieal setting for the characters and incidents portrayed.
The characters sho ild be carefully analysed in the light of all their
acts and qualities which are pr -s nted in any section of Biblical
history.

The theme of the play 3hould he correlated /ith similar te^ cit-
ings from mess- : res of Christ and the validity of the thoiae tested
thereby. A comp- risca ith other it or: -tare or s v,z'j:.k; tlie gar.®
or simil: r themes is also valuable.
The study or Keligious Lrana -ocs not in moat respects differ
from the study of other serious drama. Analysis of the theme and
eurpose, the structure Ml V-ch:ique of many dramas is variable if
one is to enter the field of dravatic composition or be able to
anoreciate and evaluate the dramatic elernents in the -leys one sees
or reads.
But there ore elements which Bust fet present in drama to be
used in religious education ishich are not present in all drama. A
play may be truly draniatlf and. present scenes true to life, and
still be morally detrimental to an audience witnessing those scenes.
If a lay is to be used in religious education, the ethical and re-
ligious significance of every incident and every attitude in the
play must be tested by the highest standards.
Surthermore , there are certain typos of dramatic construction
which are more effective vehicles of religious truth than are some
others, The technique of the play is also largely responsible for
the effectiveness and convincing nr mentation of the V-eire of the play.
And so in the study of drara whieh can be used constructively in
Beligious Education, two phases of the drwaa mu<?t be considered.
(1) Its ethical and religious significance.
(2) Its structure and technique.
These are discussed in the following chapters.

ANALYSIS OF TIE ETHICAL SlcaflFICAHCE OF THE Hi*
Chapter VII
There has "been among some few drr.inr.tic critics, a theory that
the drama should not concern its^l" ith religion or ethics,—that
when the drama starts an active propaganda for raor-lity it censes
to be good drama,—that "Art for art's sake" demands a disregard
for ethical implications, 'Whatever justification there is for such
an attitude is probably to he found in the work of those v.'ho have
tried to use the drama as a means of " sermoni :;ing" instead of male-
ins their plays a nr s nt-.tion of the dramatic struggles of life
which rcv<\al the t mth they wish to Irmr?--s won t -civ c:.i ionce.
It is true that much that has been written ror pur oses of re-
ligious propaganda and offered under the name of drama has simply
been argumentative dissertations or moralising omilies divided up
80 as to make speaking parte; for several characters and called a
play or a pageant. The latter term has be n more misused than the
former, anything which could not be classified otherwise being ad-
vertised as a 'pageant*.
However, the pr -smce of the prop&gsuida native does not nece-
ssarily mean that the ork ill not be good art. I&ich of crar best
drama would fall under the- classification of the 'thesis play*,—
the "piece-a-these" . A dramatic thesis has been defined by A. B.
.valkley as "A moral judgement on the lautual actions and reactions
of human brings in a given situation." Kr# &ralkley farther ntr.tes,
1/3

"If the actions are convincingly and artistically nv PMftfttt the
mor 1 judgement is brought home But the treatm.-nt must
be unswervingly dramatic. There is not only room, but need, in
the thrr.tro for thesis—nlays. Bit they HMftg before SVtttyVhiaft
O)
be plays."
There have been leading dramatists of .11 perio's and prac-
tically all nations who have produced r' 1 Drama baseO upon eth-
ical or religious theses. Their religious and moral standards and
ideals may not have been identical to ours, but their pmrpCM was
to present the r< form' tive idealism which they possessed.
Barrett H. Clark in his introduction to "Uuronenn Theories of
the Drama" st tes that he started with the ir:t -ntion of including
"only theories of dramatic form" . but found this impossible because
"The technique of no true art is server ble from ethical and esthetic
|j—M<rlit fWW ....there is a constant tendency on the part
of theorists to enter into the moral side of the drama; from Aris-
totle to Bcriiard Shaw there is a "school of dr : atic critics ho
demand that the rama shall s'-ape the morals and manners of men."
In the Greek dramas the thought invariably centers around man
and his relation to God and the Universe, the ultimate destiny of
man and the part the Gods played in determining that destiny and
the relation bet eon the performance of his duty and his ultimate
destiny. If all r ligious or moral thought c raid be m tir :ated
from the Iliad, the Odyssey, Oedipus, or I 'higenia, what rermined
WTald not merit the name of Dram.
(1) Forum, D. 1?21 "The Drama with a Mission**

Hot only did the Sreek Dramas possess religious themes "but
they were performed as service* of worship. 'The Attic sta;e devel-
oped from sacrificial ceremonies.
The Latin Liturgical play is the next lin.': in the chain. A.
Wm Sard's "History of Sn .l's' Dramatic Literature to the Drath of
Queen Anne" trace:- the manner in v;hic3i the liturgical service of
the Roman Church developed into the Passion Play, and the Saint
Play, a.. T the Passion Play in torn hecame the mother of mot 1, rn
drama.
The L-edacval I. ystories and Kiracle plays combine elements fam-
iliar in the istorical forms of both an earlier and a later period
of religious drama. Blending comedy with trr? ;•• dy, and rort raying
the entire range of human life and human r otion, the miracle cycle
still exhibits elements of dramatic unity and pov.'or.
"In "-"land during the slov/ lapse of some five centuries, the
1-iracle, with its tremendous t'-.eme and mighty r ligious passion,
was preparing the day of the Elizabethan stare, for dc.lte the
cricitiec, prolixities, and absurdities of detail, these English
(1)
Lliracle Circles are nohly dramatic both in range and spirit."
The pro.'-T-nimrs of .i.tvoa-o: .. Lr--.-^ re not the only dramatist a
to whom religion fmaiished a Primary basis for the dramatic ao cal.
According to Katharine Lee Bates,-—"Sfe find religious pas 'ion at
the heai't of the drama of ancient India and modern ?er;,ia.n
(1) Satharine Lee Bates, Page p5 "The English Keligious Drama"
(2) Katharine Lee Bates, Page 1 "The English Beligious Drama"
US'

Horal idealism continues as a strong motivating force among the
later 2nropean Braratists. Alexandre Boras fils was particularly
concerned with the rsoral utility of his plays. In ft lettor to A.
K. Sarcey, he writes:- H I realize that the srinie requisites of a
nlay are laug t^r, tears, passion, emotion, interest, curiosity;
but I eiaintain that If, by nieans of all these ingredients
and without Ktslaising one of thnr, I can exercise soise influence
over society; if, instead of tr«~ ting effects I can treat causes;
..I shal have done nore than ny nart as a ooet, I shall
0)
have done rcy duty as a man,"
Many of our leading modern Lrasatist^ are even more- concerned
with religion and a-orality than were their pre ecessors, An out-
standing Illustration of this tendency, though by no means an ex-
ceptional illustration, Is Isben with his satire upon false ideals,
"his belief in salvation as a state of sail, his warning . r-inst
(2)
the bartering of spirit rl Integrity for rrteaial advanta ;es."
We rray not agree with all of his social or religious attit..das,
but we cannot doubt his religious Interest and parpose in such
plays as "Peer Gynt" and "when We Dead Awaken"* Indeed the cfe. sh
in "When We Bead Awaken" Is between the two conceptions which we
re here discussing,- "Art for Art*s Sake," and Art for life's
sake,"
It would indeed scti unnatural for the (M to seek to avoid
an intera st which is as universal as is religion. It has been in
(1) Page Jf2g "European Theories of Brsr<a," 3arrett Clark
(2) Chandler "Aspects of Ljodern Braraa" Page 2

all ages one of the most vital arid most r: al themes of drara. The
abundance of thesis plays attempting a solution of the moral and
religious problems of modern life attest a genuine interest on the
part of draratists in r< li .iras and ethical theses* ITenry Arthur
Jones affirms
"Those who would, deny the dramatist the ri ht to depict relig-
ious life upon the stage should show either that religion has hecv-te
a quite unessential and useless portion of human life or they
should show that religion should not occupy the same part in the
dramatist's scheme and view o<* v-sw-n life that it is sun nosed to
0)
occupy in the outer v/orld aryand him.......... " 1'r. Jones further
et-.tes, "There cannot he an intellectual e fort in any province of
art without a moral implication."
To "become skilled in the analysis and eveluation of the moral
implications and religious significance of r leys dealing with mor-
ality and reli gion is one of the primary goals of the Religious
Drama Study group. As an aid in achieving this skill, the follow-
ing analytical questions are suggested.
1. Is the thesis of the play etaleallv sound ?
2« If unethical conduct and wrong attitudes are presented, do they
meet vt&h condemnation in the laind of the audience or with in-
evitable eunishment in the course of the ^lay?
(t) Page "The Renascence of the English Drama"

3» If sin is presented, is the allurement of ^in presented v.ore
vividly t'r n the urf- .- —.Itjn/j fro; i , '.
4. Ig there gBHMtr ctive religious inspiration in the rlay?
5. Are the t:yv.q N thy and admiration of the mi-?, nee ^ilnod "by the
force? of ri^it-ousness?
Is the Thesis of the Plry Ethically Sound?
The fact that a play has an ethical theirs, or manifests an in-
tercut In natters of religion does not necesnarlly i-'oan that it is
suitable for the lunone of moral or religious e • uc^tio:.;. It nay
mean the oo;>osite, for the et'-.ica! implications of the play may be
absolutely unbound. The ploys to be used by the church in it." dram-
atic program must not only be ploys with •treat* of religion or
morality, but they must deal with these nun st tons in accordance
with the highest ethical standards of which v/e have a knowledge
•
The manner and. methods of judging- a 'olay ?»ith reference to
the ethical value of its theme cannot 'be arbi.tr rlly enunciated,
for a great variety of methods might be successfully mft< The
highest ethical standards v/Mch mnkind Ofsesse? are of course,
to be found in the te-achings of Christ. Alt/.o\rjh there are monor
difference" in the inter -r-- > - 1 n. of --ome few of Christ's teach-
ings , Uich result in some differences in doctrine on the part of

the various denominations, there seems to "be almost complete un-
iformity vitfc reference to the ethical standards set qp "by Christ.
There is, of course, no absolutely final interpretation of
the teachings of Christ which can be set forth as a form by -/rhich
to evaluate the ethical thesis of all -alays. One's understanding
of the meaning of Christ's teaching! develops as one advances in
the Christiaa life, and relifiOM drama will aid in the unfolding
of the MMSlag of the ethical standards of Chrl-t. therefore it
will probably never by possible for a Study gfMp to say v;ith fin-
ality, concerning the thesis of any "ley, "This is an ideal state-
ment of ethical truth."
nevertheless it will be possible, by discussion of the theme
in the li£ht of the highest idealism of the group and the sources
Of information available, to decide with a considerable degree of
definit^ne *s~-nThi s thesis is ethically valuable" or "This the is
is ethical!?/' unsound."
The most imperative reason for this analysis of the thesis of
the "lay is the detection of any .erversion of the teachings of
Christ. To be ti ble it is not necessary that the thesis of the
play set forth the correlate S - aching of Christ on that particular
there, but it is essential that as such as is set forth be in
harmony v?lth the ".-hole teaching of Christ.
If Unethical Conduct and V/rong Attitudes are Presented
do they taeet v/ith Condemnation in the mind of the audience
4?

or with Inevitable Puni yhme-nt in the Course of the Play?
The fact that wrong conduct or wrong attitudes are presented
in a ulay docs not nean th it the olr.y is irnroral or harmful. The
norr.l value of the play defends u^on the mangier in vhich the mug
conduct is tre.--.tod by the .1/y v»right • A ol- y is not :wr>rooriate
for religious educational purpose if the wrong doing in it is so
sugar coated as to . . ear justifiable and profitable rather than
as contemptible and unprofitable. Gin is not attractive when its
full conscw.ences are r ally understood. Certain types of 3in are
secrlngly profitable to the wrongdoer. The unhap inenc which such
sin. bring u^on ot ers must be so evident that the audience will
loathe and coudenn it at the sovne time th t they recognize that
it is seemingly profitable to the wrongdoer.
Other types of sin, while bringing iwr ediate satisfaction or
nrofit, incur ultimate suffering and punishment which in the end
greatly out cigh the nleasure derived therefrom. The ultimata
punishment inevitaoly follow wrlngdolng of this type and
should op shown in the course of the action of the play.
To permit wrong doing or wrong attitudes to go unpunished is
to encoura e them. In the drar.ua, as .veil as in r al life, there
is danger in co::trac- with wrong doing unless one also witnesses
the results of that wrongdoing.
If one observes those about one participating in what one has
believed to be wrong, out observM no unfortunate results to fol-
So

low their conduct;, one will " i;:ely conclude that their conduct is
not wrong after all. That swift and sure uunishusent hns a deter-
rent effect uoon ".rosoective v.TO:^;oc:r j a fund-;.?xsnt. -.1 ;:r j.Uo
of any effective system of jar i s nr.idencc « In ; :icual, veoole do
what they see others around then doing unle; s they observe that
such a Mfn of •onduct r? :nilts in tuohap^iness and suffering either
for themselves or for others.
The fact that an incident is given in biblical Sistory does
not necessarily iir;ly t'aat it is suited to the purposes of Lelig-
i ms education. A play which ores nts Jacob dec iviu; his « ;od
father and defrauding his brother, and them pictures hira as the
favored of the Lord would he morally detrimental to youth. If,
bo ever the play in so oonstracted as to link up very directly the
scenes of Jacob's deceit and dishonesty iith tlie scenes in his later
life wherf? he himself is deceived by hi3 t?u sons who have sold his
heloved son Joseph, the tragic results of dceit are cade evident
«
The presence of any elements which are subversive to the &KCb*
eral teaching, "Ye saall reap what ye sow" and which bestow the re-
wards of virtue, ./here punishment would in real life jo net .oral *y
suppose.; to fall, should surely exclude a play from use in relig-
ious education. There is necessity for the most caretul scrutiny
of a play with regard to the manner in which wrong acts or atti-
tudes in the play are dealt with.
It is therefore of the utmost importance, in any play to he
.a

used for religious educational parpOlKHh that the penalties for
whatever wrong act or <"rong attitudes are presented, shall be marie
very evident somev/here in the course of the play, or that the suf-
fering which the "''rongdoing causes others shall be so re-?lic*tic
that the audience will whole heartedly deseise the wrong.
In testing whether the ultimate influence of a piny ::"s.\l oe
"beneficial or harmful wo trust look not only at the main theme of
the play but at all the incidental acts and attitudes, and make
rigid aolication of the te3WDoes all that is wrong meet with
condemnation or punishment?"
If Sin is Presented in the Play, is the Allurement of Sin
Presented More Vividly than the Unhandiness Remitlag from Sin?
In the play v.idch treats of the temptation and fall and the
later sorrow and repentance of the hero, the temptation scenes are
often so alluring as to leave a stronger Impression on the v ine of
the audience than the later ret ri 'out ion. The general effect of
such plays is directly subversive to the lesson they purport to
teach. The sentiment of the audience at the close of the play is,-
"Of course he shouldn't have done it, but you really couldn't blame
hi:.", and v.'ro r^f. oln ; is thus aou'loned*
Mmqt olays which ouroort to teach a good lesson fail at this
point. After the audience has witnessed all the enticing pleasures
of sin, and the thrilling allurements of wrong oing have been paint-

ed in vivid colors uoon the canvas of the wind, a brief scene show-
ing the results of sin cannot erase the lurid picture* Although
the "umoac of the play nitty have "been good, the lesnon goes astray
because of improper emphasis.
xhe vivid presentation of scenes in which crir;ie and evil are
predominant in their most thrilling* most enticin;; form may be
traly drastic, and since there are such scones in renl life it may
be classed as realistic art, but it is not in keeping with the pur-
posos of lieligious Education to extend the pWH of such influences
by having them dominate the most vivid scenes in a play sponsored
by the church.
The purposes of Religious Education are subvertc} if sin is
presented In a nore alluring fore; than righteousness.
The degree of attractiveness or re -ugnance which sin has when
viewed in the life of another, either on or off the st- go, of course
varies in the case of dlffrrent sins. This fact will determine
which sin3 may be pr sented, and which may not be presented at all.
But there is no sin which will not exercise some degree of fascin-
ation over the mine's of the audience, If its allurements arc given
too much emphasis.
Sin in its full significance is hideous. It 13 only when its
vileness Is disguised by its seductive blandishments that it has
pov/er to lead astray. If we could see it In its totality, Its
blighting rec?ults as well as its enticing beginnings, it would have

no alluring power. Wrongdoing when presented on the st~ge should
bo shown in its true colors,- in all of its deviating, heartbreak-
ing conseouenees.
Is Am Constructive Religious Ins^irrtioa in the Play?
Beli/ionis Education is not confined to lessons concerning sin
and its puni shment , and the attendant admonitions to refrain from
sin. In fact these negative teachings should he out a very minor
element in the t— ching of religion. It is poor policy to stress
the negative ride of religion. The primary emphasis should be upon
the oositive virtues.
The novrer of suggestion is so great a factor in education that
the majority of religious olvys used for the purpose of religious
education should not deal rrith sin hut v/ith the positive virtues.
There should he in any play to be used by the church positively
constructive elements "hich create in the hearts of the hearers a
desire to harmonize their lives rx>re perfectly v/ith the ./ill of God.
Unless the plry is an expression of true religious life it does not
merit an expenditure of the vital energies of the church.
Are the Sympathy and Admiration of the Audience Gained by the
Forces of Eighteousnees?
If the influence of the nlay upon the lives of the audience is
to be for good, t3ieir interests and desires must throughout the play

be with the forces which are striving for the riJit • These forces
must be nv.de more attractive^* more admirable,- than those which
underpin" "varasn welfare.
Of the two conflicting forces the one which represents the
rivht must be m A.e so much more desirable that the audience never
waver:* in Its allegiance. In the conflict, "what soever tilings are
honorable, Just pure or lovely" must be made so allurin? that there
Is genuine suspense whenever the opposing forces seem about to tri-
u "oh over the forces of righteousness. The oorvosing forces i^ust
be aowerful but not lovable. The audience must want the hero or
heroine to do ri ;':t.
If whatever right attitudes that are expressed in the play are
to gain franport from the members of the audience, the audience roust
like the characters in the ^-lay who exemplify those attitudes. R>r
instance, if it is beneficial for young peo-le to attend church and respect
ministers of the Gospel, then it will be better for them to see
olnys in which the minister represented Is an upright manly charac-
ter like Ibseaa "Brand" than to 3ee plays in which the churchmen
are timeserving characters like the bishop in "VYhitewashing Julia"
and the Bevcrend Portal In "The Crusaders".
Ibr young people to set the impression, given by so many flms
picturing church groups, that the majority of church members are
self rightoous hypocrites and that deacons and ministers are invar-
iably uneducated, narrow minded 'old fogies', is unfortunate. The
JT5-

prejudice which is thereby created against the church prevents
their ever deriving" any great benefit from v.-hrt is gn^rrlly rec-
ognized as an uplifting influence in a community.
In dr^roa to be used for the pur-nos^ of Keli dous Education
it is of the utmost importance that the ri ht attitudes -or-: -sentod.
should be embodied in lovable characters who will win the corn; en-
d at ion of the audience. The farces of righteousness must merit
admiration and sympathy.
In drama to be used for the -^uruoses of Boligious Education it
is of the utmost irrr>ort-inee not only that the right attitudes should
be ures r.ted, but also that those right attitudes should be embod-
ied, in lovable charae'c^rs who will win the commendation of the aud-
ience. The forces of ri hteousness must be made so attractive that
they will elicit both ap rovel and admiration.

CBftFffBB VIII
Analysis of Structure and Technique
It must be taken for granted, in a vork of this type, that the
student cither has such a g neral knowledge of the principles of
dramatic structure as is gained in the courses in the Dn,:lish Drama
which are offered in colleges and universities, or that he will iv kc
a study of those principles from other Wimil contem-soraneoui'ly v/ith
the present study in Beligious Drama.
A list of the hooks on the study of the drama is given in the
bibliography at the close of this hook. The more information the
student acquires on all phases of the drama the nore eucces ! ful will
he his study of Religious Drama,
It is not the purpose of the author of this volume to attempt
to present anything original in the field of dramatic stracture or
technique. In this field there is an abundance of available mat rial
from the pens of masters of literary criticism. Ly purpose is simp-
ly to give a very general summary of those principles which have
already been formulated by others, and to devote ny efforts to the
application of those principles to the peculiar problems of Religious
Drama as they arise both in the study and in the writing of religious
drara. Since one of the objects of the Religious Drama Study group
is to furnish the knowledge of drastic principles necessary for those
who de-ire to write plays, the principles of dramatic structure and
S7

technique are herein so analysed and explained as to "be of use to
the amateur playwright as well ar those interested only in dranatic
study.
Action
Drama is action which reveals the human '"ill and emotions, The
essential element in drama is conflict Vtwe-rn desires. One charac-
ter has certain desires, opposition to which brings about a clash
involving the wills and ©motions o t" the leading characters. In an-
alysing the dramatic power of a play we have, then, to look first for
a clearly defined conflict and analyse the motives of the conflict-
ing characters.
The emotions and desires which prompt the action must be gen-
uine. They must grip the hearts and lives of the audience because
they portray the realities of life,- the aspirations, the yearnings,
the sympathies, the passions, the de-ply vital human emotions.
The drama deals with action. The rxtterials of the play must be
such as will lend themselves to action—The relationship existing
between the characters of the olay, the desires, emotions, and mo-
tives of each character v/ill develop into the action of the plot.
Things must hao en in a play. The truth or theme of the play must
"be presented by emotion and logically motivated action rather than
by argumentation or exposition.

Tills dot? 3 not mean that character s may not try to influence each
other by persuasion. They nay present and explain their different
oints of view, hut the is;rue of the play must hinge on action and.
not on conversation, for it is action that arouses emotion,
Ifental states that have emotional value are as truly drastic
as actions that have emotional value, hut argumentation usually does
not possess the requisite emotional ap eal. The th? me of the play
must he worked out hy logical action prompted hy genuine emotions.
Since drama is action, wo may rightly expect that the important
dramatic incidents will occur on the stage, llo important action
Should occur off stage and simply be related in the following scene,
unless there are very definite reasons why it cannot be presented on
the stage.
That which really hap. ens on the sta ,c become s more vital to the
audience because their attention is focused upon it, hy the stronger
emphasis of seeing it. The mst 'worth while moments," the important
emotional incidents, should take place before the audience unless
there is some particular reason why they cannot be conveniently staged.
The law governing the choice of what shall simply be reported on the
stage and what shall take place before the eyes of the audience is
the law of emphasis • The main line of the -lot,—the high lights of
the tonwatlf action—should be exacted before the audience.
There is one exception to the above rule that what we wish to
emphasise must be enacted u^on the stage, and that is the case in
which lm.agiur.tion plays a part in centering attention on an act,

unseen by the audience, bat se-n by the arsons on the stage. One
might really claS3 this case with those actually taking place upon
the stage, because it is effective only in that the persons on the
stage are all intent upon the unseen .act, their attention rnd thought
being riveted, on the lace off stix^e where the thing is taking place,
and thus in the audience suspense, curiosity and imagination are all
at the highest ^itch. Some of laeterlinches most powerful scenes
are those in which something is taking place out of sight and in our
minds we -oicture it more vividly than it could pos~ibly be ortrayed.
In "The Sin of Ahab, M the stoning of lla'ooth is thus very dram-
atically presented, as occurring in the 3treet below the oalace room
from which Ahab aad Jezebel view the crime. In thi3 instance the
attitude of those on the stage toward the stoning is more important
to the theme of the play than the enacting of the stoning in itself
would be.
The next essential of good drama is that the characters 3hall
tli©;. selves achieve the solution of the nlay. The persons of the play
should determine the final outcome of the conflict without interven-
tion of external forces. The old Greek method of saving the situa-
tion by the intervention of the "Dcus ex machina" has many modem
parallels. V/e do not have an avenging God or Goddess lowered from
overhead machinery to rescue the hero or heroine from a tragic end
but we do have rich uncles obligingly dying at the auspicious moment
to save the impending financial crash, -nar^ons being unexpectedly
issued barely in time to avert the death penalty and fir3t husbands

fortune, .ely tring killed in auto ftHtUfffitf jn3t ''hen there seems to
"be no other solution for the existing entanglements.
3uch solutions are generally not ;?ood drama. If the persons
involved in the complication cannot work out a satisfactory solution,
then let the outcome he trajedy as it cost probably could he in real
life, Dnly very occasionally, in actual life, is the unfair opponent
struck by lightning Just in time to prevent hin from ruining the hero.
Only very rarely does a "passing aeroplane rescue the heroine from
the villain. In {pod drar=a the hero or heroine who is to be 3aved
is saved because of some -uality in his or her own character.
This 'oes not mean that in Biblical dram, all scenes in v/hich
there is Livine protection or guidance or deliverance, arc unsuit-
able for dramatic presentation, for a car^fol analysis of such scenes
will reveal the fact that this providential care occurs only in cases
where there is some quality of character within the ~>crson himself
that merits and makes probable these inspirational incidents v/hich
aid him in the solution of his m-oblem. The religious dram atist
should look for these qualities of char-.cter and emphasise their
part in the solution of the play as well as any Livine guidance which
the character may receive.
Unity
The next consi deration which should concern the student in the
analysis of a play is its unity. Unity of time and place does not

grtatly concern the modern student, it is not now considerrd essen-
tial for tlie time of the play to represent i lapse of only twenty-
fo.-r hours or any gtfm tine. Nor is it considered necessary to have
all of the events portrayed occur in one place. However, the time
specified for the play must be sufficient for such changes of char-
acter, situations or attitude: as are reoresented to have taken place
logically and nalv_ra! ly; and out of consideration for the producer,
dra at i st a generally strive to so locate the different inci-'onts of
their lays that a large number of totally different stage settings
are not required for any one play.
Unity of theme is the all-important element. The incidents
should all hoar upon some contral idea. Material that doea not assist
in the development of the theme or in the delineation of the chur-
acters through \7hoin the theme is develooeC is extraneous. A chron-
ological presentation of a series of events each illustrative of a
different trath is not drama, although each scene may he dramatic in
itself. All of the incidents in a play must develop a central theme
or have some direct hearing on its development.
3i"olical drama may seer, to offer some difficulty in the appli-
cation of this theme, hecause many of the incidents of the Bible are
given in chronological order, ant? the general feeling is that Bib-
lical historicity must not be tampered with. However, no historical
play purports to give all the incidents of a oeriod. The author has
a choice as to where in history his drama shall start and where it
s'oall end, and thus he can choose a series of events hich do embody

one central idee. He also has • choice as to which incidents he shall
emphasise and ••hich shall he rarely indicated to preserve the con-
necting thread of history.
All Of the many truths presented by a series of succeeding in-
cidents cannot he fully developed in one play. Therefore, one of
t 1 r.gr. truths oust he chosen as the theris for the play, and all of the
incidents which develon this theme he chosen for the im ortant drass-
atic episodes of the -lay. The choic- of theme rill determine which
of these incidents shell he the nain scene, for it must be the in-
cident which brings the tvro conflicting forces to a final clash and
definitely establishes the there. Thf* other incidents which lead up
to this nain scene will he included in the play while there should
he only incidental reference to those that have no bearinj on it.
uhile thcr« mat be one main plot, and one main *roble;., h-.io
or thesis in a ">lay, there can also he sub plots and r.inor theses,
provided they are so related to the main plot and main thesis as to
enliance the Interest in then and further their develoo. i 5b
r
instance, in a ^lay ercs ntin^r the prophet Isaiah, the pLy might be
made to center arcoad Isaiah's efforts to put the nation's religious
ideals into the national politics. The thesis of the pley ni^bt then
ho that of fait); in ^od and national righteousness should he the
source of the nation's hope rather than political intrigue and mil-
itary eiliancos with idolatrous nations. Isaiah* s ef forts to have
this id: -.1 adonted as national policy and the ensuing strugjlo and
final clash with the leaders who disregarded the principles of right-
t>3

MJMi in seeking military raid commercial advantage and who out
their faith in military alliances would farm the main olot of the
r>l---y. The climax of the* lay jraist then be the point v/Lere Isaiah*
s
policy is triumphant and the lc ;ng accepts Isaiah as his co unselor.
However, with these as the rrain plot and main thesis, the au-
thor :-vy Introduce as r:;any sob plots and minor themes as can be so
used as to further the development of this main plot and main thesis.
He may introduce Isatah's teaching re.^arding the "Inviolability of
the Ideal" with its specific apolien t ton to the or acrvation of "er-
usalem. He taay develop' as a sub -'lot the scheming of the njyptian
olcbna or Ileaekiah's dealings with ilerodaeh £aladan. Ait if any of
these Elinor plots are Introduced they r.iust be d'rectly r lated to
the main ^lot of the play and so used as to further the dev lopnent
of the thesis of the play. Any Incidents vhioih cannot be d rcctly
or indirectly used in "she dev-ioprvrn; o*° the Tsain theme of vh* pl^y
Shov.I* oe left for ioth-r
->lay. The dramatist should not yield to
the temptation to or- crufc In one play, every incident of th^ ueriod,
whether It lias any bearing upon tlie thesis of the piny or not. The
play nrost be unified in thought.
Structure of the ".' -.r-.'c V:-'
Bm stricture and techuiqxie of a lay are the means by which

the theme is pro sent ed. They determine the degre* to which the
therae will be made convincing and given reality and drr>.rnatic an eal.
The three act nly is probaluy the ttiost effectiv form of
dramatic scrj.ctu.re, if its prevalence m-.y be regarded as indica-
tive of *ts effectiveness, therefore, in the followin; discuss'. :>n
it will he the str icture of the three act oLay 7/hich we will an-
alyse.
In the draoa the action is organized in climactic or>r, the
material being' arranged in the following form:
—

I mnH^pBiitton end antecedent action.
2—Growth or development, cor olicatlon or rise of net ion.
-Climax, height of action, obligatory scene,
4-—Fall, or denoueuient
The essence of drama is the conflict of chariot era, the clash of
interests, the opposing of desires. Tho alio riauce of the audience
is v;on by one character, (the hero or heroine; or one group of the
characters and the :au!ience wish'.- that side to triumph in the con-
flict. The op 'OSing force which thwarts the desires of the character
in whose success the audience is interested will devote itself to
undermining the highest interests of the hero or heroine.
The Exposition includes all the preliminary action up to the
point where* the opposing faetor is introcaced and it is a r.rent to
the audience what the clash of interests is to he. J$r the end of the
first acc the action should haw progresse' to the point v/here the
problem or 'struggle* of the play is clearly evident to the audience.
With the iutrodactioi of the OP -oaing force the clash of will occurs
which reveals to the audience what the conflict of the pi y i3 to "be.
In a problem play, by the end of the fir3t act the problen nhoald have
been 3tated and the forces arrayed on both sides of the is us.
Before this? point has been reached all of the facts necessary
to a conrprehens ion of the nlay must have been nede clear to the aud-
ience,—all Of the characters (with rare exceptions) crust have been
introduced and their relationships interests and emotional affilia-
tions revealed. V/Iion the conflicting force has been introduced end

it is evident what the is.~ue of the g&RJT in to "b^, the audience should,
from the previous exoosition, be able to understand why the various
characters allign themselves on opoosite 3ides of the issue.
In a well constructed play the necessary exposition will "be
skillfully interwoven with the beginning of the action. The first
scene will not be uevoted solely to the rcv-lr.tion of cast c-v • nt
f
and the explanation of pr?.:ent circumstances and the action 3tart
after all has been explained* The vet ion should start at the begin-
ning of the pl--sy.
She action grows out of the personalities and interests, the
feelings and relations of the persons in the play, therefore, the
beginvxlng of the action should be concomitant with the explanation
of those relationships and the rr-vlation of the fe- lings involved
in those r lationships, o that by the tlr<ve the exposition is com-
plete, the action lias already progressed to a point where the clash
of inter :;ts is ap -Trent and we are ready for the particular inci-
dent which brings those conflicting interests to a definite clash.
This incident which reveals the clash of op posing desires is an
effective closing for the first act in the three act ploy. At this
point the audience is ce.gerly expectant. The strug ;lc between the
two op osing forces has not acutally begun, but tt is evident that
it is I: . inent.
While the action b-';lns at the opening of the play the real
complication of the notion starts at the end of the exposition. The
second act of the three act olay Is devoted to the growth or rise of

the net 'on. Cor.->li cations and obstacles tlllfl the path of the hero
and heroine as they strive to secure the desire of their hearts. It
my seen for a moment that they rill succeed, hut the next moment
nc? fifficrulties have arisen.
I once recieved, on a students examination paper, the follow-
ing explanation of what happens in act II of a well written three
act play:- "It is a proces of Letting things into a terrible fix
and never setting them quite straightened out. Ibr before the hero
gets out of one- predicament, some one has done something else that
you fcnov.' will lead to more trovhle. All through the second act the
audience is Bitting on pins because they know there is . trouble ahead
for the person they want to win out."
Although his explanation was Inelegantly expressed, this student
had rightly sensed the essential elements involved, BMM^g aaspense
as to the outcome of a situation becoming increasingly involved, fear
that the compllev. ions can never be resolved, and intense desire for
the success of the person, IMM MP '^oiplc with which their inter-
est and sympathies are allied. ,-r,ll the elements included in the term
"dramatic suspense."
The growth of the actio:: consists of ft scries of dramatic inci-
dents, each complete in itself, each x^ith its MM complication and
climax. Sach grov/s naturally out of the situation at the close of
the preceding,* incident an'1 each is more dramatic u'-an the lr,st» One
gNMJ&J cation is disentangled only to involve the hero in sore ser-
ious complication, -until at the end of the second act; from the point

of view of the liero it seems as if all is lost. ihe forces of the
opposition are winning out. If the rieing action ia compared to the
tyiiy; of a knot, rro would s^y that at this nonent the knot is firmly-
tied. The hero, the noble ideals, the forces of righteousness, the
side of justice, —whatever characters or forces that have won the
love and sir: ort of the audience—are now oorcplotcly entrapped. The
xaessage of the "pro oliot of the Lord'"' seems to be Impotent; the pol-
icies of the righteous , or the principles of Christianity seem to
have failed. The "villain" has apparently triumphed* the forces of
injustice or inaaorality hold full sway. In the three act play this
point of great suspense is the logical place for the curtain to fall
In Act II.
In the three act play the clirnax of the >lay .rill occur in the
third act in what the French dramatists refer to as the scone a faire,
or what William Archer has termed the obligatory scene. !?he obli-
gatory scene is that scene which, from the nature of the sonplioat-
ing forces the audience has felt roust take place, and to which they
have looked forward with keen anticipation ana uncertainty. It brings
the op*x>sing forces together for a final struggle which is probably
decisive ly to setcle the is rue.
While the audience ext-ects the is ate to oc settled it Is uncertain
as to the iiature of the outcoara, or the nsumer in which it is to be
switieve'd-. There will have been in the first and second act only the
faintest suggestion ia dra=ratic foreshadowing a 3 to what the final
solution may be. "Finger oosts" here and there in the course of the
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play have dir*y pointed, out the way to a r^o s Vole soltition, fixsxs rae.k-
in£ that solution se?ra probable -hen it occurs, hut the skill fill dram-
atist v.'lll not hare aside his foreshadowing .10 definite as to destroy
in hie audience the hei*ht?»ned suspense which acco:r:-anic5 uncertainty
as to the final outcome, The solution nrast "be a natural outgrowth of
the ^receding action, Irat it crust not he a self evident solution which
the audience fro?r. the %mrlnnins of the play has be^n perfectly sure
Tronic! Co the solution.
The third act of the play will open with the hero involved In
the sane inextricable conrslication In which he was loft at the end
of Act II, The first of Act III will proceed slowly, possibly re-
viewing the orevious c ">--=-•?. '.cation, cjr».therins up all the t-ireads of the
nlot and so inccrrwervin^ thoa that eTerything seems to depend upon the
a -.it co of tiv . -> . : 13 between the apposing forces, which is
soon to occur in the obligatory scene which the audience should be
iMMtfhlesrly expecting, The sujrpenec of the audience is now such,
that the dramatist say take tine to Clear up all cinor is'fueg, Every
minor conflict, -crobleci or is us '7hich has been raised at any tiioe
in the course of the play cust be settled before the play is ended.
The Interest of tie audience can nsich more easily 1» hol J "or the
sett 1 in;; of these rinor issues, while the suspense regard ing the
rain is?ue is still at its hei,f£it, than it could after the cliaax
has been passed. In the case of a love story which is not the tsain
issue of the play, the solution or climax of the love story should be
disposed of before the climax of the main conflict of the play. One

fifth to one fourth of the last act is usually consumed in thus gath-
ering together all the strands of the action and Jfflgirffnfl for the
big scene,
The obli t?atory scene itself vrill -robably fill over half of the
last act. Throughout it the interest vd.ll rise and f'.ll in ever in-
creasing waves. At tiroes the opposing force will seem almost to win,
out finally something will liar) -.en, -hich, although a direct outgrovrth
of the earlier action of the play, pet corae3 as a surprise, and be-
comes a deciding factor in the outcome of the ^lay, definitely chang-
ing the trend of the action, The situation is suddenly saved. The
policy of the forces of righteousness is vindicated. The villain is
undone. The truth of the thesis of the play is verified. The climax
has been reached. The play *rlll now he Drought to a conclusion as
quickly as possible.
If the ^lay is to be a tragedy, it will -nursue an opposite course.
The situations in Act II and Act III will be reversed. During Act II
hope '/rill be strong. It will seen as If all is to come out right,
difficulties are being overcome, and the ri ? ht seems to be triumphing.
Then, in Act III, in the final cl^sh between the omosing forces,
some final obstacle is revealed which makes the situation hopeless
and. tragic.
Here again, although the r»rtieular condition ^hich makes this
rain obstacle insurmountable may not have been or^-riausly known to
the audience, nevertheless it must be a direct outgrowth of the for-
mer action of the play. Ample preparation In the form of drematic

foreshadowing must have "been made, in order 'that the audience may
fully comprehend the utter hopelessness of the situation. Although
the audience may have been uncertain as to the outcome he fore the
obligatory scene, the incident which finally determines tlie outcome
mast he a logical outgrowth of the characters of the arsons of the
play and of the preceding action.
If, of the f&mii of action and thought which run through the
play, some come to a happy conclusion and some to a tragic end, the
author may wake his clay a tragedy "by emphasising' an issue ""hich ends
tragically or he may choose to make this strand of the action the
sub plot and take as the main theme of the piny a phase of the sub-
ject in ekich his hero succeeds.
5br instance, in a play dealing v/ilgi the life of Jeremiah, if
Jeremiah':-: ness.-g. of non-resistence and his call to national repen-
tance are made the main thesis of the play, it could be developed as
a tragedy, for his policy was rejected and. as a consequence the nation
fell. In this case the material should be so presented that the
audience ..111 feel the tragedy to be the nation's tragedy rather than
Jeremiah* 3. Jere/.-iahJTs life of self renunciation, fearless preach-
ing under persecution and persuance of duty even ftaeg : t lead to
martyrdom was not a tragedy. Certainly it must be presented as a
glorious victory if we truly interpret Jeremiah's own attitude.
Though in mourning for his nation's sin and destruction, he found in
his personal religious fellowship with Ood more than sufficient re-
ward for all his personal suffering and persecutions.
7Z

However, the subject aatier need not be presented even as a
nr.it ional tragedy for other phased of Jerendah's message bore abun-
dant frait in the religious life of his action, uis emphasis upon
personal religion, his teaching 1 that righteousness is nore iiaportant
than national victory and in the hour of national defeat, his ises-
gRgl that the people could worship God in captivity as v/eli as in
the Tempie in Jerusalem were rocks upon which the Jews in Jiabylon
built a loftier religious faith than they had ever known in the years
of their national independence. If one of the3e teachings he chosen
as the main thesis of the play, the contribution of Jeroisiah will he
seen in truer perspective and the audience will he impressed with
the thought that "throivph the ages an increasing purpose runs" and
the religious value of the play is tlxat.np.ch greater,
•The structure of the one act play corresponds to the stricture
of the last act of the three act nlay. The first one fo-*ruh or one
fifth of the one act play is used for the antecedent action, which
must carry along1 with' It its own exposition, and mke clear to the
audience what the conflict, or problem, or isnue of the v ucnt sit-
uation is. One half or three fifths of the play is user? for the ob-
ligatory scene,—the clash between the opposing forces. 'Jhen the
climax has been reached, and the is:me decided, the play will quick-
ly oe brought to a conclusion.
The third act of mny three act plays could be used as a one
act play with the addition of a very little exposition in the first
of the act, to reveal the antecedent action. Often but Very little

additional exposition vould "be needed, because a WtfXl constructed
third act does go "back and ^ther up all the threads of the action,
and recapitulates the main items of the situation "before the final
conflict.
Characterization
The -ork of a true .artist in tha field of rlsy writing is shown
in character delineation which demonstrates a real understand ing of
human nature. If the characters of the alay are true to life the
audience trill feel llllllilj near to them and the play will vibrate
with life and interest.
iVe come to know the characters of a T>1ay in the name ways that
we become acquainted with persons in real life, that is, by what they
say as they express their own thoughts, opinions and attitude on the
various tooics discussed in the co-arse of the play; by what they do
in the different setu of circumstances which confront them in the
course of the action of the slay, and by what other arsons say about
them, or how other per ons act toward them. Jor instance, if the
veracity of a character is to be doubted by the .---Mence, we must
either hear him say that he would he willing to tamper with the truth
if it were to his adventa to do so; or we must hear him voicing a
falsehood or acting in such a way as to deliberately decieve others;
or some other character who has the confidence of the audience mast
state that he distrusts him or act as if he did not "believe his
It

gtatT.ients. The skill dramatist "-ill employ c combination of all
Of these nethoe'e of char? etc. r delineation. As ie pointed out in a
later section of this chapter, the revelation of character and the
development of the plot are interdeoendent and nust be inter.voven.
?'>o >le do what they do because they are what they are.
If the eharacueri nation of the play is good, each person In the
play will not only bo interesting out i-rill be different from the
others. Uot only the -joini:. nt traits of each c'mracter should be
revealed, but ill of the details of character which jive to each a
distinct personality. The dominating: traits of a 1o >.d?.np person in
a :1 v" often brought out In sharp relief by contrasting qualities
in other persons, as the arbitrary and insolent domination of one
character wo.tld be emphasized by narked subserviency on the part of
others,
The audience 3hould hear about any la ort-v.it Person in the play,
and be prepared for his or her entrance before that entrance is ;:ade,
so that r/hen the character an -ears the audience Knows him* The char-
acter's relationship to the other persons of the play, and their at-
titudes and feeling to-verd Ikfta should have been at least suggested.
He should be to the audience an Interesting shareeter of whom they
have heard, and v/hor. they are ea x-rly waiting to know*
The central character must hare an attractive personality if
the auc-ience is to be vitally concerned about his or her fortune,
A lovable character will elicit the cost penuine sympathy end inter-
est.

Tb.9 development; or Arcngf of character requires tin© and is very
difficult bo r>ortr-'-,y convincingly unless it r stilts frog's one ^artic-
ular influence or act. Characters rffcO»l& uot "be fl9ufta£e4 in their
dordnont traits unless this chaujs is adequately r*)tiva«od. The
repentant villain at the end of the ->lay, just vhen he im$ his vic-
tims in his oo«er, seetactoo '.n-ro ovule unless JlI through the slay
we have seen some influence at %ork which is sufficient to cause the
enrage, or have seen some very drarratic incident sue^ ? I .it he
expected to uproot the funtfarental villainy of his nature. Since re-
ligious dramas very often teals with development or change of charac-
ter and 11 fr-, it is not surprising that they arc sometimes . eak in
this respect.
Extreme change of character usually carrot he convincingly por-
trayed amies s that change of character he Mi* a wtft Issus of the
ni&y, and he stfe^Hstslj prepared for hy the ftaraggt* ttosoug- out the
play of the forces making for that chaise against the forces which
would tend to prevent it, with suspense as to the final outcome*
Ifotlvption
Adequate motivation is not only essential in respect to changes
in character and in the attitudes and characteristics of persons in
the ~)l sy* hat is necessary in every phase of the action of the play*
inc ranee o and exits are logically iv.otlvated in ,'/:ood drama* Char-
acters should not just happen always to enter just at the right psy-
chological moment, and then as unexpectedly to leave the stage for no
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aovarr-nt reason other than that, in tan develoornent of the ->lot
,
they
are not sup-osed to hear what Is said next, There Tsust he soae per-
fectly evident reason for ev-->ry entrance and exit.
"'.•nations Mil "-lso be nrooerly jsotivated. There mat he a reason
hack of the {feeling of love or suspicion which one character hears
to another. Above all their mist be adequate untivaGi n for the ac-
tion of the play. Kach action :rast s>' ea to he a natural outgrowth
of the areceding aovfrsent. There nsust he a logical Nim -/hy arsons
of the olay do the things they do, bHl this rea< on should be found
in the character of tho aerr ons theaselvec.
The irnortance of this? matter of -oroverly aiotlv ••.tad action and
its rotation to character 'levelorient in the play cannot be over es-
tiraaten'. The fjreat draasttlst r«oe# not create a -not, then arbitrar-
ily assign to each of the persona involved in his story a driven set
of characteristics, end than proceed to have these charact;--ristics
revealed to the aueieace by description. If the play is to be a gen-
uine revelaton of life, the character! motion and the action of the
clay cannot be worked out separately, for v?hat people do is always
con;1, it toned by what they arc. Likewise what they are is saxm by
what they do. The revelation of character and the development of
the plot are interdependent.
The playwright oust study hrama nature* .oust know people. He
should so enccr into the life and heart of hi3 characters tha,-: he
feel? their affections and prejudices, their aspirations ant3, desires.
Always, at each atep of the v/ay, in each no.v situation he nust ask

himself, "What would this character fleol under the3e it tfillUlTiwi^n ifT
What would he tli ink? MmII a«ould. h^ cay? What vrould lie do?" The
author mist give o^-ortimlty for the emotions and reactions of each
to Safes tiSt&V BWlWl course, for only thug can their characters be
revealed to theaaudienee, and the action of the play be logically
developed*. In the aeneuverlng of each ch:r rector in his effort to
get what he wants, and. through the varying reactions to each change
In the situation, a gre^t number of ninor incidents will he launched
e<'Ch a logical out?ro»'th of the oririnal situation frosr vdiich it
sprung • Thus the play -'jrows in Interest,
The best plays present few tftflfttioss freely and. drarsatlcally
developed rather than a great number of Incident? for v;hich there lias
not been sufficient dramatic preparation enR rrhieh are theageXfliD >m-
adec^-toly dev^lo^ed . In the writ in,? of Biblical plays there is a
greet fsftMtf to try to crowd all of the historical events of a
generation into one play. It is far better to choose a few of the
incidents which are the »sost direct!^ rr-latsi to the chosen these and
treat these adequately. It is poor --lay in 5 eh a series of in-
cidents take place so raoldlv that one event Is scarcely appreciated
before the audience is iiapppt—fl by another, Each situation should
be held until all it- dramatic possibilities bave been developed to
their highest point. To rush through an Incident simoly giving the
essential items In the plot, is not only to riss ov^ort initios for
the interpretation of character sttft also to lessen the dramatic power
of the situation itself and to fell to provide* lo'cic"! motivation
7%

for the follr-"i- inov'^.ts.
Infft^sy? of n series of di sconneeteA laprijiitfl none of which
are sufficiently tfevelone* to really $rir> the audience, there should
be a cloaely r«l-.t tffetfe of iaoi-lents each of • hich rAftz to the
rruir.tic mine of the ^reeMiuS' and create 3 irp.^atic mistWMW for the
next.
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SECTION C.
THE C3KPOSITIQN OF BZLIGIOT3S
The Author's Part in the Dramatic Program of the Church
CHAPTER IX
One of the most serious problems which confronts the church
in her drarAtic program is the scarcity of dramatic material v/hich
is appropriate for religious educational purposes, Interest in
the production of religious r>lays and pa,-easts has spread astound-
iugly within the last five years. Every denomination is fostering
the dramatic spirit, Host of them have special bureaus or commit-
tees to disseminate information regarding religious drama. So that
today we have the difficult situation of thousands of churches ar-
oused to a realisation of the "benefits of religious drama, desiring
to nroduce pi. ys, and only a very few plays available for produc-
tion which v/ ruld meet what should be the minimum requirements of a
ch-urch production.
As a remit of the fact that the demand for religious plays
lias so greatly exceeded the supply we find churches oroducing plays
which by no' stretch of imagination wmld be classified as religious,
and which, certainly are not good drama.
The great need of the church at the pr- nent moment in her dram-
atic program is for less -producing and more composition. Less energy
"fro

should be expended in producing, until nore has been written which
Is worthy of production. This does not oeari tiiat production should
cc 'sc, but merely that it should be limited to the available nlays
and paceants which are dramatically and ethically acceptable, and
that greater emphasis should be nlaced xnon the compositional oh ses
of the work*
An adequate supply of well written plays, some for large, some
for SE2c-.ll crusts, come for groups with complete st g e^ui , . •-nt,some
for those whose facilities are very limited,- a large number uid
groat variety of truly dramatic, truly religious -Lays is an abso-
lute prerequisite for the success of the church's •• ;•• atic -pro-Taxi.
The problem of 'iow to secure such a surely of plays to meat the
ever increasing demand of producing groups, Is most ur;;ent.
The church lias scores of members with the litrrary talent, and
the religious se: 1 to -rovide this material. The task before the
Church* 3 dramatic director is largely one of arou-. ing the members
to a realisation of the need, and so directing their efforts that
the types of Lays and nagrunts which are most needed will be sup-
plied.
Interest in play writing cay be incidentally stimulated in
the Drama Study Clas:; . The analysis of the strength and weakness
of a pli.y which Is being studied, the consideration of its power
to kindle noble urposes, or its fail ure to do so, shouU incite
ambitious members of the group to efforts to create plays ;vhich
Si

will "be acceptable both as literature? and as religious inspiration
or instruction. The Drama Study Class thus fulfills a tv.-ofol^1 pH*
-ose,- it cultivates an appreciation of true values in religions
drama, and it insoirer with a do ire to embody those values into
pltyri -rorthy of production by the church's -producing grouns.
Gr } 'p dramatization*, discussed in chapter XI, being as they
are,- elementary coimo sitions, will also furnish training for pros-
pective playwrights, A director should not -^r it the creative
anility which has heen developed in the -"ramatizing sessions to
ch;indlp av/ay, out should furnish inceitivos for it to continue to
manifest "t elf, end to increase. Those who -,.eve demonstrated
creative ability should be encouraged and helped to develoe their
talent for dramatic composition in the religious field.
If the interest which the various members of the dramatizing
group have rhown in the interpretation of particular incidents can
he enlisted in the interpretation of other iftblical incidents pre-
senting similar traths, a number of the group ray be Inspired with
the do :.ire to expand their interpretations of these scenes into
lays of their own in?7 ividual authorship.
Interest in the writing of religious r>lnys and eageants '111
be fostered by the organizing of a Play Writers Club, v.'ith regular
meetings for the reading and. discussion of the rorfc of the members
and for definite study of the art of dramatic coatposition. Such
an organisation is not only conduct iti to zealous Interest in the

work, tat will also improve the civility of the al-ys and pr. -ants
written by the member'*. General discissions, holnful suggestions,
ano constructive criticism "by the other members of the club will
help the amateur |&i ywright over many difficulties which might
Otherwise dishearten him and cruse Mm to c~a t his efforts.
An interesting illustr-tion of what can "bo done in the field
of religious dra tic composition is ,x ira\ hod by the work of a
group of graduate students at .Boston University School of Theology
who, in t r>26, under the direction of "Professor E. A. Leslie, under-
took the writ lag of a S'ries of olays dealing with the lives and
mess? y;s of the prophets. Thij ycr e-ked under certain limit-
ations. They were all carrying a full schedule of other clas ?s,
and, in the one- semester during which the class met, they were
trying to give dre atlc presentation to the lives, and mescages of
five different prop'ets* But, when due allow nee has been made
for these limitations, the plays which they wrote stand forth as
a real contribution to the dramatic literature of the church, and
as a fine example of what can be done lay careful students of the
Bible .hen they enthusiastically set to work at this task.
The commit tc; that sponsors the play-writing division of the
tnuaatic programs should consist of persons who : re well versed in
the history and teaching of the Bible and persons ho have a know-
ledge of droratic structure and technique. High ide5.1lism and re-
ligious zeal must characterise all those engaged in the .;ork»
^3

To stimulate kener internet and more scholarly v-ork amon; the
pi \y ..rlting group, u'izes nwy he awarded for the hest -la-/ writ ten
each year* The competition for these orizes nay be either local,
st toaude or national, and the prises offered either hy some chureh
organisation or from the proceeds of rrubllc productions. The know-
led."" that the host -slays wr T cten "ill he ;iv-n ^rod.tc;ion is an
additional incentive.
The Drama League of America, through its Ecliaious Drama Com-
mittee, has probahly fTone ore than any other organisation to on-
c Jur: the :riting of .• Unions 1.- Sore of the "inest bib-
lical plays today available for Church productions are the res-alt
of the Drama League's first prize contest In Feligious Drrma. In
August of If23 1 the Leajue announced a second comet It ' on closing
April 1 , I924-, When the plays resulting from this second contest
have been publishod, a further benefit will have been conferred
upon all churches inter sted in Religious Drama.
In rjxaouncing the conto rt the following st-.t^ment is made in
the Drama magazine for A^^ust—Sept': .aber, t?22» Pago mA care-
ful survey of the vork being done convinces the Religious Drama
Conrrltteo, .'iss Clara Fitch, Cliairman, that tlie greenest neod to-
day is for suitable material for use in churches and Sunday schools.
Hevcr have wo stood raoro In need of icpressing high ideals and
sturdy moral standards upon our youth ..In this extremity
the drama proves a strong force in restating older moral standards-

and proved truth* in MM and attractive forms. Religious leaders
everywhere are taming' to it for old in rr .rtoring vitality to church
Mil*
Unfortunately jrait-.ible and really worthwhile raateri"! is so
scarce that it is almost negligible. Pally one-half of the mater-
ial being used is not worthy of the name of dr -.re.. It is regret-
table that a significant op ortunitf is being waeted for lack of
suitable : --t- rial. '
The nature of the rr.t rial which is needed for the Church's
program in Religious Drama has "been set forth in a further announce-
ment given on peg* of the Drama for October, 1325;- '"The League
feels that the greatest need in the religious drama field is for
sinrole, effective olnys well written. It is essential that the
">lays "be of higji standard dramatically. Authors are urged to make
the setting and production as simple as uosrrlble. bcclal credit
will he given to the plays "best suited to church production and re-
quiring only r;i;.*">lo or iraagin tive treatment. The s\:g. x t'on is
also made that it is not desirable to have the plays too Ion; for
church use. 9m> hours is long enough for a fall-length airy.
Authors sho t3J fher-fore consider, (a) a serching theme; (h) tech-
nicrue; (c) simplicity of setting; (d) suitable length."
I will not treat here of the ethical principles which should
guide the playwright, nor of the structure and technimie of a well
writt n play. The t\to preceding cha ters, Chapter 711, "The Anal-

ysis of Ethical SlgBi fxcancc," and Iftrtirttff Till, "Analysis of Struc-
ture and Technique./' hr.T^ ff-at forth ths rtaadpjrta lay which the Drama
Study group rray judje the Tr.iuc of the plays they read. The ?loy-
vrrlsht should study these same rules raid strive to er.body in his
play the highest ethicr.l standards in the host dm tic form. The
playwrighting group may also Benefit by a study of the principal
st'-ps in the araratizing process which -.Till be outlined in Chapter
XI of this booh, particularly the later stage 3 of the process. As
has been already stated , the work of the Dramatic Study Club should
always preccdo the course in Play writing. 26 group should under-
tr.ke the writ lag °* ploys until they have brcome thorou Ally famil-
iar with oil the principles of drastic structure and technique
through . study of authoritative texts on the subject (sec- bibli-
ography) and have corefally analysed many plays to see how these
principles are actually worked out by jaasters of the art of rilay-
writing. Particular thought needs to be given to the matter of
securing unity of these. It is important that fro., the first the
play wright sJiall b 7e the tresis or problem of the play clearly
defined in his own mind. Unless the issue is Clearly defined from
the first the clash bat /en the opposing forces will be obscured
by minor incidents which _ a no bearing or. the theme.
It will be '*ell for (MMA member of the class to first prepare
a couplote outline or scenario of the play which he int. -C to
write. I'his scenario should state definitely what is to be the

theme or theais or problem of the olay, should characterise oho
persona ..ho arc to be used in vorking out the thesis, and should
give a rt ume of the action of each act. This outline, may then
be pre g < nted to the group for discussion, criticism and sug;es-
tion.
At another meeting of the group the first acts of the var-
ious plays may be considered. The discussion at this session will
center around the question of the most ef fective : e t .oc of prepar-
ing for the introduction of the principal characters and the prob-
lem of v,v>aving the necessary exposition in with dramatic action
which will le -d up to a clear cut is .me at the close of Act I.
One or ...ore meetiiigs inay be ;iven to each act. The 3ise of
the class and the nature of the lays and the ability of the group
will dot r:dne the araouut of time which will need to be devoted to
each act.
)ne -whole session ..'ith orofit be devoted to study of the
character*: of the play and consideration of the methods by which
the qualities of each character may be, in action and speech, re-
Teal C"' to an audience, here the class will need to -jive partic-
ular attention to the matter of making the incidents of the ploy
the logical outgrowth of the nature of the characters of the play.
The auction should be repeatedly asked, "what would this type of
person do and say in this situation?" A careful study of the char-
acters v/ill further the development of the action of the play and
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form the basis for MM ^-tailed scenario of the action of the
play giving nil the Snor ira-id - r.ts an* e-a'sodes.
Er--7ucnt meetings for class <1 i3c-.:.33ton • ill be r.iost valui-ble
to aaateur authors. .Then difficulties '..rise, authoritative text-
books on Dr--natic Technique and the Art of Playwriting should be
consulted, (see biblio jia.phy ) The group very often may need to
to: >or-.rily tr nsform thesis* lve3 into a study ;nu - ; in, .nd by
an analysis of the orh of carter nl".y.7ri;*>.tr, learn how to resent
their own thoughts in more dramatic form.
The types of draaatic comositions which are best suited to
the purposes of religious education and Inspiration, and for which
feher is urgent need at the present tira, .re (O serious draaas,
(2) one act plays, ) P at 3, (4) dramatised oratorios, (5)
scenarios for photoplays.
Serious Drama is the type of full length play most valu ble in
religious education vork and most suited to ^reduction by amateurs.
A tragedy ;any reveal to the reader or audience the retribution
which follows the breaking of God's lav/, but the interpretation of
tragedy is neither within the ability of amateurs nor does it offer
to the cast the most wholesome type of e-'iaracter development.
The same is true of comedy. It may vividly bring home to the
reader or a;: i^ac*- the theme of the play, but plays written for the
educational dramatic program of the church, should be of the type
which offers the highest character development to the cast as well

as to the audience, The needs of the church ^rofT-jn may occasion-
ally "be mot hy r, rlld type of trnpe'ly or ol-:.y • 'V.eh Jul- civj-ify
as Hi-* Cfonedy, "but Serious Dmjna if, in general, decidedly nrefer~
able to either,
Jnntasies and Kascrues will rarely fulfill all the purposes of
religious dr;itot ies. I'elodrarxi and farce never will.
The thre^ ret drana intended for araateur -production cannot "be
as lon^ £10 the -Try written for the erofr srion 1 st'.r> or the olry
written to be r Anateurs are not - tie to SuStaia a play for
two and a half hours, nor can the interest of a church audience,
corvosed of both children and adults be held for as long a period
as can the regular the-tro v.: Hence who CO -ith the intention of
r mining until eleven o'clock.
The re ulat'ons of the H24- Drana League prise contest suggest
two hours as the raost acceetahle length for a t^rec act ploy.
The 3ne Acu Play
The one act play fills the bill for aany church gatherings at
which time wrald not oerrut the rrr ntat'on of a oaree net ^1 y.
Afternoon Eeetings mist often combine business and a social hour
ith : ~ .or: ir tional orogranu The one act play is especially
suited to such ero rains, as it also is to the Sunday School hour
or y^ving peopled meetings which contain other devotional exercises
in ad. ition to the short play, laany of the socL.l evenings of the
Sf

church congregation offer opportunity for a dramatic number twenty
to forty minutes in length, The dramatic department would probab-
ly he called upon for one sot plays more often than for full even-
ing programs if there were good one act reli/,*ious plrya rv.liable,
bee-use their length is convenient for H&ny of thr: church meetings.
The one net olay has otlvr advont " vs* It can ho arepared
for oresentatio.i in less tins °.nd with fewer rehear als. There-
fore, the director and his assistants are able to direct ruore groves
in one act :>lays than in full length drams. RxrtbtnMti persons
whose spare time Is limited, ray participate in the product ioii of
a one act play, when it would he impossible for them to devote as
much time to rehearsals as is necessary for the three act :lay.
Thus the benefits which re suit from participation in a religious
play are extended to a wider circle of oeoole than woaid be includ-
ed if a smaller n cr.br- r of full length olays were roduced, There
is, in the church's dra atic program, a large field of usefulness
for the one act play.
The Pageant
The Pageant is a form of Ararat lc expression which is exactly
suited to the orosrntation of historical there s. Phases of Eccle-
siastical and Biblical history not possessing sufficient contin-
uity of action for presentation in the form of a Play, but having
some unifying element, may be eictorially and dramatically inter-
preted in pa.je-.nt form.

The pa. x ant Is souposeft of scenes or episodes which izxy be a
sequence of heterogeneous incidents, "but which are dominated by a
centr- 1 theme. It brings art and beauty to the interpretation of
that theme. Such theaes as Brotherhood, The I»i£ht of Heliclous
jfrlucation, °r Christ Lin Friendship, may be exalted by revivifying,
in pageant font, events of the past ••.•'.! ah e- -n.nlify t s: tho^o-%
The eoochs of any grn-.t >v nit or the historical crises in
the development of an., ideal are bost r>ort.rayed in oa^eant form,
because the p .x-.nt off .ts a broa^ s/ee Lag vie.v of uh u*o.^re -ss
of the centuries.
While a play may give a clearer understanding of the charac-
ter raid, events of a particular situation at a -aartisular period,
a pageant may traverse the entire course of history, t ..rniag its
revealing search li^ht from one age to another and from one nation
to another, and choosing from all of history and all of life the
scenes which g% aj out most vividly as the landmarks in the devel-
opment Of the thesac which is being presented*
3acb scene in a pedant Intensifies the eirotional apneal of
the theme, cu.nul.at I ve effect imoarts r ality «o the idealism of
the past and Quickens the asoirations of the present generation to
emulate all that is vlorious in the history of the race.
The power of an ideal is immeasurably incr»a ed when it is
beautifully expressed. The pageant may be a symposium of treasures
of art, music, lit rat-ore, and history from all nations and all
aces. In it noble ideals are clothed in beauty of color and form*

The pov/er of the oageant in Religious i'ucation is not fully
realized by church, .vorkers in general, becaus* so many of the so-
called pageants which have been issued for church nee :ire not v-'or-
thy of the name pageant, They are often neither drastic, nor
artistic, nor expressive of high idealism. Church members of
literary ability should assume the responsibility of furnishing
the producing groups of the church with pageants .'hich -recent the
great theses of the .Bible, and the groat achievements and ideals of
the Christian church.
Pageantry is not only adapted to the effective nr ^ntation of
rc.lii_.lou3 fame .-, but it is also unusually suitable for production
by church org alzations, because of the fact that oach episode may
be presented by a different church group. A 1* r ;e number of church
groups nay thus participate in the production and very few xaass
rehearsals v.ill be necessary. £br instance, in a oa..eanfc to bo
pres nted by the Sunday School, each class may present one episode.
These episodes cui be prepared independently, v-'ith no great ex-
penditure of time on the- part of any one group. The pageant, be-
ing a aost effective form for the presentation of historical themes,
and being particularly adapted to Prodact ion by church groups,
merits the special attention of Christian people interested in
dramatic comno s ition.
Dramatize-:' H-thus and Oratorios
The dramatisation of hymns and oratorios is a type of cotapo-
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sition which should enlist the efforts of M&tetaai " ha I ve dram-
atic skill. In suck dr~«atisat! -m rrr.i . :tc ::nd dractic •.ct'on coro-
Din- *.n nakliv; r . t' i fold rr>-eal to the audience, •.rhioh is, con-
seea^ntly
,
doubly potent.
Because of the feet that both musical and dramatic training
are prerequisites for artistic v;ork in this field, o::ly ffrvr
churches have "ndortoken I oro.f?rarn of ttlf kind, The lev First
Bto^jregctionsl Church of Chicc-jo has done o "tstr.adin;; '• ork in the
dr-'-^.ti^In; of oratorios and 'lyms. Goor e L. Tenay* the ,; irector
of the felted choirs of this church, vlth the assistance of Crazi-
atic loaders of ffillOQj has Toduoed crai.sat Izations of the "Elijah,"
and" St. Paul" by Mendel rooh, "The fJoldcn Eegend" by follivan and
various hyrois.
Many church edifices arc not adequate for so ladflpl productions
of dr : r.tirer oratorios as those presented in the 3e I'irst Con-
gregational Church of Chicago, tr.it simpler dra-atization could be
arranged by the drarmtic leaders in srnller churches to utilise
whatever equipment is avv.ilable. The dr matiaation.of hyiaaa laay
be either siir.-lc or elaborate as the it- lag facilities and abil-
ity of the participants penr.it.
The fact that large numbers of the young ac-oplo of she church
have (Bisical training? which is not being- uti'ized by the church in
an;/ work, would suggest rusical fcssK tizations as a fruitful field
of endeavor for the religious dramatist.
<?3.

The I-bolon Picture Senar.'.q
A type of jjigggjflt composition rhich is enlisting the efforts
of IfcbNL* nds of v.'rltor;? today i-; the scenario for the photoplay.
The power which moving • lcturee exert in moulding the thoughts
&n<f ideals of the nation is no longer a .ratter of indifference to
religious lea-' erg. Since more persons in the United States at-
tend the r.ovien than attend church and since more tine is 3pent by
the people of the United States in nttend-.nce at notion "icture
theatre"; than is "oent in attendance at all the colleges and un-
iversities in the land, '-d.icatlonal and reli.^ous leaders are begin-
ning to be concerned about the tyoe of motion picture which is be-
ing presented. A deand for religious Photoplays har arisen from
all sections of the c .miry, and the vork of producing religious
films has began.
Dr. Edgar J. Banks, noted archeologist , "ho
,
being associated
with Sacred Filns Incorporated, is nov. engager' in the prod-action
of motion pictures of the Old Testament stories, gives in the
Christian Ilcr l ,d for April 7, I92}« p.-..ge 277, an important reason
for the rodaction of r' ligiou3 photoplays by organisations dom-
inated by Christian principles
"The motion—picture producers have tried and exhausted almost
every fgigiggillg subject. The Bible, with the exception of a few
Of its 'tories, had escaped. To it the producers v/ould tura next.
That the Bible would be filmed was certain. But how? And by whom?
should it be done by the producer who IVM ber-n turning out picture

after picture which v,e are un.illing tt have our children 30c?
Should it "be <*one for great spectacular effect, -ithout regerd
to the historical aceurr cy, merely a dollar-v:aking proposition?
Or should it "be done reverently and accurately by men pre-emin-
cr.tly fitted financially, mor lly, theologically, archeolo ically,
historically, and in every other way? The answer is flapl***
The Jederal Cxuicil of CTnurchos has now officially under-
taken the production of photoplays. The r oney fbr the enterprise
is su~)oiied by the Hanson Sbundation.
If the -vritinj of iiiblical scenar*os is to tr done reverently
and accurately, the cjiurch will need to f -ruish ^.ri ' U' n .;l..y-
wrights for this ^mrpose. If it does not it cannot justly complain
of in incerity and lack of r> ligioua idealism in the films pro-
duced. Albcr Li. Beatty, vice President and General lanager of
Herald Uon-iThertrical Picuvjrea, states in a letter to the author,
-
' You will sec, within the next five years, not only the 3'blc film-
ed complete but elaoorate detr.iled series of every incident and
par ble there in.
'"The v and is ronething tre: .endous an-.: on of our great
problems is to get sufficient usaterial to supply the demand as,
strictly co.'T ercial st andpoint and vith little, if any, thought of
their constructive religious value."
lir. Beatty also st tep, in pointing out the kind of scenarios
all pt f jus films of the Biole aave been ;..ade from a

which are needed,-' 1 in n*der to mike these, it ig
nece3 mttf not only to hr.ve made a study of the tfiole and drrmatic
technic hut to familiarise themselvrr v:ith the psychology of relig-
ions tc- chin;.'*
Paul Smith, Tlce President of the American I'-Otion Picture Cor-
poration, states in a letter to the author,- "As the large number
of churches now using such material increases, and. v/ith the orgon-
i sat i or. o" r.-nt Katie distribution, vo -h'rf- dra- • s comparable in
expense and style to the best productions now made for the theat-
ricr.l market, v/ill be in order. 1 '
Although photo plays, cannot be produced by local aatour church
groups, bee use of the great expense, still the writing of scenarios
for religious films is a legitimate and vrorth hile pATt of the .ork
of the loligious Lrama Composition Class, It beho afflM the church
to encourage the siting of reli *ious scenarios, for only thus can it
insure the quality of the films produced in the name of Biblical
Drama. The writing of religious scenarios is a field of sex'vice for
the Christian olayv.-ri -St v/kore the influence of hie labors vrill ex-
tend to thousands and ter:3 of thousands.
The construction of the scenario differs in some respects from
that of the spoken draia • The oibliog.T ahy at the close of this
book contains the names of several boohs devoted exclusively to
this vr so of dramatic composition.

Soirees of 7'atcrial for Religious Dnua*
The rerson v.lio desires to undertake the -oriting of religious
plays, dramatisations. ^ .^er.rvfc'*, or scenarios vttX never lack for
Mtnilnlj Eeligion Is a universe! interest and r?"llgioa3 themes
are inexhaustible. All of life* a most vividly drastic monents
are fraught vrlth noral and religious significance.
The Bible is a gre t tree sure heirs-'- of the Itt^rr tare of re-
ligious experiences, iioth the Old and New Testaiaents thro© with
deeply and vitally human situations and emotions, j.r-r. tic in-
cidents rev. tins ran*s relation to God and to his fellov/men are
set forth on every p*,ie of the Bible, and only a very fe*.v of these
incidents have "been 'r.^vt lzo J hy modern vriters. The reh needs
plays and pageants based upon the iiible. The great characters of
the Bible and the great teachings of the Bible "/hen realistically
interpreted to the modern avdience have y tor no'-er to nould
character tlian any other a -ncy.
The religious draratist iray also find r.-noh ratrrial in the
mission fields. On the frontier? of CTar* st larii '.y the struggle in
h-man hearts between two widely differing religious conceptions
of rjan's hity and his destiny is intensely eramatic. The troths
of Christianity are probably n ver rr.ore clearly under "tood t'a n
when in the crisis in the lives of converts in the mission f elds
they are brought into sharp contra rt -rith non-Christian conceptions.

The history of the ChristInn Church will su? ly an abundance
of drai.iatic incidnots. Early church historians nay not record the
critical events in the life of the cfciroh in rlo./inj realistic style,
hut underneath the uniraa dn- tiw» prosaic records of the church there
vibrates the t rill of heroic action, The tense foreshadowing of
peril, the perfidy of the selfish and irrro'-airre;: , • nd the noble
sacrifice and. labor of true Christians, are unpretentiously written
there. The literary ^rniue who has the oatinnce to study t-ioge
records may reconstruct in draaatic form much of early church his-
tory which will in^ ire the pr-a^nt generation with iz:>r 1 coura ,e
and rel! ious seal, like that of the Church Jhthers.
The lives of *r at day Christians are no less interesting
tVn those of i| settles living in remote ages of the past. The
problems which cor. front the person vho tries to apply the teachings
of the prophets and of Christ to odern life will famish grip ing
themes ?99 many reli jious dn^g, Vdat^ver '.iter, ry rank or re-
ligious v liiation »ay be assigned to the play "The Ibol," no one
will deny the fact that Changing Pollock has, in writing this olay,
attempted an application of Christies principles? to present day
problems, and although his methods and his conclusions may not be
unconditionally acceptable to the loaders in the field of Relig-
ious Education, nevertheless he has sngce' tod a type of re ligious
dreaa Which the church will do well to encourage.
The sources of notorial for religious drama are as varied as

life is varied, for r ll^'ion rjust etnhrace all of life, and dram
portrays life* IShile the first and for most source is, of course,
the Uiole—-t;\at ^:r^at nirror in which ig reflected the life r'hich
is con on to r 11 r ,r the joys and i'orrowa, the longings and a as-
piration© # the strength and the v/eaknea:' of the human race,- the
textbook of life, toe teachings of irhich ore equally nu-licable to
all generations; mission fields, church Mtftory and present day
Chriiroian life also furnish occasion for the dr. atie r^resenta-
tion of religious truth and nay often er.v •>';•• n laich of uic. real
truths and teachings of the Scrioture as the play which is "based
uoon actual liioli.cal History,

CHAPTER X
CONSIDERATION OF AGE INTERESTS OF PLAYERS AND AUDIENCE
This chanter concerning the importance of the consideration
of age interests in religious dram tics is nlaced immediately fol-
lowing the chanter on the Y'riting of Plays "because in no phase of
the work is the consideration of the age interests of the cast and
the prospective audience of greater importance that in dramatic
composition. This chanter coald with some annronrj'ateness have
"been included in the chapter "Choosing the Play" — for in the
choice of a play to be nroduceo , the age interests must certainly
be considered if the nroduction is to be dynamic in the life of
the players and the spectators. But if plays have been written
with a view to appealing to a particular age group these nlays
will be the ones hich that groun will naturally choose for pre-
sentation. So the matter really reverts to the imnortance of hav-
ing nlays 'written which are unified in their anneal to the nre-
dominating interests of the several age grouns.
Much valuable time is lost in religious education through
the presentation of material which makes no anneal to the con-
trolling interests of students of that age. A group of Juniors,
longing for daring exnloits and heroism, "ill have neither trie
natience nor the interest to dramatize scenes which would grin
the romantic devotion and sniritual introsnection of the adoles-
cent; but they will revel in the heroism of Daniel or Gineon.
loo

The effectiveness of the work in Religious Dramatics among
children and young peo 1 ill be greatly multiplied if those in
charge of the work will make a study of the age interests of the
Students with whom they are working.
"Precocious training before the advent o r its proper nascent
period is always open to two grave objections; the first that it
is a waste of time to teach by labored methods what would come of
itself later, and second it leads to a p -e formation and preoccupa-
tion of both heart anr"1 brain that rub the bloom, zest, and force
Off these subjects, so that when the time is ripe they seem stale
or deflowered of interest, and are met with indifference and ennui. "(I-
"Because we want to cultivate in the child a deep and contin-
uing interest in the Bible and the things for which it stands, we
will seek always to bring to him such material as will appeal to
his interest, stir his imagination, and cmicken his sense of spir-
itual valxies. Since we desire to influence the learner's deeds
and shape his conduct through our teaching, we will present to him
those lessons from the Bible which are most naturally and inevitably
translated into daily living." (5^)
The classification of age interests for the puroose of relig-
ious dramatics cannot at present be as detailed as that which could
be made for the subject matter of the public school drarratic cur-
riculum where there are twelve district grades with the possibility
of two subdivisions in each grade. The subject matter of Religious
Education can, however, be so divided as to correspond with the
(1) ft. Stanley Hall, Vol. ?, Pedagogical Seminary, Page 444
(2) George Herbert Betts, How to Teach Religion, page 113
IO/

main periods of mental and social development in the lifr of the
child. There should he, if t)OSf'iblc, the follov.-ing divisions in
the Dramatic Program in Religions Education:
EAHLY CHILDHOOD or 4 to 8 or 9 years)
M0I fUmum (3 or ? to 12 years)
EAKLY llttMMMi (12 to 14 years)
KIDDLE AD0E2SCKBCE (14 to 17 or it years)
Ifll tTttWTtffWI (17 or 18 to 22 years)
ADULTHOOD
saely childhood
(3 or 4 to 3 or 9 years)
During this period, right conduct shoald he taught in connec-
tion with actions, and hy concrete information rather than hy ab-
stract reasoning regarding what is right or wrong* Abstractions
cannot he comprehended hy children at this ata e of mental develo -
raent. All teaching must hare concrete illustration. Children at
this ate learn more hy example than hy precept; more hy observing
the actual results, happy or unha py v/hich folio.'- right and wrong
conduct, *van hy abstract earnings and admonitions.
"There must be an inexorable holding to account for deeds good
or bad that children raay feel the force of social lav/ and individ-
ual responsibility. Impulses to mischief or teanin^ v/hich result
in unhappiness to others or harm mast be inhibited in favor of im-
pulses leading to generous, kindly, courteous behavior." (i<)
(1 ) Uorsworthy and Whitley, Psychology of Childhood, Page 249
IOX

"Because of the weak time sense at this age, both, rewards and
punishments need to he immediate to he effective, and closely con-
nected in the children* s own minds with the action. 1? n The attention
of children at this tine is easily districted; therefore the plot
of the play or dramatization mist he sinplo, unified and hrief.
The upper primary child loves ring games, in fact any activity
having rhythmic movement, so that the more opportunity chore is in
the play for group action, especially if it is action to music, the
stronger will he the appeal which the play will make to the child-
ren of this *0fc| In the dramatisation of the story of liuth, the
children will enjoy being gleaners in the field and singing little
harvest son^s to the rhythmic movements of cleaning as much as play-
ing the steller role of liuth.
Imitation is very strong at this period. Any character they
know or hear of or any picture portraying action mu?t he acted out.
It would seers that the child must imned lately try out any act he
sees or learns about. In fact t'is period Is called by some psy-
chologists the Dramatic stage or the period of imitation. Nature's
method of teaching all things at this age seems to be dramatisation.
The moral habits which can and should be established at this
age and should form the basis of the dramatizations for this period
are: obedience, cleanliness, control of anger, pleasantness, po-
liteness, fair play, justice, trathfulness, and courage. Only in
the simplest forms of conduct, however, can these ideals be under-
stood. Therefore the incidents presented in drastic form should be
(1) Sort-worthy and Whitley, Psychology of Childhood, Page 232
IC3

the wt simple examples of those virtues in the lives of children.
"The child is now ready to understand about God as the Creator of
the earth and of nan; he is ready to comprehend God as Father and
Friend, and Jesus as Brother and Helrver; he is ready to learn les-
sons of obedience to God, and of being sorry when he has done v/rong;
he is therefore ready to understand for ;lvsners; he is ready to learn
all lessons of kindliness, truthfulness, and honesty, and of co.ir-
age; he is ready to learn to pray, and to thank God for his care and
kindliness. The 3ible material taught the child should therefore
center unon these things. The simple, beautiful story of the cre-
ation; stories of God's love, provision, and protection and of Christ's
care for children; incidents of heroic obedionce and of God's pun-
ishment of disobedience; stories of forgiveness follow-in; wrong doing
and repentance; stories of coura,;;o and strength under temptation to
do wrong; lessons upon ^rayer and praise and thanks jiving—this is
the kind of material from the Bible '.'hich v/c should ;ive our child-
ren of this younger age." (\ )
It should be remembered that the child's standard of wh.t is
right or wrong at the a£e is based u -on the approval or disapproval
of narents and playraates and that therefore if the rioral lesson of
the pl r y is to be understood and the moral teaching to be success-
ful in moal-Ung the little life, social approval of right conduct
and social disapproval of wrong conduct mu t be very prominent in
the dramatisation.
The primary interest of children at this age may well be said
(1) Betts, How to Teach Religion, Pajos 114- and H5
[OH

to be other children, therefore dramati nations should he primarily
of the lives of children—the boy Sarnuel, obedient to Eli and to
God; Cod's protection of Hoses in the bulrashes; the cheering music
and pleasant manners of the lad David; God's care for the lad Jo-
seph; the "birth of the Christ Child. Tht?se and other similar char-
acters and incidents in the Bible are appropriate dramatic iaaterial
for this age.
The power of suggestion is, at this tine, practically unlim-
ited; therefore the influence of plays adopted to the nerds of this
period is inestimable.
LITER CHILLIOO-D (The Junior Age)
(3 or 9 to 12 years)
The Junior age includes the later part of what Kir'-patrick
calls the pnriod of Corapetotive Socialism. The fact that the boy
at this age is usually to be found in a gang, and the ;irl with
her chum, would indicate that dramatic material in which these re-
lationships are preserved would be most generally acceptable at this
period,
(1)
George E. Lav/son's charts, demonstrating children's interest
in the Bible, show that at this period the Old Testament has a de-
cided preference. Those who v.'ish to str^s: the culture epoch theory
would account for this by affirming that at this age the child, in
repeating the history of the race i3 at the same stage of develop-
ment as the peoples of the Old Ter-taraent times.
(1) Page 156, 157, Vol. VII. Pedagogical Seminary
lor

The cause of the preference for Old Testament is better under-
(t)
stood from Dawson's charts which demonstrate that at this period it
is the historical parts of the Bible that have the largest appeal,
Urs. Barnes has also found this to be the golden age for the teach-
M
tag of history.
The interest in heroic events, in which Old Testament history
abound.: a now over-mastering. This period has been appropriately
called the age of heroism,
G, Stanley Hall's characterization of thi3 period helps to make
clear the reasons why children at this time prefer Old Testament
stories. "The children of this age lead a life eminently objec-
tive; they look outward and should not be eneoxiraged to look in-
ward. They love exciting events, battles, the flood and tower.
They adrrire charact r, for this is an age of intense hero worship,
and interest in persons is necessary to animate interest in causes,
ideas, all geographic 1 localities, ceremonials, etc. It is the
age, too, of justice; all studies of the rules of games show that
the ideals of fair play are never higher or stronger. Boy punish-
ment for overstepping the law of justice is remorseless and some-
tires cruel. The sense of law looms up in human life long before
that of the Gospel. The Old Testament, too, has a far greater var-
iety of striking event3, a greater wealth of history, a larger re-
pertory of persons, dramatic and romantic incidents,** (3 )
(t) Page l$>f 164
(2) Page 45 to 52 and 0? to 9J, Studies in Education
(3) (J. Stanley Hall, Vol. Till. Pedagogical Seminary
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"The Biblical incidents which Dr. Hall suggests as having a
strong anneal at this age ares "Daniel in the Llon*s Len
...•David and Goliath. beea-usc it is the victory of a sml-
ler hut better MB and hecc--.se the sling interest cnliminates at
Hal age ....Samson is an especial favorite when the athletic
tralse ¥tjtw1 to beat hl ch just before the teens. "The incidents in
the lives of Abr- \ham, Ifoses, Saul, David, Joshua, Balaam, }£lijah,
EHsha and Jacob; manna and the quails, the brazen serpent, and
later stories of Ahab, Jonah, Ruth, Esther; Cain and Abel as il-
lu3tr.\tinr: trie a ri cultural and the pastoral gtage; the captivity
and return} some of the prophets, some items of the law, awaken
interest in an order yet to be more definitely and minutely deter-
mined." (M
The eliminating from 3ideon f s ar?ny first of the weak hearted,
then of those v/ho are not wholly efficient and not constantly on the
alert, preceding the final preparation for the surrounding of Jer-
icho, and the equipment of the picked three hundred with pitchers
and torches; make stron; dramatic material for this age. Incidents
in the wilderness, especially the order of encampment around the
tabernacle, would also surely appeal to the Junior.
Since this is an age of realinn, the building of the ark by
lloah and his eons, the making1 of bricks without straw preceding
the departure from Eiypt, the it iffll fim of spies into the land of
Canaan, Gideon cutting down the grove of Baal and overturning the
(t) G. Stanley Hall, Yol. VIII. Pedagogical Seminary
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Idol, and similar incidents of great objectivity should "be made
use of as drnnatic material. Banners , standard..*, past^-ords, end
detailed UNMBUl add reality to arty scene.
It must not "be understood that the child's interests at this
age are confined to the Old To?torrent, for they are not. Dav/son's
(D
charts show that there are never less than >2v3 of the "boys and 4.3v>
of the gtf&s who or^ fer the Hew' Testament to the Old during this
period.
There is Erach in the New Tentarent which v. ill rake strong
appeal to the dominant interests of this age. Hie shipwreck and
other events in the life of Paxil are as interesting as any Old
Te:-ta: sent narrative. The life of Jems surely merits the child's
admiration of the heroic. In general ">'e aay say, however, It is
the thrilling exploits, not the doctrines of either the Old or
How Testament, which make the strongest appeal to the Junior.
Dr. 3etts f statement of the subject natter which is best
adapted to this age is an inport ,nt contribution for the dranatic
(2)
director of Juniors. "During later childhood the sense of person-
al responsibility for conduct is developing, and the comprehension
of the meaning of w>*ongc'oing and sin. This is the tine, therefore,
to bring In lessons from the Bible, showing the results of 3in and
disobedience to C-od, and the necessity for repentance and prayer for
forgiveness. During this period
-•!r«o, -.fills the t jei f Interests
are not yet at their bluest, the narrow selfishness of earlier
(1) Page f 56 and t57, Vol. VII, Pedagogical Seminary
(2) G, Herbert Betts, How to Teach Beligion, Page 116
\0%

childhood should be giving way to a more generous and :oeial at-
titude, and a sense of responsibility for the welfare and happiness
of others."
"To meet the needs of tho growing nature at this X)iut, many
lessons should be -provided containing suggestions and inspiration
from high, examples of sel f-forg* t fulne s s , sacrifice, and service
as foiind in the life of Je:"us, Paul, and many others from the Old
and. the Bevy Testrment ."
The child's ability to laemoriae is now v/cll developed, but the
passages to be memorised should be full of concrete imagery. Long
passages may be memorised with little difficulty. "Advantage
should be t?ken of the power of memorisation to present the best
of the sacred literature such as can be approximately grasped, and
the poetic beauty of which can be partly appreciated, To fail to
do this in the years before twelve i3 to deprive children of what
they would other-vise cone to look back upon as one of the most val-
uable means of aroasing and sustaining their interest in spiritual
things. There is scarcely any limit that need be set to the degree
of familiarity with the biography, history, and poetry of sacred
writings." / \A
(2)
From Dawson's charts we notice that the interest in the poet-
ical matter of the Bible is now rising rapidly, although, with boys
it does not reach its height until adolescence.
The presence of these two marked characteristics—on avid
(1) Horsworthy and Whitley, Psycholo;<y of Childhood. Pgs. 250,25*
(2) Page 163, 164, Vol. Till., Pedagogical Seminary
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memory and a growing inters st in the poetry of the Bible . ill clear-
ly indicate to the dramatic leader thvt this la the time for poetical
plays. In memorizing: the lines, a ploy v;hich combines the strongest
appeals to heroism with beautiful ~oetical passages of scripture, the
child is storing in his mind treasures for all the yenrs of his life.
It seems surely to be providential for this ^articular age that
the Old Testament abounds in heroic characters, men of deeds, whose
thrilling live I are still guided by the most exalted poetical sentimen-
ts and whose words flow forth as music. David, the heroic lad is also
David, the* sweet singer of Israel*. Moses, the great leader of thous-
ands, not only enunciates laws and cererionies (which the Junior will
memorise by the pn;,e because they satisfy his demand for Justice, fair
ploy, definite rales, and ceremonials), but he also is the singer of
praise and thanksgiving. Daniel's reply to the king appeals to the
child's love of the heroic as truly as the scene in the -en of lions
and are words v/hich, if stored in the merory, will be valuable all
through life.
Hoo often, in offering material to the Junior which appeals only
to his desire for the heroic, we neglect to minister to his other
interests which, while not so prominent , are very genuine and offer
opportunity for character development of a more permanently benefic-
ial character.
On the other hand, while the child of this age is able to mem-
orize long passages that he but dimly comprehends, the influence of
such memorization in the develorjment of character is very small

when compared to the dynwnic power of memorized passages of truth
and beaaty which are linked up in the child* mind with heroic
characters and deeds.
The moral qualities which can be appreciated and should be
demonstrated in the ^lays used for Juniors are: courage, honor,
loyalty to group, endurance, peraeverence in the face of difficul-
ties, incustriousness and finishing of work undertaken. The child
at this a
;;e can be influenced by future r rA s and "uni shment s and
should in developing self control lool-r to future re -ire's for pres-
ent sacrifice. His self control should also extend to respect for
property rights, and to a higher self control in situations where
reverence is due.
Boring the latter part of this period, devotion, romanticism,
and sacrifice are beginning to appeal to the girl. The stories of
Miriam, the sister of Looses, Irath and ."sther, are character build-
ing material for this age, as veil as for the period of early
adolescence.

AUOLESCEHCB
The davm of adolescence is accompanied "by go various and con-
trasting manife stations that volumes upon volumes have been written
about this very important period of transition. Y/e here need only
to sum up the most general of these charact ristics in order to in-
dicate the nature of the dramatic material most suited to this age.
Dr. Norman E. Richardson's analysis of the religious character-
istics of young neo"ole at the different sta~;es of adolescence is
probably the most helpful for the purpose of classifying the dram-
atic material which is most benificial for each group. "There are
three distinct ways in which adolescent young people adjust them-
selves and their conduct to that which awakens in them this highest
sense of value. One is through obedience; another is through per-
sonal appreciation; and the third is through "belief. There are three
outstanding types of experiences that are seen in the religious un-
folding of adolescent life. One is dominantly volitional; another
is emotional; and the third is intellectual. At the davm of early
adolescence, the child is supremely interested in doing religious
things. At sixteen, religious experiences affect his emotions, par-
ticularly. At nineteen, or later, his religious interest centers in
"beliefs, doctrines, theology, creeds. "(/•)
EARLY ADOLESCENCE
( i 2—74 or 15 years)
Dr. Richardson's explanation of the nature of the needs of this
(t) Page 81,82, Norman E. Richardson, The Religious Education
of adolescents
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neriod is such that it can "be amlicd directly to the field of re-
CO
ligious drorvvtics. "Usually, in the twelfth year, an out standing
type of religious experience occurs. Its moot inarked characteristic
is volunt-ry and implicit obedience. The whole religious life id
nov/ assembled or organised around the doing of things that have the
approval of the highest authority, Thi3 child does what he thinks
the one highest in authority wants him to do. A whole—he rted de-
cision to recognize the l^n'shir) of Him who hag the greatest inher-
ent right to rule over the life marks the culriinating point in this
twelve-year-old religious experience.
"Hormrlly, the mind is turned outward, away from itself and is
interested In things to he seen and heard, good turns that need to
he done. Triers is ruore conduct to be controlled than ever before.
Children of this age find joy in taking the initiative. They appre-
ciate being- in the midst of things that are "doing." They are high-
ly 3uggc stible. lieligion lias become the node of control in their
conduct.
"The years thirteen and fourteen are normally spent in putting
this node of control into practice. The MgHNMM decision that nor-
mally comes at the twelfth year, has to be put into operation again
and again— *until it becomes thoroughly established or automatic.
Self-will gradually becomes transformed into the suoromely good-
will.
"Daring this time, attention must be directed, frequently, to
(1) Page 31,32, The Religious Education of Adolescents,
Korman E. Eichardson
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the highest type of conduct as seen in the lives of heroes and in
th© absolutely perfect life of the Piaster. With this ideal in mind,
adolescent young people become personally religious through religious
conduct."
It should he the purpose of the dramatic program at this first
stage of adolescence to direct the attention to the highest tyoes of
Christian conduct as seen in the lives of heroes and the life of the
Master (without, hovrever, having Christ Mr.?-If impersonated in the
alay) It is Christ's life an ' His teachings regarding ri ht and wrong
conduct rather than His spiritual gospel that attracts the child in
early adolescence. The -clays used at this period should have ethical
(D
themes. Christ is presented in many New Testament Incidents. "The
broader, deeper, and more permanent interests are now developing, and
character is taking Its permanent trend. Conduct, choice, and de-
cision are becoming more personal and less dependent on others. A
nev; sense of self is developing, and deeper recognition of indivi-
dual responsibility Is growing.
?
'It Is all-important that at this time the Bible material should
furnish the most of Inspiration and guidance possible. The life and
service of Jesus will nov/ exert its fullest appeal, and should be
studied In detail. The work and service of Paul and of the apostles
in fo-onding the early church -.Till fire the imagination and quicken
the sense of the world's need of great lives."
(1) George Herbert Betts, How to Teach Beligion, Page t 1
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KIDDLE ADOLESCENCE
4-1 7 or l| years)
The nature of the emotions at this period nay vr.ry "but in all
it is a time of intense and all-consuming emotions. Eeligion now
becor.ics a matter of the deepest feeling. Emotional meditation and
contemplation of the mysteries of Ik-tare and the Cod of Hat ire, amount
at times to almost ecstatic joy.
E. A. KirlcDatrick affirms that at this period "To make its most
powerful appeal religion roust involve mystery. In many cases there
Is little or no desire at this time to understand religious doctrines,
but a desire to believe and feel the mysterious force that arc sug-
gested by religious exercises. The Intellectual interest in relig-
ion may ;lso be aroused at this time, but it is more likely to dom-
inate in the ne:<t period vhen abstract logical and scientific thought
hay become more nrominent
(?)
Dawson's charts show that the Interest in Jesus which has risen
rapidly from age eleven is at its peak for girls at fifteen and with
boys the interest in Jenus is practically at its height but contin-
ues to increase somewhat until the nineteenth year.
It Is Jegus, the intimate friend, the personal Savior who now
become a most real—A Christ more dear than all else in life, and com-
munion with Him is very precious. "The He5.-/ Testament is essentially
adolescent, and this nascent period is a day of grace which must not
be sinned away. No age is capable of such hearty unreserved devotion
(1) Individual in the taking, Page 229
(2) Page 17>» Vol. 711., Pedagogical Seminary
(3) 8« Stanley Hall, Vol. VIII., Pedagogical Seminary, ?a;;e 445
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to Jesus as adolescence. The sublimity of his teachings and his
i30tiye3, the tinTfljl of irany of the fifty pun les, the I>Ies3ianic
expectation now realised like the prophetic dreams of boyhood at
the advent of this age, the tenptation, the Sermon on the Llount,
the character of John and Peter, the heroicra in the face of danger,
the complete devotion that sacrifices life itself for what develop-
ment of a subjective side of life and of an inner oracle of right
and wrong, the tender hud 'in; conscience newly polarised to right
and wrong::—-all these in their flcnth and inwardness anpear a real
(1)
psychic hunger
.
n
It is a tine of introduction and an awakening self conscious-
ness in matters of religion. The youth or naiden will take Ion?
walks alone. They worship b-v.uty in all nature, the wind in the
trees, the stars in the sky, the fragrance of grass, the color of
plants and flowers. All these are only comparable to the beauty of
soul for which they long.
The interest in prophetic utterance at this period, while not
dominant, is still very genuine, beinj listed M the decided pref-
erence of ten to twenty eer cent of students in the Sawson's census.
(2)
Dawson's charts show that interest in the prophetic sections of the
Bible reaches a peak for boys at fourteen with girls at twelve and
again at seventeen or eighteen. Since prophetic utterance contains
two elements—first , the foretelling of future happenings as a re-
sult of a certain line of con-uct, and second, the heralding of deep
(1) G. Stanley Hall, Vol. VIII., Pedagogical Seminary, Page 445
(2) Pages 165, 1'4, Vol. Vil., Pedagogical Seminary

spiritual truths—it is r>robably the first element that makes the
appeal during1 earl;- adolescence and the latter which holds the in-
terest during middle adolescence.
This interest in the deepest spiritual truths as found in pro-
phetic utterances should be capitalized in "lays and pageants which
present live? and teachings of the great prophets in the social and
political settings which occasioned those teachings, t<rs. V/hitrran*
s
"Isaiah" and "Anos" and Stephen Sreig's "Jeremiah" illustrate the
dramatic noFSibllitiee in the -eroiohetlc material*
The emotional element in religion now predominates over all
others, though other elements should be present* The appeal of
missionary plays is stronger at this age than at any other. Any
Biblical incidents demonstrating consecration or sacrifice for
service, loyalty. Christian friendship, dedication to a life pur-
pose, or choosing a life work will have the whole-hearted interest
of a group of from fifteen to seventeen year old students.
J17
V
nam adolescence
(17 or 13-22 years)
Later Adolescence is a period in which the characteristics of
Earlier and Kiddle Adolescence are gradually stabilised. The emo-
tions are not as erratic nor as unreasoning. Ideas more than emo-
tions now govern the actions of the individual.
Abstract thought and processes of reasoning now create an in-
terest in religious doctrine. "During the later part of adolescence
the youth is ready to consider biblical matter that throws light on
the deeper meaning of sin, of redemption, of renentance, of forgive-
ness, of regeneration, and other such vital concepts from o\ir relig-
ion. The simplest and least controversial interpretations—that is,
the broader and more significant meanings—should be presented, and
not the oversoeculrtive and Usmited interpretations, which are
almost certain to lead to mental and perhaps spiritual disturbance
(1)
and even doubt
Dramatizations of Biblical incidents which have a basis of the-
ological conceptions will fill a real need in the life of the stu-
dent at this age. when the youth in later adolescence loses the
sense of the reality of his religion it is usually because he has
been unable to find the answer to his intellectual and philosoph-
ical questionings regarding theological concepts.
The theological teachings of the Bible can in no way be made
more understandable than when set forth in dramatic situations in
(1) Page 117, George Herbert Betts, How to Teach Religion
US

the lives of 3iblical characters Drought in contact with the people
of their day who held contrasting religious ideals and theological
beliefs. The sublimity of the teaching and the nobility of the
laws with which Looses guided the children of Isr el can be more
fully appreciated if dramatically set forth in situations revealing
the nrevious conditions and customs of the masses of Israelites who
had been submerged slaves for years in wicked and idolatrous 3igyT>t.
There is much theological and doctrinal material in the messages
of the nronhets which cr\n be given vital reality through dramatic
presentation of the situations which ori ; ;inally occasioned tho3e
messages.
The Pauline religious, social and ecclesiastic .1 teachings,
which have been too difficult for young people up to this time, will
now meet with keen intellectual interest if presented in plays giv-
ing the real conditions in the early churches to which these teach-
ings wore first addressed. Paul's address on Mars Hill in Athens,
for instance, in its pro-^er setting, with the religious beliefs of
the Athenians at that period dramatically 3et forth, would ;ive to
Christian young people an abiding "reason for the faith that is in
us,*
The practical application of Christ's teaching to our present
social order no?/ demands keen analytical tho-oght. To return to Dr.
Richardson's analysis,—-"The religion of childhood and early youth
must become increasingly meaningful. At this age, young people try
to understand as well as to enjoy their religion. Their enjoyment

of it comes largely through deeper and clearer insight, The ideal
of the Kinjdori of God realized in actual civic, social, political
and econonie affairs appeals to them profoundly. There is splen-
did youthful courage seen in their readiness to undertake programs of
social and political reform. The practical undertakings needed to
create a truly Christian community and state, present a diallenge
to which they reply—"Here am I, send me."
"Eeligion is adapted to the need and capacities of this period
when it 13 formulated into accurate statements of belief, when its
historic origin and development are clearly set forth, when it is
(D
presented as a gigantic program."
During later adolescence m .ch .Biblical material which has been
previously used in the dramatic program may he reintroduced with new
significance. 5br instance in Old Testament History it was the he-
roic military relations between Early Israel and the surrounding
nations that made the most interesting material for the Junior. The
youth of later adolescence will find fascination in the same Old
Testament stories, but his will more likely be an intellectual in-
terest in the comparative religious ideas of the Hebrews and the
idolatrous nations surrounding them and the social, political and
economic problems resulting from their associations with these nation*.
Students at this age should have 3iblical ?lays which help them
to analyse and understand the reli ;ious, political, economic, and
(l) Page 90,91, Gorman E. Eichardson, The Religious Education
of Adolescence

social conditions under which the messages of Bible were first ut-
tered, and which will thereby give them a basis of comparison with
similar modern situations which they mast face.
The Permanence of Age Interests
It must be borne in mind that these predominant interests of
the different growpa which come into being at approximately the ages
indicated, do not disappear when that period is past. They may never
later reach the controlling preeminence which they attained during
the period of their development, but they have bern built into the
permanent structure of the nature and may be successfully appealed
to at any later period* Sbr this reason plays 'written to make an
especial appeal to the interests of any particular age group will
rrake a genuine, though less vivid, a^eeal to any older group.
The foregoing analysis of age interests and of material appro-
priate for the religious dramatic program during the differ nt stages
of mental development should give those interested in religious dram-
atics a clearer conception of the nature of the plays which we mast
have written if the church is to be able to ts*£i1 ' •. MB adequate
program in religious drama. This analysis may also -serve as a guide
to dramatic directors in choosing plays for production which will be
suited to the age interests of the different groups with which they
are working.

CHAPTER XI
"roup kranati sations
The ftmsaiiaBttfin of a story by ft INK of students is as truly
dreoatlo condition as U the writing Of * ?1*JT ^ IndivMaa*
cat: or. Because of the close interrelation vrhick exists
botv/een these
tro kinds of conditio,. ± avc -lace: thio chapter iivs*diately
foX-
l««inC the chapter M the riting of religious »• ^lest
childhood, dramatisation and the rost elaborate constructed
drama
are alil'c products of imagination and imtlW ability, Mi are there-
fore easily entitled to consideration in this section entitled
"Com-
position of Ueliffious Draaa#"
The dramatisation, in childhood, of stole Biblical incidents,
gradually rergins into the construction of nor- flavor- t, scenes
and
gituations as the child advances in years, ' ill produce in
mature
life, draraatic artists vrho ftftt "be able to e.cate religious
Toys of
real value. The child participating in the iiapronrptu
dramatization
of a Biblical story, has his first in depicting
scenes and
delineating characters, and in analysing motives and co.
sequences of
actions. In this, his task is identical to that of an
adult play-
wri ;ht
.
Dramatisation has ft* for socio years been accorded an
k-^ortant
aires in education and the rocess of dramatising- a story is
prob-
ably as generally understood as air/ other educational
process in gen-
eral use. Iimiil since the purposes of moral and religious
education

necessitate methods of procedure vrhich are in some respects peculiar
to this field, the following compendium of the principal steas in
group dramatisation is set forth r.s a basi.? for conducting the work
in this phase of religious dran; ties.
(1) Select a story from the Bible (or occasionally from
other religious literature) which is a connected series of incidents,
and \rhich v;ill appedl to the dour ant ago intr rests of the group
(jeo Chapter X.)
Hm story should he sufficiently short and simple so that
it will ho possible for children of the age represented to keep the
entire plot in mind. ?br the first dra atizations of primary chil-
dren one simle scene v.-hich is a cor^lete unit in its If is prefer-
able. Stories of greater length and complexity of action ney he
chosen as the student's ability to comprehend more complicated sit-
uations grows.
Cho se story which has in it Each action. H>r primary
cl. lldren a sinole series of incidents is satisfactory. i*rt, in a
3tory to be dramatized by janiors, adolescents, or adults, it is
necessary that there be a definite plot in which there is dramatic
straggle bet -een opposing characters, forces, or ideas. 'The clash
and struggle et-e, n these opposing elements should lead up to a
climax which definitely determines the issue (see Chapter Till, "An-
alysis of Structure and Technique.')
A group of older students fc'io hare previously been in ft Beli-
gious Drama Study Group, will be able to assist the director in the
(X3

the selection of a story which can be ca3t in dramatic fore, The
advisability of letting the class assist in the choice of a story,
rather Shan having the story chosen before the group meets, will
deoend ui>on the experience and s."oV 'ay of the trouv) and the extent
to which they are familiar with iiible stories.
(?) Tell the story a s vividly and dramatically a? -oeeihle,
using all of the direct diecKTOrsr .vhich is given in the iJiblicol
account* "or children the Biblical Phraseology will often no^d to be
si 'lified, if they ar° fully to comprehend the story.
(J>) Let the children decide how many different scenes are
necessary raid which incidents take olac*5 in each scene, iiven snail
children rocogniae the necessity for different scene? where there is
a char.
,
r of olace indicated.
(4) Sur. arise the mggestions which have been given a3 to
wnat should 01 in the first scene, vividly retelling these incidents
as you review then, so that the children have a clear picture of this
first scene before they start to elay it.
(5) Arrange a sirrr^lo setting with the help and suggestions
of the children,- or block out an imaginary setting - and let vol-
unteer ' 'play 1 the first scene.
(6) Let the other children suggest imroveraents which might
be made in the scene, carefully guiding the discussions so that the
criticisms offered vi 11 be helpful ones.
(7; After discussion let another group volunteer for the
parts and have the scene played again.

(8) Proceed with Scone Two in the sa»? :*-/.-:.-.: r .-; ."lis been
suggested in (4), (5), (6), and (7) for Scene One, sura jirizing the
children's suggest \on3 aa to what should be in scene t to, vividly
retelling these incidents, and having the scene acted, criticized,
and reacted,
(0 ) Proceed in like manner with each scene until the whole
story has been acted out and has become vividly realistic in the
children's mind.
What the children have done thus far should be called "Story-
Playing." The scenes have been merely a series of trirllTTItf without
any "pretense at conformity to -Irar/vtic structure, and ther -."ore the
process up to f'is point ca:mot properly be termed dramatization.
Story laying is all that should be attempted with, primary children.
The following sb^ps, to be undertaken with older children, will
aim to mould the story into something- like dramatic form and there-
fore may be called dramatization,
The elementary knowledge of dramatic structure which is neces-
sary for the working out of -Axe following step:- rcr.y ?csfc be given
through the study of simple plays of good drastic structure. As
has already boon suggested in Chapter 71, some study of religious
play:: should always pmcede any efforts at composition of religious
(NhMM« This applies to group dramatisations as well ac to the MHtfe*
tttg of "lrys by ir/ ividuals.
(vo) Let che group discuss what is the main idea or theme
of the st >ry which they have been acting out, and which is the most

important or main t'cenc in the establishing of thia thr.me. If the
Story h.13 been well c'-oaen and is unified, children ten or twelve
years old /'ill have little difficulty in deciding v/hich is the irost
Important scene* They rill aliaosfc iav-riably choose tho scene in
w ieh the conflict is won, the iaoxe decided, -the opposing force
overcome. This scene in which the ultimate and decisive clash of the
opposing forces occurs, they ill later l-:?irn So ell the obligatory
scene, and understand why it is so called, (see Chapter Till. )
At present it is necessary only that they recognise it as the liiost
important scene -ecause it terminates the struggle between the op-
posing elenents and establishes the theuse of the play.
The storiei; chosen as the basis of the first fev dr^a&tlzafcions
should be those in which the conflict i3 very evident and in which
It will not be difficult for the group to decide in which scene the
conflict is won. Stories in which, there are many conflicts c\a0. sev-
eral decisive incidents should be avoided with inexperienced groups,
She discussion shoald proceed to the question of what is the
aost important tainjj that hap -ens in this :oaln scene, that is, what
is the ellrsax of the scene. The group nay then reconstruct the scene
so that the clii-sax will have greater emphasis. The incidents preced-
ing the etirsax asay be so raoulded as to create suspense a- to the fin-
al outcome of the struggle.
(U) Save the group act out this scene as it has been recon-
structed keeping in mind that both action and speeeh should help to
create the climax as the point of Ighest interest,
/ a6

(12) Let the jrou; discuss the other scene z in tho original
story and decide which of these scenes definitely/ pM pMMl for the
jiiain scene, and which are u nece3S ry in this respect, The students
will readily understand that the scenes which co not help to estao—
lish tho iaain idea or theme • of the >lay Should be omitted, even tho
they vmy be artistic iBd inter sting, ••hen a scene i_' only in ..art
pertinent to the shone, discuss the possibility of inducing the
necessary notorial from this 3Ccao in some other scene which has
already oeen nronounced necessary to the development of the t>lot,
(13) uhen the play has been reconstructed and been brou&ht
into good dramatic form, the director vruy .ram. ..rise and retell dram-
atically the incidents which the group have finally decided to iuivo
included in the first scene and then have a .^ro'ap of students taloe
the parts and react the sceve. Criticisms and helnful suggestions
by all the members of the group, and a second presentation of the
scene by other members of the -roup will i .Throve tho action and
speeches of this scene.
(14) Proceed with each scene in the manner indicated In (t2).
(15) uhen any scene has ranched the best form possible
through oral discussion and presentation, it should bo trjren down in
writ :en form before the next scene is under talcen. It will not be
difficult to get a written cooy of the scene as it lias been presented
if each player will write down the speeches which he himself contrib-
uted to the dialogue, jtfy having each in turn r ^ad his part aloud
slowly, each ^eir.ber can jet a complete copy of the ./lay. iklult

gro ps my save tire by 'is-Ting the dramatization taken com In short-
hand, and imilti TP.phed copies wide, With child MR* however, the prac-
tice of themselves -fitting the ploy into written form Is most val-
uable.
(T6) When the entire play has been thus worked out, and is
in written form, the oolishin;? orocess berrins. The refining and im-
proving of diction, the beautifying of the Phraseology and the improve-
ment of the dramatic technique, my proceed as far as the ability and
inter? r-t of the grouo permits.
An adult director should not try to have a group of children ex-
change their own simple phraseology for a ryhraseolo&r not clearly un-
derstood by them, but should eneoura^r them to use the best words and
phrases with which they arc familiar, and ~o use what -ver direct dis-
course is given in the 3ible with as little change in wording as is
possible.
The ce r*rer> of artistic finish and literary merit which the dram-
atisation will attain will, of coarse, vajry In groups of different
ages. If the work in dramatising is alternated with the reading and
study of good religious olays, the ability of the group to dramatise
stories for themselves will be greatly lT^rovo " by the constant com-
parison of their own work with more, finished products.
The course in the gtudy of Beligious Drama which has been offered
preliminary to the work in Composition and Production, will be found
to have served a very useful purpose in the working out of dramatiza-
tions. Adult dramatization groups who have had this course in Drama
*

Study 7/ili be able to give this jjlBptfwtTflW better structural form
because of their previous study of the structure and tecluiique of the
good pl.yo which Viave "been v.Titten by leading religious dramatists,
(see Chapter Till) Furthermore, their previous study of the ethical
req.uirernen.tj; of clays appropriate for use- in Boligious Education
(see Chapter VII) will 'usure a finer discrimination with rc^srd to
these standards in the drannt iaation which they are prenaruv;, and the
finished product will be n^oh tore acceo'ua:}le for the Toroose of r^~
ItgttfM education,
(17; The ci-aiatination having been completed, the group may
decide to jive it public presentation. Suggestions for the produc-
tion of religious draaas arc given in chapters XII to XVIII and apply
to the Tablic presentation of original draitsatizations as well as to
the production of any pLy.

ctiapt xn
Ifethods in Group Dramatisations
The progressive steps of group dramatist -ons h vo lr a.'.y be n
presented in Chapter X, .7e r.re concerned hero only vith ^thods of
procedure in the conduct of the rehearsals at which these different
stage s in the drav tiration are :/orked oiit
.
Group drar-.ti nations are not a patenter! nrocesc from which
moral and intellectual development are guaranteed to result, re-
gardless of the :r.othods used in rehearsal. The orocesi offers the
sane -possibilities for an unskilled director to suoerL
.
:osc his
ov/.i ideas upon a group that does not fully cor. irehend them, as does
the production of an play. Tie rpthpd.g. of group dr .. ;.. ti^r/jlon
will need to be studied, analysed and oval .latcd as carefully r.s
those of regular play rehearsals tf the work is to be beneficial
to a hifgi degree.
(1 ) Let us consider first the province of the director at
such a rehearsal. The director will achieve the most gratifying
results if he will serve in the capacity of chairman for the gro;i>,
rather than in the capacity of instructor, not as the ?r vsidiag
officer of a formal session, but as chairman of an laformal group
meeting a3 a co:ar:iUo<- of xlc whole. The director of such a group
should be one -.0 is 'killed in that fine art of pr. siding gracious-

ly as chairman of a committee. He should be able to present clear-
ly to the 0*00$ the situation at each step of the development « keep-
ins* tricra informed as to just vhat no dr to bo v.-orke^ o t next.
Re shoold be able to ask questions ;:h tch ill load rs of the
group to make ^ugge st " ->ns as to hor this next sto • can be Accom-
plished, or how the preceding ft»K can be improved. He oill lead
the discussion but never dooihnat it.
The most fit 1 consideration in this type of combined compo-
sition and interpretation is that the dramatisation should be the
work of the whole group and not an expression of the superimposed
ideas of the director. Every stop cho .Id be full;' ^.-Vrsto >d and
aorociated by the. least talented member of the group.
To whatever extent the dramatisation becomes the v/ork of the
director or of a talented few of the croup, to that extent it fails
If orform the service which group dramatizations are i -tended to
perform, and the group ...ight : ore profitably be engaged in the
study and interpretation of plays .Titten by persons who are out-
stondiug artiste in the field of dramatic composition.
nhen a scene is be in,; acted by the entire group the director
should not stand aloof as a critic of the performance, out shcaild
rather be one of the group, playing the story with then. The
director must never take a leading part in the dramatisation, bat
when there is a group of minor characters in the scene, the lead-
er con help this group to enter I ore v/hole heartedly into 'the
13/

spirit of the play, lay hircself participating in sorae p.'-rt of the
gawiji ".ction.
rrhe whole -process will he r>re genuine play if the yerson-1-
ity of the director is merged in that of the group. The province
of the director is not to tell the group what to do, but is rather
•anol.tr lively to guide the croun and rireet the W&k by really
becoming one of them, and entering into the drvrr.tiration in the
nlay spirit.
If the 1 1rector enters enthusiastically into the play* the
whole das? will he unrestrained and at ease, and will take up
the action ith unconscious spontaneity*
(2) Ta© dramatisation should, in as' far as msrible, provide
part? for all of the members? of the group. Children, in their play,
are naturally V£>ry ing;mious in creating -parts for all of their
laymatcs. With very ftew suggestions from the leader they will
he able to think of enovgh Possible char cters in the story so that
every child cr-n ''be no; r-body."
Bible stories offer infinite pes ibilities for "e-tran/'
—
groups of herdsmen or peasant -wen, citizens of the vill; «,
gleaners, traders, merchants, relatives, soldiers, attendants,
Hbere there is t|i!'iifflwtf'|| for such groups, the whole class m:y
take part inithe mamtm Use all of the children whenever it is
possible to do so, for when they r.re actually narticir>atiiv in the
action, they feel more intc.--.gely th I it is their play.
/3t

Even with adults, the pleasure of the work is en. need and
the interest hei,sphterjed if there 13 opportunity for MHfMH to
hare gome Prrt in several of the scea><< It is nafrMPUl to en-
joy niore actually playing rather than airrply behind someone
els^ aly.
(5) There "hould be a fre-< ent intcrchr - r of parts, «o that
there will nev<~r be the feeling that a given part b^lon&s only zo
a particular person. The flaft that a person is physically or t ein-
peraroente.lly salted to interpret a certain char4M>er, shoul4 not
indicate that he Tsa«rt always act that part. Chit"' the contrary,
there will \y> others in the hto'.yo -ho ne-d to drvr-lop the ^ml-
ities typified hy this chara-t^r, anc they will ne d the exoer-
ionoo of ar; win timtti of character the opposite of those which
are their own by n~tur •
The -rac ice of having a ;iven part taken by a different per-
son each tiir«e the scene Is acted, should not be confused with the
series of "tryouts" cora only held before assi.jning the leading
part ' in amteur theatricals. The idea is not that t3M person who
does best in the part shall be pertinently cast for the -r-rt, and
Shall take that pert t iroiuphout the rerr-inder of the draaatiaing
orocesru i>u*in£ the entire period In which the drai^p.ti nation is
b' ins worked oat. no ersor. should be definitely chosen to rep-
resent, any one character, Sach should have opportunity to olay
iaany characters and contribute sorcething to the fuller interpre-
tation of each.

When a student has nardfested special int ro.-t in ~ny par-
ticular character, and has, during the discusa ion, offered help-
ful sugpertion as to tliat part, he should, undoubtedly, be jiven
an opportunity to preset his interpretation of that character the
next time the 3-ene is acted. Dut, no matter - y- vrfcc'-Ly the
character is presented, it should not be permanently MHI$#Mi bo
Pir., because others in the g rou- need the develop: -~nt :ich will
come from assuming that particular part and analysing the actions
and motives and feelings of .-uch a character.
The evel:>pment of the flayers is the pri ..ary purpose of the
work, and the truest ,rowth comes o the individual in studying,
analysing and saining sympathy for nany different kinds of char-
acters. Therefore a fre uent interchange of parts is highly c-
sirable in dramatisation. When the draratisation is in its fin-
ally acceote corr leted form and lias passed from the field of coo-
position into the field of production, it .-ill, of c^ltso, be nece-
ssary to have the ports definitely assigned.
(A) Skicouraje fr-edom in discuss' >n, IDrv-p the play flex-
ible till the last, so that suggestions for the ti :-ov .<. at of any
part ar- ; in order at any time. Instructive criticism and fault
finding should, of course, be discouraged. But unsympathetic
criticism of the .ork of another will uot be frequent if from the
beginning the attitude of mutual responsibility for the aramati-
zr.tion is cultivated • Constructive, helpful discussions may be
134

stimulated "by occasional suggestive que :-tions put to the group oy
the director , as to the method of prcs nting • certain in ir-.it or
f x- tuterprstation of a particular eharict>"r«
(5) BM9 the ^roup sinall enough so that the refining and
polishing of the fr-.aatization can "be done hy the entire group
meeting as a committee Of the whole. Some of the most "beneficial
results of dramatlsat "on are lost to the group .-.hen these last
steps are turned over to a committee compose" of a talented few
d r.lr aly 'ave ahility along thin line.
It is always easier to delegate t' ork to a small committee
and the finished product cuy be more perfect if the fiaal rvflflsf
is lone "by a nail committee, hut such a rhortcut is unjust! fir tie
from the point of viev.' of the development of the rrst of the group*
Too often in dramatizing, just as the group is h gti o&ag to
feel the joy and inspiration of creative work, and is hegiving to
see the osaihility of . aking the dramatiza-ion a truly oeautiful
t'.iug, suddenly the work is taken out of thehands of the class and
put into the hands of a ooacittee. Sin simple, crude dramatisa-
tion which was really their pm is given to a conr.ittoo for re-
vision and finally comes "back to then a "beautifully polished and
artistically constructed play, which is very decidedly not their
ovra.
The r- asou for taking this final steT) out of the hands of the
grouo and delegation it to a fev/ of the most gifted members of the
11*

class, is usually the desire of the director that the Volic pro-
duction may be rore perfect, Ml in educational drucatics the de-
WlOfNMi of the individual players roust el-ays be pMMMMtKi 3y
keeping the dramatizing units sufficiently sas.ll, it will he pos-
sible for the whole roup to participate in, at least, the major
pMt cf the final revision. Y?hen the dranati?ing gro li co.-pos-
od of older 7"'un,; eeo le, am? rouch detailed revision MA eolishing
seems desirable, it may be advisable to have the riir-1 r, Laion
done in cornrittee 3. In this car- It should not he done "by one
sroall coanittee coraoosef? of the few . o?t gifzcC .. r.bcr:,, but by
several sub-coraritteen , so that each person has an op ortunity to
serve on socie conrdttee end gain the benefits accuring ^MM par-
ticipation in the final r est helpful gtv/e of "he ->rh.
(6) s.nrk on any of the str ps listed in Chapter X should not
be continated after the interest in it begins to h.g, ever, if tn
the opinion of the director, thet part of the orocess has not been
brought to a sufficiently hi:jh decree of -r\r feetion. Little ehil-
dren cannot sit ond analyse and 'iscuss a situation at great length
without losing interest in the project. They want to get at the
nlaying of the story. After having " layc-d one scene awhile, when
the action is getting complicated, and they are bfi c y i:in tired, the
change to the next step and the opportunity to sit tMB and dis-
cuss the seen© ill again be welcome.

EccL c " r :' r Id be carried ont as completely and as perfect-
ly as the ability and interest of the group will perrit, hut the
director .rust v-rtch the tide of the lntf»re:-t of the gWWJ and not
kill their enthusiasm "by prolon^Ins one step after the ^oint of
fatigue has been reached, Takine up the next step '."ill chance the
nature of the work r n'} revive the interest.
(7) If# after the dramatic,ing nrocesn is cormleted, a public
production of the drnratizntion is undertaken, the r: ,1 ^ r rc -.l, for
this public presentation may be conducted accord ing to the methods
outlined in Chanter XIII, entitled T-othods in Play R-h-.arsals"
Ir. the section "The Product "on of Religious Lrsre However, the
s\;g v tions in Chapter XIII, which '-.eve as their aim the develop-
ment of thr feelins of mutual responsibility for oho whole pL.y,
and i corrlcte understanding of each character by every sjembor of
the cast, need not be stressed in the rehearsal of b el
-y which is
the original oavpesitios of the flf."<mij as their* objectives have
air ady been achieved in the '^rocer of the -'ra at i nine;. ..'ith
those exceptions, the a;e" j ted methods for the rehe >suls of plays
given in Chapter will apply eoually veil to B play which is
the ori ginal cor.no it ion of the group that is -reducing it.

THE nWttl OF B3BUBU0OS DKflHL
CHAPEKR XIII
ChWOlllf the Play to be Produced
The choice of the Play to whicill a church group are to devote
their tine end energies for a considerable period of tine is of vital
l:\ ortrn.ce. The choosing of the play i' ; , in fact, the sost crucial
element of the whole program, 2Tot.M.p? could he more deplorable than
to so? the vitality of a church >oir» ' r ^uo ir ,r • - ; c vuvc ng, pre-
paring the sta •;>';, studyin;: - rid rehearsing for the production of a
olay which has not sufficient value to just i ft/ such exploitation of
the resources of the church. It is equally rmfortnnete for church
gro p to a tempt the production of some ploy which they cannot give
effective presentation because of their inexperience or inadequate
facilities for production.
In choos-'I-.v; a plw& for production the follow-in:; considerations
are of consequence and significance.
t. tam Lie cast and directors the ability and training to pro-
duce this play effectively?
2. Are the stare s-*ace and available eouipi*ient adequate for con-
vincing presentation of the scenes deranded in this piny?
J>, loes the subject natter ana theme of the play anneal to the
dominant interests of the age of the group that is to present the
play or of those v.ho will attend the production?
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4. Does the olay eontf-in ethical and religious values which
justify its being performed as a religious service?
The first consideration,—that of the ability and training of
the cast and director is not as restrictive M it ni^t at first
frpMr4 for it concerns not only the present status of the group, hut
its potentialities. A sincere i>-trr-st in the theme of the play and
a desire to study the character t* be interpreted will compensate for
the l; ck of much training in dramatic art. A director with the ab-
ility to lead the group Into an appreciation of the beruty of the
ideals fffn Wltufl and the pMHW of troth fff the therar will stimulate
study ant" interest on the part of the cast which .'ill result in a
trie Irtfctrpretation of the olay.
A olay should not be chosen, however, which calls for the inter-
pretation of emotions and experiences vrhieh are ontside the possible
experiences of the group which are to prcseat the ol-y. Shich inter-
pretations arc not for a:r:rte\>rs.
Ehrthermoro, if a group ha 3 had but little previous training,
there, is every reason for starting with sinnle plays, and., as the
experience and. ability of the group grows, undertaking the more dif-
ficult dr -.Tas, A siiqole hut artistic religions pagor.n-:. is often the
Mfeft advisable first production for an amateur group, because! in the
pageant, group action rather than individual action predominates*
If the first production is far beyond the ability of the group,
the amount of study and rehearsal necessary to achieve a creditable
performance will make the cast feel it to be an impossible task and
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»fU t nd to discxirrvp-: further efforts.
The olay chosen should come within the appreciation and inter-
pretative ability of the east and still be sufficiently difficult to
inspire sincere effort ml off?r op ;ortunlty for growth in under-
standing and expression.
Perhans the post a -inclusive method of determining -"hi eh "lays
could he produce;? creditably "by the grow* and which are outside the
ran e of th^ir possibilities i~ to -rave Feuding Rehearsals of each of
the plays under cons idem t : or.. To the ftorabem of the group the
Heading Rehearsal is in itself vah- hlp. It adds the ouL-vdnatlug
interest to the study of the -^'ay.
'The Beading Rehearsal (sorceti es called a walking rehearsal)
in the sense in which the term is used here differs from any other
re eersal only in the fact that ;here is in it no attempt to memor-
ise lines.
A preliminary study ig made of the characters and theme of the
olay. The members of the group are assigned, or volunteer for the
parts. If the characters can he easily costumed, the cast appear in
dress representative or suggestive of the garb of the character they
are Interpreting. A stage setting is arranged as nearly represen-
tative of the scenes of the play as it is possible to create in a
few '.orients. Then the cast proceed to interpret the "lay.
This method, offering as it does opportunity for fuller inter-
pretation and experimentat ion in the action of the scenes, gives ad-
ded fascination to the study of the olay, an 1 reveals possibilities
and difficulties which are not evident in the mere reading of It.

The Heading Rrhearoel , furthermore , offerer oo-'-ortnaity for the
director in charge of the group to give general dranatic instruction
rr ich will ppefftSt for ft more parfect production of whatever play is
chosen. The process of choosi'iv the play becomes there oy a process
which is valuable and interest ing in itself and is not merely a means
to an nnd—the end b«ing the choice of a tilay.
Sack, producing group should "or "in as a study groun, gradually
undertaking reading rehearsals and finally having cko3en a play which
they feci they can "o bettor than any of the others and like better
than the others, they will undertake a public production of that play.
'The ftVVbft&J of rehearsal are treated in Chapter XVTI. Their only con-
nection with the present discussion is the advantage of the reading
rehearsal as a means of ascertaining "the ability of the group and
determining which of the plays under consideration they are best
fit try* to Jive an effective interpretation.
The second consideration,—that of the ttllj'tlW facilities is also
one which can not be unconditionally determined, for the possibility
of adapting the "riven stage equipment to the demand 3 of the ulay fc Is
limited orily by the ing-nuity of the stage setting and lifting- com-
mit bee. The most impressive settings are often achieved with the aost
limited facilitier. A skillful director may also be able to modify
the action of the play to suit the avail "hie sta;e set ting vithout
detracting from the effectiveness of the play.
Bat the question of whether or not the play ct. "no artistically
and convincingly staged with the available stage facilities, with
whatever modifications and adaptations are possible, is a question
lit

which should be fmnrftllj considered before the nl-:y is definitely
undertaken. In most cases it is advisable to let the stage aaoager
and stage jetting and lighting committer consider the possibilities
of their cr ating an appropriate setting for the different plays un-
der consideration before a choice is ,.• .!- . I e '."hods of creating ap-
propriate settings from the .-materials at hand will be discussed in a
laser section of thij book.
The third consid oration,—the appeal which the play makes to the
age int r sua of the group has already been eaphasiaed in Cfhapter X
in reference to the Co. . o?-it :oa of Iteligious ^a.. a, la that chapter
t!*e dominant interest of each c if "••rent age group were set forth,
These age interests should be studied and kept in mind by the direct-
or in choosing pl.-ys for fry" action. There is probably no r»re ef-
ficient experime ntal method of determining which play appeals most
Strongly to the aye inter -sua of the group '.'! o :a> to . rocn.ee the play
t aii the reading rehearsal* The choice between the plays, "hich have
already been selected by the director as appropriate, may by this
method be mace on the ba3is of a majority vote of the cast. The
Reading Kohearsal has already been referred to as a r.ieans of decid-
ing which of the ploys under consideration is best suited to tlie
ability of the group. If this mc-whod of choosing a slay is used it
llU be noticed that the play which they have the ability to inter-
pret most effectively will be the play which they like best. Because
it does appeal most strongly to tlie dominant interests of the par-
ticular group concerneu they will enter whole heartedly into the play*

They will be on familiar ^rmi. an ", " thr*ro fore be able to ;Ive
it fltfM vital interpretation.
The fourth consideration In the choice of a olay,—the natter of
its Ethical and Religions value, ir» the consideration which is of
nrcc.ahv-nt importance. The direct rr Mfl HUI assistanto »sast constant-
ly hoe in r.iu* that ora atlcs (^er a© > -are not the -auraose of the
Eraratic Program of the church. !7or do the social and educational
value 3 alone of the work justify the church in expending no touch of
its vitality upon a dramatic program, for there are other a^ncies
assuming rosoo.vibility for the educational and oocial llftdft of
MP youth. The justification for such an extensive prograa as has
heroin be>-ri outlines lies In its »noral and r "1 i^iaus values. Other
considerations ere only raiative. This Is the ultir.v.tc coir -'.dera-
tion.
A ahart for the analysis of the Ethical and Seli{*lous signif-
icance of a ~>lay has "been included In Chapter 7T; so a farther state-
ment of the elements and. attitudes in a play which are rorally and
religiously d triTiental and those which are ennobling and inspiring
is not necessary here.
In testing the religious value of a play by this chart (page )
the first questions to be ashed are,—"Hoes the play contain any of
the harmful acts, attitudes, surestlone, or implications listed in
the chart?"
h. w.-T, the assurance that the play is not harmful is not suf-
ficient to warrant its production by a church group* The play chosen
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for ehureh production must not only he fre from hamful elements
"frit it must also contain positive values. Po the second question to
be asked is,~i)09S the pl?gr cont •-• in the desirable religious and r-or-
al characteristics Tfhich arc set forth in the chart?"
There is one final suggestion /hich should "be made *ith regard to
the choice of the pVy. It i3 that the production of the Biblical
play approaches most nearly the achievement of all the beneficial re-
sults set forth in Chapter III. There can, of course, be eo 00 "ot
Of the v lue of the missionary play or the pageant of church history
or any other fern of religious draraticr. They tMfll fill a definite
need and should liave a place in tlie dramatic TOgram of the church.
But the director «rho establishes as a general policy the choice of
Biblical p3 ays will insure the rrost general satisfaction.
The use of Biblical Drama v/ill safeguard against the unvrlse
choice by some inexperienced assistant, of a play v'hlch may be vrcak-
ly moralising, bat has no real religious velup. The B5blical play
that is historically aceT-te g\aj*ante~ to the audience at least
one rorth while result—i. e.—information vrtth regard to the events
in Biblical history. If, in edition, the play is valuable in other
respects, it simply has this one added benifit to conrr-end it to the
audience.
Biblical Drama v.Ill not incur the opposition of those rho ques-
tion the advisability of introducing If»t1« in the church program,
ilany sincere and. capable leaders have opposed church dramatics be-
cause of the very real danger of a gradual louring of the quality

of the plays produced, until any nlay with the loarX indicate m of
moral v lue may be given. They fear that the standards in church
dramatics will eventually become identical ith those prevailing in
commercial productions or in the draratic pragmas of non-religious
organisations. In that case they feel that the church would be no
more justified in undertaking a dramatic nrogr m than in undertaking
the teaching of mtlit—tfMU
The program of religious drama vhich the church undertakes must
afford certain benefits which are definitely religious. It must fur-
ther the accomplishment of the church*.- r ligious :rur->ocea. Since
the Bible is the great f >untain head of r ligious guidance, it would
seem that there co Id be no surer '.my of ke ping the :"r:_v..utic vro-
;ram of the church in complete ixnity with its religious pui-uose than
to nlace the major emphasis on Biblical Drama.
The v.Titer would cert inly not claim that all incidents recorded
in the Bible are a ^roprlate for tra atic product! on, but one could
conservatively state that there is no religious theme or ethical truth
which cannot be adequately illustrated by Biblical incidents -ich
are ao ronri&te. And that, furthermore, knowledge of these events
in Biblical history will be valuable in other connections all t".rough
Leaders in Eeligious Education, terchers of Liv;li;I, and teachers
of history in our hUji schools and colleges, and ministers of the gos-
pel are constantly remind ing uc of the need by more Biblical instruction
as a basis for their ork. It would seem then that the Director of
life.

Beligious PfMW'ttai vrould show wisdom in adhering to tlx© suggested
policy of choosing 3ihlical "leys except when the occasion definitely
demands some other forrs of religiros draratics.

Mrifctftl in Play Rehearsals
"Iho oroquet ion of r> ligious n ays might be considered the consum-
raation of the church's dramatic program, the co.ltslnatUp of the work
which hns been done in the study and composition of religious dra.ua.
It is through the nolle production of religious-' draft! that the whole
Church end conran'ty receive the benefits '.'Men ac rue from drana of
noble idealism and r^li^ioua inspiration. Hundreds of Uvea are up-
lifted and. strengthened for Christian livirr 1' by v*itne<- in ; the presen-
tation of a play which reveals the truths of Hfr.
Surtherrrore, the labors of the producing1 group themselves may
derive as ouch benefit from this phase of the work, if it is wisely
conducted, as from the study or the composition of r li t";ious drama.
?hey : ay often derive a0fi fcmsfit than from other phases of the work,
because of the hcvtit-ned int r ft which comes vith or- '-oration for
a Tib lie presentation.
There is in the production of a reli.-r'ous drama unlimited opportu-
nity **or t-he development of bee tiful characters and for the i .soir-
ation of Christian living, if these values are kent in mind in the con-
duct of the rehearsals and methods conducive to their dovol vpMHtffc em-
ployed .
Whet er the group is presenting their own dramatization of some
Bible story, or is preparing; for production a pi y by some other

author, the methods in rehearsal should always be educational methods,
J3y educational method: is meant riothod* v;hich nlm r.t the develoamnt
of the participants, as v/ell as at an artistic and effective presen-
tation of the pley.
Some '.?r iters on this subject have us' d the tern "educational dram -
tics'* only when referring to the dramatization of stories by the groan
t" st is "l ally to pr>- sent the finished lay, and do not reevnize
educational values in the production of any plays which are not the
ori iml compositions of the producing group. V/e wish zo use the
term in a broader sense.
Original dramatization should not be considered more beneficial
to the student than the study and presentation of the best available
nl&ys which have ome into the no s -ess ion of the church in definitely
finished form, from the hands of their authors. Inpror^tu Iramati-
zations fulfill a purpose different from, but noi- more import- nt than,
that fulfilled by the study and rehearsal of the plays of our leading
religious dranatlsts. Dramatisation fttf»eiops analytical and cre ative
ability, while play product lou develops Ianalytical and interpretive
ability. Both combinations are valuable.
The beet results in religious education cannot be achie.ed by a
dramatic program which is " i; ited to original dramatizations, any
uor- than tine best literary development c>uld he attained by a cur-
riculum limit*--; to composition. Study, analysis, and Interpretation
of the great literary masterpieces brings an p reelat Ion . >f highest

values in this r^.'n which can -ot ~j* -gained by student conroosition.
So in rli-:-ious dra the be ie fit3 of study and interpretation of
our gr ^te rrt religions tlrw.s or in.? an insist into character devel-
O r o ; t. and Ijiltltiwil vilives which would not otherwise result. The
stn'ents who are lirited to thof r own corr.oosition do not acquire any
hi .her if'-'.'M.-T or vr.orn b*»mtiful r.odes of r
- 1 Lgious expression than
sh-y had before the undert-king, exept fron nart which ray be con-
tributed by the irstmeter.
?/ \c.--.tio:i is a twofold '>rocees which inrolres not only tlie for-
rxlat'on and exer seion of our own thoughts, but 1m the esarioh&ifint
of Pur own mental content by co-tact with the exoressed thoughts of
those whose 1 owlede*? and ability Is /greater than our own. The nro-
dv.et 5 * a o" r-
n
* ''tis by cV rch gp»o\rea may be cade the raost gen**
uinely • ttt t&a r-na educe-ti -r-al eart of its -Thole dramatic program
if the et* O'
•
-t vxeii in the rehearsals are educationally sound.
The q lion of what nethods in rehearsal are znost successful, may
be 1 c!-* >' h • "-- te-ni'-'ir.r y*rrt methods remit In the highest degree
of dev 1
-
nt for the eleyerr.. In educ-t ' onal drsaatics the final
iblic performance i" not the out tending, over hadowlng purpose of
t .. '. ork. Of nt least equal value itH the oublic nerforaance is the
VlOf rat of th-: pd ;/er . Aher- the ffakl production is the pri-
mary purpose, it too oft-n he ens that the nost evident results in
the lives of the 1 'erf tp;— (l) 9om» practice in racrnori:ing lines
(with very little knowledge of the waning of the whole pi y; ) (2)
Son* superficial knowledge of the art of acting; (>) Occasionally the

desire to go on the ftO#H Oad {•*) a hob it of vn sting tirae' developed
l»y hanging around* saner 3?.isrnanaged rasa rehearsals requiring the
yWUm of the M&Ufi cn.'.t, I. . ' : lag those who only speak a dosen
words. '• '• tKi othe* features detrimental to character eould be listed
as the results of nost wsateur draraatics by anyone who has any know-
ledge of the average *'ol-y or... .-ice."
A coroarico " 'J:**. ' ' '•: wit'; the list of V-2eficial result*
given in Chapter III .ib pflWHlKls achieve ...ants in the field of v ligr
ious tlH—Hoo will Indicate how great is the inrortaaee of a care-
ful consideration of the best met ods to he used in r- hearsal. Wheth-
er or ot the church program in r ligious drcna is to bear frait in
nobility of character, increased knowledge, right attitudes, and re-
ligious zeal will defend upon Aether or not the nethods used in re-
hearsal at* the nost effective possible, and are directed primarily
toward the developcent of the players.
Xls* Evelyn Hilliard'g distinction o t e n educational and pro-
fessional dramatics is valuable in this respect: "IfeftOattOBOl dram-
atics is not yriaarily intended Tor the professi 3Wi stage. On the
•professional stage; the onager chooses the actors for their special
aoility to olay the various' parts, iio P$0$t manager would choose for
the nart of the hero a roan who, in previous cujng-^seijt-j,, had always
acted the old mm. In educational dramatics that is precisely what
is done* She boy who plays the "king" one y~ar is cast for the
"beggar" the next, t* order to develop his jl'iHH
i
ll tj to give him
the beggar* s outlook on life as well as the 'ring's, through pl.-ying
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the different parts, Physique alone debars an .-.ctor fro:.; taking cer-
tain roles, "but even thia is overl >o :-ec in educational dramatics,
unlese the Physique ould -jroduee a sense of the ridiculous in the
mind of ':he audience, -vhfteh, of omr^e , mat a1wayI be voided for
the ol'-yerV- s- Ve. i-veryfch : a.;-: ia cone or she r, ;>iv..: ^he cr-
fomnce to a great ext-nt tcJres car- of ifc.-?elf, The very heart of •
edxic tional dr , ' . i. ;e?';\lot>:..f>nt of the player, This devel-
opment is br v.^ht about by .%-ivin^ him a pert quite different from
hla arm *ife. The "art ie analysed until it 3lake beyond the mere
nresentafcion and iv:o the very ijeart and life of the actor. The part,
a* it were, becomes his MM, a pi rt of his? own life, develo ino" hia
character M MMil life exoerlencerr do,"
The thought of ft final public production cannot, of course, be
entirely erased fron the i.inds of either the director or the group
with whoa he is working, nor ia it desirable that it should be. One
of the post desirable characteristics which can possible by culti-
vated in youn; eople is the desire to share with others the beau-
tiful and ennobling thin H #hlch come into their own lives.
In the later stages of informal grouo dramatization, as *ell a*
in all the r hearsals of regular clay intended for erod^ctioa f om
the begin?- ing, it is evident that there will be a looking forward to
the u'"lic ores ut.-.ti >a.. This anticipation will act as an incentive
to finer sork and v-'ill or; I fet a ke- mom tnfrftffW ffewr from beiiig harm-
ful, it may be so iirected as to be a very valuable educa',v" ^ ;-sset«
(1) Pages 1 and 2. ip&tear and aducatlonal Sraaatlcfi. by 11-
liard , ioCorrsic, and Oglebay
tit

The interest in the final presentation i
•.
v bee.oi?<e • l'r.ost -.'holly
an altruistic r*eg Ire to Shar-* tfii goal RBfi the true end ^he beaut ifttl,
if from the first r '-tarsal the Wtfh -sis is placer5, on there- elements.
In the -or-linun. ry study of the play, the woml, religious, e3thetiet
and ©due-.'!; I 1 values of the pl-^y should he so analysed that the east
will fe -1 that Is the pyei St tiOV of this pl&JF they will he render-
ing a service to a At! i -nee "Will ho helping them to appreciate the
hi ;Vst values KBi vil.l he crr>»fciisg a desire for nobility of life»
Am re jular Meetings of a religious treat promotion grou- should
eertake of the nature of .-. regular church service. One of the fore-
most objects of the work is the cultivate n of religious attitudes
in the live, of those part 'cieatlng in the production* This purpose
cannot be achieved unless the ttOffk is fron; the very first ve.derta\en
reverently. The prepr-railon for the final production is preparation
for a -ihlic service of virtihif ond religious instruction. 2ach step
of the process of prod action *%q -Id
,
therefore, he iilfliltrtlW as picas-
an* service joyously rendered to Cod, in the hope that it ill he
worthy of His hlessir-:;.
The since r?? ii'optmtiou of the grow* ..ill he e. -listed if, fron
the begl nine, the ??or\ is ore;, nted. in a reverent rsuiaer "by the lead-
er. Some directors have f >md that a devotional hyrni or a preyer
at the bcgin-iing of MMtib MMM&ttt creates the proper atra>sphere for
a sincere, reverent rehearsal.
A general rehearsal is urt he so plan ed and organlni as to he
raost beneficial to the entire cast* Where the v/erk has not "been

core fully planned In advance by the director, there is brand to be
confun \on and lack of purpose. Such a rehearsal i:; aot V-' .Tiffl^i^nt
value to Justify the r-"-suired attendance of a large cast. The lead-
er mist hare a definite prograrr: for the ens ire rehears 1,—Mtft "r.iow
just vh&t h© expects to acoo.r- h;h at this mo -ting. If each Beeting
has been carefully lazmed in advance, ther? rill not need to be one-
tMrd the number of rehearsals usually held in er naration for an
actateur production.
The entire grouo sho xld never be called to a r h^arsal unless the
director has lanned work for that rehearsal which v/ill be benefic-
ial to all, and has the work 30 organised that every bit of the tirae
i used to advantage. The session 3hould start ororrotiy and close
nrorcptly. liore work should not be planned for one rehearsal than can
be accomplished in the length of tine decided upon for each meeting.
An inefficient director -ho has no respect for other people's tiise,
can :;.ke "very member of the cast vow he will never be in another play
raid thus inroair the dramatic work of the church for montha to come.
The sections to be rehearsed should be announced in advance, and
Kfcf rehearsal of these jpections should proceed with as few interrup-
tions as possible. A general rehearsal should not be used for de-
tailed coaching in any particular part.
The director should note the placer" where acre individual work
nee-'s to be clone, and arrr nge for a special raeeting of only those
few characters -'ho are on the stage at that tine.

The r^hearrr.lr HRurt r>r orderly. T^-err flkdoli be no t iVing
or v^recesrrry r: v.lrv; - r •> Ofi by fftMl off-stag*?. Those "'hose pres-
ence tv not rettiiatti or. the Magi Th-vrr "bp aaatDB* :\e«r the front of
the audi^riee r/cctlosi, on the iide BBfUWKt the entrance "'Mch they
t?.fci • ben their pert in the scene arrives. Three r. in -tec before time
for teeir entrance they A & .M rv ietly ler»ve their p 1 -- ;r In the
itorinm snr' go to tVir entrance.
DturtiK1 gt^tv bvis? whyf.
r
ttr\T oonrteov.s attention BhoxiW he recnir—
erl fron t' e-c not on the rt-
:7p. They v'ill he ri) 1." to 'o hotter in
their oim part if the:' ave heard and tmderstood the susjrje ::t • ons
r*iven to the ot^er-. ~ -t nre.-rlinea:* -•»! 1 }. ?o on becore a -7v*ii—
ter of course if the reverent attit--cU* is ynopwHy established by &
formal openin ; of er.eh raheorsal us a service of •-•v.r-ip vrith a hynm
or paa ar« Atter.tirenc? on the p>rt of fchc ;pr>vp ill he increasing-
ly de-re loner if the director fr?n*ieetly tur-io to the; ..;vo-.o o sech
tv -*r r action on a pasties! t9 hit Irf ration or on the i at' rpret&t ion
of a certain Bpa -ch, The .prjue oho-ild he trr.de to feel that they are
helnlne* "rrith the nrotuction of the olay er^n when ttilff are not per-
sonally on the sta.ps, by being a syrr^vthetic e.p -r:c-<.eti?e audience
rear'y to their constructive gBggftsttffgj z'hen called upon.
A social half-honr ritb li£bt rr fre'th'wmtg aay follow the re-
hearsal Ml often sfl MP6M -'esirable, hut the rehearsal j^r-tod mast
never be used as a tfat for eocial visiting by the group t?ho are not
on the stv.pr at that tire.
i ft

The director should explain at the first meeting trie nature of
the rehearsals, as a religious service, and the liece.iity of quiet
arid courteous attention. The example of the leader will have much
to do v-itu the response of the group. If "the director rushes about,
Shouting directions, he rsay expect disorder MM onfusion.
The leader T s Hsovrments nust he Quiet and his manner jracious,
He should never make any explanation or offer any s\ig nation -ant II
he has perfect attention from all. both of.' and on the st^ 3e, The
attitude of the cart will usually rrflect the attitude of the direct-
or. Reverence, poise, ord^rliness, and. a spirit of courteous help-
fulness can he better taught by exajaple than by nrece^t.
A.'3on,_: the first stops in r hearsal is the olot :in-.; of the action
Of each sc ne, that Is, charting the position on the sta^-e which each
person should hold ab dif ferent inportant monients in the scene. There
is nothing so nerve racking for "both director and oast as a rehearsal
at which no one knows where to stand or why. The text of a r>lay pn-
er^lly furnishes but v>*^y few su ^er:tions as to the grouping or raove-
Bents of the cl^ractcr .. Therefore the positions and MtfNljNltt raust
he chtrted before the rehearsals can proceed svo >chly.
These chart s should be worked out by the whole cast. The direct-
or srast, of course, have carefully charted the action of the play be-
fore tho Wftlgj or iie vdll not be efficient in teaching uhe group
how to do the work* iiut altho the director has already decided where
he thinks each o aract^r should be at each rsorsent, he naist never

arbitrarily toll the OtHlii iltlf '"hat position to take and vitm. to
chaage to a different ao sit Ion. The whole class must understand the
reason for every ch n^ of pos:tion» If a cMracter ^r: not >xow
why he has "been told to change his 103 It! on, there etlJ he nothing
in his HNNMf in racking the chan-e to indicate whether he is moving
tov/ard another sympathy or in entreaty.
The dras-atic Ia~s governing the growing and movement of char-
acters on the .7tage sho "Id he exolnined to the class by the director
and the class should then discuss what r>ositi ms and movements are
most effect J ve for the different characters in each scene, The chart-
ing of the action may first he done on a lar.pe blackboard he fore the
class, as the group decide on the "rran,';ement of characters and the
successive movements, These charts s* y then he copied hy each .lember
for his own use in rehearsals.
In nloti-ln-r the action of a scene, tv ero are sov ml consider-
ations which must he kept in mind :—
(l } The V- on or group that is at that moment the center of in-
terest icost he given a ^o-'tf on of oreminence, that in, nearer the
audience or nearer the center of the sta;*c or on a higher level, or
in some other location to which the attention of the audience natur-
ally -ill ha ft 1 mtU A stray o" pictures hy gr~at artists will sug-
gest -any ways in '.vhlch groups can he so arranged that attention is
drawn toward the most important figure in the pictvire.
(2) The position and movement of other characters should he de-

Itcmlnrd w".th IfflWflNI to their la la'o J on to vrhoev^r or v/hatevrr ia the
center of tftffcNMfa
{>• ) Omrrcrs ho he* r the o-r.?> rrl'-t'^r i- to the co ".tor of
5. ter«st shonlr] usually V- rro t*»d toother. For* instance, the per-
oona tl the scene who are opposing the pl?na o** the hero should he
groined together On the opposite side of the st"™e fron hii , vrhile
those uoon whose support ho way r-ly are '^no^ to -.ether near him,
(4 ) The characters mat he so grouped, on the sto.*- th.*»t the cow
~o?itlon of the sta~e oicture is according to the Tow of bo.lane
and proportion. If the rovrent of one character hr afcs the aya.-et-
r? of the s'c- r grov-Mr?, counter rovrnenta "by other character* oust
restore t><» artistic eorneosition of the scene.
All of tV -•-> t :gTc "t 4 -o.s ?-r<% of course, : abject to tnany excep-
tions, hut "here the grotMhg of the characters departs from the
general Principle o of emftasis.and balance , there should he a def-
inite NNMNi :*or the r ovist ion. Cher. -e of grouping- gives variety to
the scene and heightens interest, hat HMMi ::ast he no JBovement v/hich
is not proTie^Ly - otivo.ted • ilfl&ees oioveraents so confuse the audience
th C they vill nuss the si gniftcanco of mov--r-vnts v/hich really are
i -ort-rit. Pvory change o r position mat be roaningfol. -<o move-
r.ent should V plotted for rhieh there i s not an evident r arjon, which
the cast fully appreciated end vhiofe trill he perfectly clear to an
andience...
r
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As the rehearsals proceed, it will nroba'oly bo necessary to
make some changes from the original platting* Bat the cast, "beca-u.se
of their previous study of st&^s groueinff, '•-'ill rea ily understand
the reasons for whatever changes see necessary and will not be con-
fused thereby.
The first charts need not be too detailed. If the m03t essen-
tial movements arc plotted be "ore the scene is rehears d., other move-
ments may be added as the action of the -1 y is developed.
At each meet ins, b' fore the actual rehearsing begins, the direct-
or should take time to give general Instructions and sug;e.t'on3 re~
arding stage movements, laws of e Sure and the oroper use of the
voice. He should suggest to the group where the center of interest
i3 at different snoments In the scene and what attitude the various
characters will take to«varu the center of intnrest. He should help
the gro i§ to determine what is the climax of the scene, and exolain
how a climax may bo emphasised.
These prdli; inary t Iks by the director will enable the students
to derive the MadbBM of value from the rehearsal because at each step
of the procesr; they will understand v/hat is being done and why it is
b^ing done. If these natters on which the .-hole cast need instruc-
tion are teken up just before the rehearsal of the scene eta- us, they
will be fr^sh in the mine"?.- of the actors wlio will readily put the in-
struction into practice, as the scene is rehearsed.
Whenever it is necessary, during the rehearsal, to make more
specific application of these gener 1 principle::, the performance

mtf be storied if the 3ugTe^tions to be of "' rod v/ill be of value to
the '/hole cant. If the direcor has carefully analyzed the acme bo-
for' i.nr. , cjac] las sate aer introductory remarks as specific and help-
ful at; pos; ible, fre-ucnt lnterruvti-ms will not he necessary.
At the close of the scene the director will again offer sugges-
tions for its tnproTcnent - nd ;ive any ;;ruc-ral instruct ns, the need
of ich has been revraled during blM scene.
The action tho Id develop naturally, an the moaning of the olay
b coracc bettor undercto >d. It crust never bocor,ie i: itativc. It : is un-
do btedly easier for a lea- er to show a student ho to act c certain
scene, and let the student leitat e his action than it is to lead
that student to a r-alisation of the full inport of the situation at
that po-ut v/hich v/ill enable hir. to really understand how the scene
Should be acted. But sarork ca not be called educ v ' onal dra: sties
unless it educates.
If the director can lead a student to analyse the natives and
§p reciato the feelings of a character, the fl AfVt .111 be alle to
create the action fc&aMPftlf* provided he has a knov/led je of the fun-
d.urjcn.al laws of drai.atic expression. If this elementary knowledge
of drar-atic art, is, in any degree, lacking- it nust, of course, be
supplied by the director, vvhenovcr the action indicates that the
student does not know how to express the feelings of the charact r
at that point.
But here also the uethod of in art rug this Information v r.:gt be
by careful ex I nations of the laws of expression which pertain to

tills particular situation so that the v/hole class may ever thereafter
understand the '.my In v/hich that emotion \; y he t rancr.ittt-ed uo the
audience. The educational local does not permit of the "demonstra-
tions for imitation met'nod," The r-ason for every action must he
i ade clerr.
The too icing group nay hare had its >ri in in a stuly group
that ha~ first undertaken reaing rehearsals *or their own clearer
under, tandin? of the plays studied, and has fin lly decided to give
•:.
-folic production of sorae play which they have studied. If the
prod, cf group hr.3 not evolved, from a study group it is highly de-
sirable that the "Irst few meetings be devoted to study and analysis
of the pi ys under consideration for prod-action*
In Chapter XIII the reading rehearsal has already been exnl tned
as an interesting mgthod of ri: certaining v;hether or not a piny is
s 'ted to the inter st s and abilities of the group. After the lay
has been d.e finitely chosen -"or ^ro'uction, mxttwg r Vv.-r-r.ala ncy be
continued at the first few meetings, as a means of gaining greater
familiarity . ith the possibilities of the ploy.
At these reading rehearsals the members of the class should be
assigned to different parts for each rehears
-1, a.s it Is necessary
for each member of the oast to have a thorough undersu^nd ing of '.11
of the charac: er3 In the play* Too oft en in amateur dra. atics the
,
student know.- only his o oi e- .rt, as an isolated unit, and 'has no gen-
uine understanding of the meaning of the play as a •.?, :o!~, or r.ec
/6o

relationaMp an-* ~not*on".l at' it-v<*« -Jiien w» r*«*ter ae Is repr-?seafc«i»
ins bears troon otner HwnffMVi in tati plar.
If par*";.' are not definitely assigned until the anely is and in-
teroretat: i u of the olay has orogressod quite far, it will be possible
to cultivate a feeling of mutual rr; iv.:'i':eiity ''or the whole produc-
tion, hich is inroos~ible vrhen tine interest of each mer/bcr of the cast
ia, froia the very be in/,in?, c-vnter^d in Ms own nart. As each necs-
ber of the slass takes the part of a given character the feeling grows
that each, in turn, is contributing something to the interpretation
it the reml meaning and spirit of that "art. It is not my particular
person's rt yet. It belongs to all, as the production belongs to
all, and each is responsible for farther work on any -.-.art v.hich is
Obscurely or weakly presented. St"y, discussion., expo- indentation in
a co-operative soirit will finally result in ft cltrar, vivid Interpre-
tation of each character in itr* true r lationa-iip oo the rest of the
elay.
Those interested in the production of religious teiuxx should
fom a oersanont producing org- ni sat ion. In a class in v.hich the raera-
bcrship is, in general, constant and poroanont, the ork can proceed
with a regularity and a thoroughness, which is icnossible In a tem-
porary groap hastily organised to orepare a performance for a par-
ticular occasion In the very near future. The Pilgrim Players of
the First C'ongr-gational church of 2vor.ston Ill'nois, under the lead-
ership of -/rs. A. fttarr Best, famish an illustr tion of the hi^

grade of work v.'hich can bo done by a play producing grou^ . hose meia-
berrhip outlasts the production of onr. or t o plays. Their organiza-
tion has functioned over a period of .rcar3. Some of the original
group have grown up and have gone away to college , and others have
-aken their places, but 0:0vr ,-al altNff who took part in their first
play are still with the group. The continuity of t'-^ir membership
together with the exceptional ability of their director explain the
fine quality of the productions pr -smted by their org nization.
In ftspsftf t pl?iy for public presentation, a definite date
should not be set for it3 presentation until the production has
reached the latter stages of its r oarr.tiou. Permanent values and
educational » thols arc lost sight of in the ru3h and excitements of
hurried rehearsal in which every one is driven to the liisit of his
endurance in trying to get the "Performance ready for a date not far
distant. ITever att apt an eL orate production for a definite oc-
casion so near at hand, that there will not be time to proceed ac or-
bing to genuinely education 1 m 'hods. It is better, if the tine is
short, to eho^se something very short and simple so that what is done
nay be thoroughly under"tood by the entire cast, and permanent v- 1-
ues may be achieved in their lives
Some general instruct ion, some material of genuine value in re-
ligious education aork should bo presented at each meeting, This ra&t-
ert&l hould not only have a direct bearing on the production in hand
but should also have a brosder cultural value. It should broaden the
cc
interests of thr. students, ami make thorn fe<>! that the rehear 1 he
been r ally valuable to thora.
Brief i* port j nay be made on Hebrew life and customs, the polit-
ical and religious history of th^ eriod in which the action of the
play tskes plnoe, blogr- phioal sketches of the historical characters
who appear or arc refer ed to In the lay. An exhibit aay be given
of ieturoa ahowing person 3 and scenes g trail'.r to those reor--s -nted
in the pley. Such rr torial or .'ented at the beginning of each session
will give the session lucre .sed educational value and will also lnur n e
the kiio'.Yledge and understanding of the students with regard to the
interpretation of the nlay.
The p?iStor or a member of the Religious Drama Comr.ittee Eioy at
florae rehearsal briefly r s nt the v lue of Religious Drama to the
church, the W|>tml director nuiy a^-e.ak of the place of music in the
production of religious dream and the Art Lirctor r.ay suggest ways
of raking the production artistically beautiful in color and design,
£ach r .1 should ;ive to the group an increased knowled^r?
and enlar ed vision in addition to the values derived from work on
the nluy itself.
The rehearsal vVch is properly conducted will impart to the
oast a knowledge of dramatic technique and of production methods which
will prepare thte for directorship in the future dr'u.uvfcic program of
the church, and will inspire them eith the possibility for service
which lies in this field. At the end of a series of rehearsals, the
cast should not only have a deep and sincere understanding and
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appreciation of the one ^lay which t :iey tell produced, but they should
each have learned the rathods of procedure in the iialyslng nd inter-
preting of any pi y. They iho Id each he able to tiJce a group of
young students and direct then in the -»r:>dnction of ' olay. Firosi the
producing gro ps wast cat - thr "at to direct ore for the ever expand-
ing dramatic program of the church*
The cast for the mbHc ^r sent-.t ion ">f the pl-y may he chosen
hy the director, '>y a groT? of able inoarVial jule » or by vote of
all the r eapers of the roducing group or hy a cornyinatiaa of all
three. The director need not always erl y the srune nethod v/ith dif-
ferent gro ps. Peculiar circumstances ssay make it advisable to choose
the ca t of one plr y according to the- decision of out.ide Judges, nd
for another it may seew advisable to have the clas:, vote on the cast.
In others the \i rector should choose the cost without assistance.
It is well to e; ,' blish the rule that the choosing of the cast
Is finally and absol -t^ly a prerogative of the director, and. if oth-
ers arc i\?\c? to assist hin in the choice of the cast for .-iny partic-
ular play, .heir decision is subsidiary to his own and is not binding
u on his t any oiht where it conflicts with his own judgment* This
is desirable for two MM a? as.
In the first place, the oast nat irally have greater confidenc
in the judgment of their director than In that of any other judge
who is not as fttr.Iliar with their autlit/, or than they have in the
judgment of their fellow students. As any athletic or debating toam
c(
derive confidence from feeling that they hare been chosen by their
eoach for the place ke thinks they a,n best fill, so a drastic group
desires the assurance that they MM been oast according to the best
Judgment of the director.
It Is desirable that the casting be In the control of the direc-
tor, In the second place, because he under tunds the character devel-
opment which each oart may offer, and will consider the red: of the
olayers In assigning the parts. If a member of the group 13 1- cklng
in soae desirnble, ^oral characteristic, he may be assigned a oart
which will develop in him that quality.
Since, In the group dramatisations and the routing r-hearsals,
T,arts hrve nr"sumably been assigned with a view to the individual
needs of the student, it will orobably not be necessary to &iake this
a major consideration in assigning parts for a public production,
3ut the preparation for a miblic performance offers to the student
unusual o ooortunity for analysing the iaotives anc learning to apore-
oiate the character of whatever part he Is chosen to take. There-
fore if all other considerations are eoual, a part should, of course,
be assigned to the r>orson who most needs the development of charac-
ter which that r$art offer:;.
Then, too, the director knows in what nart each niember is zest
Inter, sted, as indicated by the suggestions each has offered with re-
;rard to the analysis and interpretation of the different characters.
If the preferences of the members are in accord with what the director
(c
conceives to bp the Matt o** the strident s, he fill do well to capital-
ise this ^iwrs of interest "by so catting the oley that each will he
interpret inr a character that he a^ rec^ates.
Bat ev«n thonsjh the director be vested with the flnr-.l authority
in choosing tbe east, he may Venire the adtice o* two or three mem-
bers of the Religloue Drwaa Coraritt^e or other corroetent ju<\ees« Or,
when he h».g no -^articular r^.pon *0r assigning the parte htrsclf, the
class siay be asked to assist in th» ca~tin<* of the play.
If the oast *.s ehorer by r rote o^ the ^»nt*re c^asn or 'by vote
of outside judges, oreeaut^on rust be trfeen to prevent the r-hearsal
u-on ich the ehoic is based fror be core?.n~ a cornet it!, on for what
pre considered the hast or rost iimertont narts* In religious educa-
tion there is no ols.ee fbr the kind of a •'try-out" which, starting
with the rr>?t tsjportint rrrts and -~">ing down the list, has all those
who want a certain jft rt each in turn demonstrate their ability In that
part, end then has the class or other .7udgr>e vote on rho Ones it best.
Such a -rocess of oersonal corpetition raker the olayers self
conscioxis and my even rave selfish interest? paramount. Thoae who
try for several lep 'ing parts in succession and fail to get one are
wade unhaony. They feel that they have been plven a "ilnor oe.rt be-
cause they have not as much ability as tho so who were chosen aa leads.
The rinor nart which they ultimately are riven is a token of their
foflttrt* In their disan-oirrtjsent their Bert se Mg of very little
inportanc ". • The wrong atmosphere is thus created at the very outset
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of th*> ork. So**6 sensitive, tru.lv artistic souls never recover from
the effeets of this fcoctle^s rr*?thod of choosing a cast.
The csttn^ sho-ld be so conducted that those -ho are ca t as
n»ir,or character*; feel that those part?, althoa^h tout a few lines In
leu«^h, ere ^ust as vital and as essential to thp success of the vrhole
olay as any other rrrt. Faeh wrson ro> st *>el that he hag been chosen
for ai.s pert because that Is the ->art In vrht 'h he can contribute most
to the production.
If the director explain* to the grou^ that the best ?ctor 13 often
needed in a very mtaor part because it raay be lifflfH to interpret,
7yv, er -.or x0rm 0Yl0 els« could take the leading role almost as well as
he, then ^hen the c st >>» s been chosen, no one feels that he has been
given a rr.inor part brcv.se he has failed to the tryout a for all the
Dtfccr rore lr,~ort r r!t parte.
'Pie cartiuc ru?t be so planned that every rart, however assail,
UWM9 ft vital part and that whoever receives that part will feel that
It has been given to him because th«= director and the croup feel that
he can doi t v.'ell. To achieve this most desirable attitude the fol-
lovring sufrjeet 'ona are offered:
(t ) la the preliminary discussion of the "lay, give as meh at-
tention to the careful analysis of a character who speaks only ton
? inrs as to those characters r'o have a very prominent part in the
play* Sec that these minor characters are rr.de interr -'tin ;.
(2) Vote upon the east and announce the final ©anting, not in
the order of the prominence of the erts but in the order of their
entrance in the play.
I i>7
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O) iTr.Te every per an try out fox* each part for v/hic>. x is eligi-
ble. If in the play there are a soldier, a co ;.nn< lor, a ':inj and a
shepherd, a orl.ce, a laae M. :-r and a -orthnayer, in the c- 'iqcvvhI at
which the cast is chosen, there 3hould he Mffieient interot:ar.&e of parts
so that each young nan iu the .jroqp has, at sotae time in the rehearsal,
rc ^res nted each of the main reale characters* In the same way each girl
Should hare op'Ortonity to represent e^ery .*oraan character iu the play.
FSrora this rehearsal either the outside Judges or the entire group
should decide how they believe th* play would he best cast and rrark
their ballots accordingly. Two cons 1..-»erati 0113 rhould 2r.ter into their
decisions, 0) Oho interpreted each ->art best and (-) in MMt part each
per* on -M l iii? b«rt vork. ?he following- rrarhod ballot show;: three col-
IM for listinj f'rst, second, and third choice for each part and shows
how n.^bcrs :nay be used o:l each persons name to indicate .vhich part
wo.3 their best work, second best, etc., so that the final easting is
based upon both of these considerations. i**ote, for Instance, that on
this ballot Ijc, Rolf was chosen for the shepherd er-»n though T.r. Smith
nade a better shepherd, because r. holf did bet'er in this part than
he did in any other <rhile Mr. Pith's best work was done as the soldier,
for which part he was cast by " us judge* i£r« Johnson, wiio interpreted
the characters of both the c unselor and the soothsayer bet.&r than
any other neraber of the group, Is c st as the soothsayer, because he
did his best stork in that pp rt while ~.r. Archer did his beat work in
the part of counselor.
r
•BUM tf?rs CI
second l lire lrin..„l
Order oT Choice Choice Choice Cast
Appearance
Solflier kr. Smith
{%)
kr. Perkins
(2)
Kr. Bolf
(2) :°
-
-X. Smith
Arahacua
A Counselor
r. Johnson
0)
'•• r. lurcher Lr. Aikina
(0
r. Archer
King Herod -V.r. 31a In-
(2)
Llr. J ihnJon :..r. Per'tins
(;) r •
A Shepherd Tr. Snith
(2)
P.ol?
(O
kr. '::'iJ
1$)
Mr. Rolf
Prince Ldleua &ir • Perkins
(t)
ittaine
(0
?r. iiolf -r. Perkins
A Laaw Beggar i£r. Aikina
(2)
iU'dior
0)
. r. .ol r
(4)
kr. Aikina
A Soothsayer
..
kar. Johnson
( 1
)
Mr. Archer
(?)
ilr. Aikina
(5)
kr. Johnson
(
rais iao Shod of ousting a play affords valuable training ror the
maskers of the group, as these are the points which they .-r«st consid-
or when a little later they 'ill becon» directors of productions in
the charah'a drastic ~rograsu Furthermore, the r.vtnoO ic sufficient-
ly iraoersonnl so that caela can be hap y in whatever part; he is tJNllgtotiL
2?o one Isjiows whether he was assigned the rxvrt because his fellov/s Judg-
ed that he did it better thm all others or bee -use he did his beat
vrork in that part. In this system no sense of failure or inferior-
ity is attached to minor parts* Svery one is filling the position
where he can best serve in the development of the whole production*
All will enter into the v/ork .vith the feeling that thelf contribution
to the rholc is i&eortant.
Before the cast for the public performance has been chosen all
of the meetings should be for the entire group, oat after the cast has
been d*flnitely decided upon, rehearsals of subdiv ii-ioas of each act,
'.Then only those are r>rrscnt who have a part in that section of the
act, sake possible eore intensive vrork in character analysis and dram-
atic interpretation, than can be undertaken at the regular raass re-
hearsals when the whole cast is present. At a full rehearsal, the
director cannot take the tirae of the v.hole group -'or individual work
with any one character* Then fore each act should be d".Tided into
scenes or episodes and each of these r hearsed separately with the
•mil group v/ho apnear in that one episode.
The ai~ olest way of dividing a play into episodes is to mfcl a
\1°
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division wherever there is an important entrance or e-cit . ?he en-
tries oi" character crvauno a ne'" situation am start.; a new in-
cident, i'hi? exit of a nain character close?) that incident and op^-ns
another.
iroouent mee^in-js of tiyjee who KPt in the some «eenes are de-
gireable. At first these meetings n. y be used for the motorizing of
lines. A student can nenorisc hi iiu- Lth rruch less eTl'ort if he
give j t M in r soouse to the jpe^ches of the other characters in the
scene, rateer than by nc scribing them alone as disconnected units.
As the lines are boing xmiortz'^L the characters will also be-
(T*m habituated in the oovenents and changes of position which have
been char""'', for chis some and further details in th: action can
1)3 decided upon and perfected*
i^any of these scene v~h tarsals my bo conducted by assistant
directors, tfho /ill thus in experience v7ith a 11 ;.•) . /Vich
will be invaluable to them -srhen they later assume the directorship
Of an entire '•roduction.
If i number of these wwitTtr groups are rehearsing in different
ro MM of the church at the sane tir« t the director ax?-y spend part
of hie time with each. After the director has offered his sugges-
tions as to the strengthening of that episode, he iaay $0 to another
group, leaving an assistant director vitl: the first group to help
then <vork out those su;j^ :«ions.
After the en is.,ode has been developed to the point here it needs
rn
fi
5»re expert direction, the director ay himself meet v/ith that jro p
r.x>re oft^n.
The divid'on of the > 1ry into episodes and }:hc sehoduliu.; of the
rehearsals of these e >isodns may be lone by .a rehearsal oornrdt ;ee corn-
nosed of assistant directors or of advanced students In the production
group, thus snving the time of the rM rector and siring the members of
the comittee valunble training. The following schedule of smell
group rehearsals may offer sug?s»stions It the Ivehearsal Co:;r;.ittee:
In Audito- In Church In Sunday
rium Parlor School Boom
Alphovus ?«&naen Herod
Levi Peter Annas
7 o'clock Esther Counselors
Pages 1-7 Pages 31-57 Herod ius
liondcy Evening Pages 12-1?
Manaen AI nh&eus Herod ius
8 o'clock Peter Annas Salome
Levi
lather
Pases 7-12
<
Pages 24-? 1 Pages 45-51
In Audito- In Church In Sunday
rium" Parlor School Itoor.
Peter Rachel Bachel
Manaen Esther Kaiiaen
7 o'clock Ksther Manaen Alpiiaeua
Pages 57-45 Pages 12-24 Padres 51-
Tuesday Evening l 65
8 o'clock Mass Hehearsal in Auditorium
\1%

Subdividing the pi' y for convenience In rehearsal S'.ves the
time of the east, by decreasing the mur/ber of mass rehearsals at
which the whole cast must be present although no one of them is ac-
tually rehearsing or receiving help srith his part except during a
small r>ert of the time that he is required to be in attendance.
The rehearsing of each incident sers^r t-ly r-lso rives opportunity
for i finer, sore f;rtietic interpretation of each char cter in each
incident. In addition to those rrore evident benefits, this method
of procedure ach'eves another rer/ult not often in evidence in &ma-
teur im atics, that is, an avareness of the rise and fall of the
action, the tempo of the pl-y»
In rehearsing each incident, the climax of that incident must
be em hasised by iner; asing the tension as the climax Is ap-sroached,
by changing the rate of the spe> d x?ith the growing emot ions,—
-by
heightening £he suspense. There must be progression in the tempo
until the climax of the incident is reached and held for a moment
before it subsides a little In preparation for the rise of the next
ave of intor^ 3t in the next Incident.
It is easy for a group to feel the rise and fall of the action
in one isolated incident. From this they can be led to see that In
any act there is some incident v?hich Is most important and therefore
needs to be heightened more than others, and that the cliacix of the
whole "olay Is reached by a series of ever Increasing craves. If the
U"3
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foundation has been laid in the rehearsal of each incident the east
will be able to appreciate and really feel the tecpo in the later
mass reheararils as the ware len;;ths of the rising t*de of int rest
increase as the play approaches the clitaax. Instead of quickening
the speed and incr asing the force fulness or slowing up and relax-
ing the tension, simnly because the director says to do so, & real
a^oreciat Ion of the ca ;.ence of the play may be dere loped, t* such
an extent that the cast feel the aporoach of the climax and build
for it intelligently*

CHAPTER XT
Production Conwit ees
Organ! zed as a Training School
The "ork of the numerous corrroltteea which are necessary for a
successful perromenoe rw?.y fee MAi as valuable to the nembers of
tf-ose committees as the elfcr rehearsals MM to the roersbers of the
east. The activities of the various pro<? -Action cocks! ttees offer
opportunity for the co-ordination of all of the arts. The culti-
vation of the appreciation of the religious «sipni fierce of these
arts nrast be a prirairy 'Turoose in the meetings of thrse conmittees
if the aeount o* time expended on thera in 'untitled.
I* in ©duca^ ional dramatics the chief <\1b of the vrork is not
the final rrablic T>erformfvnc#- but the rtevloTient of the pl.?yers, we
iTust ap^ly this principle also to the large nvanber of nenons who
work on connlttees for the play,and say that the chief air of these
conrdUces is not to get things r^a;'.y **or the public nrouuet ion,
but rather the o^orsunity for dev? lopraent which the work offers to
the oeiabers of the cosmittee.
With this principle In rsind, the per ormel of the corar.it Sees
gho-.ld be c'-osen with a view to the needs of the members as well as
their abilities. The sta e and scenery cornr/.ittee should not always
consist of the saiae fefV expert carpenters, who have always liad to

mil Id everything that lias ever been ixrne in the :jaurch. i.'b.e adver-
tising; oor.r. ictce should not he coaroosed only of the advertising iaan-
agers of the local news' >aoors« The best seaiastresss of the Ladies
Aid should not always constitute thr e ) atuna ^.ortt'itw-', ,».ch com*
rnittee neod have only one ex N?rc in raeh branch of lihe ork they
will he undertaking. The rest of the cx>: rait tee nay be inexoerienced
persons, ibr Mmw the v?ork will really be educational, and their
ability will be evclo-ed and their kpov.'lpd.^ broade red by the ser-
vice, am* later t^ey, in tarn, will be able to direct the work of a
similar eo r.ittee for another nlay.
File cosrittee work of r&ost amateur *>rod'.icln;r ro : is ge rurally
so ooorly organised that the spume arsons have to ::nke the prepar-
ations for every nerfornanot. Naturally, in tin» it c-ases to bo
recreation for zheta and each succeed ia r—- • ?u for their services
is granted /sore r laetantly, until it finally is alsaost iEPOSsible to
get these competent persons to "ork on a cor^ittov. iJo ncr.'< talent
has be n developed, and the actuation is rsally fNEfeMfci
j*he eo£»ittoe -.orl: mat be so planned and or-j;mi zed that each
cor ittoe is a training school. Whenever an expert cy.i*~>enter, a
costuiae desi ner, an advertising regent, a professional electrician,
or a skillful arti3t or musician consents to serve on a eonrrdt-ee,
a number of less experienced persons should bo placed on the sane
coci.ittee in order Haft they a>ay learn froa hin 'vis art and them-
selves be aole to direct the work of future consrit ens.

Tounger an? less experienced persons value the opportunity to
vork under such leadership, on • committee where the wirV ritll be
genuinely education?! • i-ioreover, exerts and artists whose time is
really valuable will contribute their services for such an educa-
t Tonal enterprise There they trill be training leaders for the chair—
sanship of similar ooranittees for other productions, when t ey would
not give their services merely for the doing of the particular task
befbre that cor^rittee, fcao-tfin* that they MOllfl be asked to do the
sar» thin? again for ?very future performance.
We have here then a very Important principle ^ich should gai4«
the director in the appointing and organising of production eoisait-
tees. It is,- Make the work truly educational by usin^ the expert
talent a.ail&ble for the training of less experienced cowrit teesaen
In such a «ray that every corralttee will virtually be a short course
in some phase of r-l'ginus drar*aties. The nature of the educational
training v?h'.eh raay be acquired in the wor*r :>f each of the various
production corwittees will be discussed in greater detail, later in
this chapter.
•Hie ideal syste-n for the organizing and conducting of the co»-
mittces necessary to the nubile presentation of a plry is the "Train-
ing School" plan. Under this plan, when the church has decided to
undertake the production of a play, a "Religious Dr?jm Training
School" is organized, offering courses in erery phase of the work for
which a oontrittee w >uld ordinarily be an ointed.
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The courses offered consist of instruction in tne rr.ost effective
methods of accomplishing the .*ork to he done, and laboratory periods
in v7htch the work incidental to the successful production of the r>lay
is actually performed und r corpetent direction, fhr instance,—
the class in Stare Lighting stv.diea the art and methods of securing
the desired lighting effects and also ol .ns the lightiiig ? :hc ->lay
which is to he given and installs the necessary apparatus. Th« stage
set Ing committee steadies color and line with regard to tne stable
oieture, designs the stage sets for this particular olay and builds
such seis, or remodels or redecorates an old set Co meet the recutre-
ssents of this lay. The advertising class studies methods of adver-
tising religious activities and carry on the advertising casnaign
for this play which the chireh is sOon to nro c.nt.
Each class not only doe? the work wh'ch has been assigned to
them as oreparatory for this ^lay, hut is learning the theories and
orincioles and methods of the work. If a large all-chirch orodue-
tion with a preliminary training school is -?ven every six months
or every Tear, a member, by electing a different coarse each suc-
ceeding term, would, in time, have recriven a complete crar3e In
religious dramatics.
Membership in sojne of the different clashes may he pruned to
all who care to enroll for that work, so that men ctaS vomen, boys and
girls will be working together on the same piece of work. There un-
doubtedly is a place in religious education for this tyr>e of co-
Ml

operative endct vor, where father s and sons my "ork together, and
r<ethers end daughters find conr.on inter- s»
In other courses It may fee advisable to lirait membership to
particular groups, in order to make poerible advanced courees for
adults, and clone ntary work for children. If this "lan is followed
there itottld *e «• suf^'Cient nureer of courts ofered so tha* every
>•"••»
-r-r o* t»v? f- alijr ill ^tn* e plr.ee in >r/ .ot-'o, 'or the shureS
t**o dt-i V- one a^'rvsj which wil* unite the int\r • ?ts of the family.
If it has been planned that the youn;; people's organization is
to pre-cnt the play, then enrollment in the course in Play Produc-
tion r^ay he United to this group, A cLi3C in Sta--^craft may he con-
ducted for hoys of Soy Scout ape, and a elas:.< in Costu-re I-aking for
girls of Campfire age* For adults there my ho ad sr.need ourae^ in
advertising, color and fcslgn in Sebrew C0 3tunes, color and design
in set tinge for i3*blical Plays, music for .Religious Drrjna and other
related, Phases of the work*
The Religions Lrsra Training School aay also include the Drasaa
Jtudy Group and the ?laywriting uroup, an.-: offer ad vxaiced instruc-
tion in these branches of the worh at the tixme that the other
classes are making specific preparation for the coring production.
Classes in Group 3r:i:atl2etions for the yyvjzger children and similar
classes for adults rasy r.lso he offered In the re nlar training school*
Hov/sver, since these classes are not essential In the preparation
for this particular play and since these phases of the drastic
\7?

nrosrare have already iMtl presented Ih <fc>ffcWf 71, IV, /.I, and. XII,
I will not de*>l with theis here.
The faculty of inctructor: for thene classes in the Training
School who will corre? ond to the chairmen of the cornr.it tens under
the uf.U'1 -ystem of preparation for a nxblic production, v-'ill be
chosen on the "basis of the information received aw! iMPfiaM plH^pN
in the E : rector? survey, (sec Chapter 7) For such a const ruct?.we en-
temH.se in r^li*?ious education the church ne d not hesitate to re-
quest the services of per. ons in the conranity of outstanding abil-
ity, for the opportunity for service of perrancnt v lue "htch ~aeh
an organisation offers, coinrands the int-crest of leaders of ability.
In churches ..here the newness of the program in religious drama
does not pemit of so extensive an organisation of production coo-
nit'eea into a Eeli.jlous lrana Training School, the v.-ork of each
committee should «v> roach ae nearly as possible to this educational
ideal. A building for the future as well a.'- the aceorroli shine; of tfte
tank in hand I? the only policy which can result in an expanding
- rogrsara.
i statement of both th« immediate tackf! an1 the broader, acre
cornprchenrdve purposes of each of the production son:. It tees or clas-
ses !s hrrri after set forth, followed, in each car*?, by general
sag:?estions for the work of the particular grouo under discussion.

The Course In Str.go Cmft
The imodi-.te tash before the Sta-;o craft group is the build-
ing or r~jodelia£ of a eta.;?. adequate for th« produe > Lon of the play-
to "be ^n-seuted, and the designing and making of a staje setting
eo ropriate for a background for the play, xhs ultteats aim of the
co.ree is the stud/ of the ,encr:..l .-r^thodr. to be used in stage con-
struction, and the principles .Oiich ep-Vly to the creation of artis-
tic nd -.pmvopriato st^e settings,
The 3t-:;a c : ft cl-.ifl^ r.*oy nc d more than one instructor. A
~^>oc carpenter should supervise the class in b\ilding the stage, and
give their, inatr.ction in method* of erecting a strong, fim strie-
ture *aich can be t? hen d o-.vn or ^rt up with the least tine and ef-
fort possible. Die building of the stair a-ts or soreono or frames
Tor the; langing of draperies will also n^ed to be supervised by a
earpentcr or someone «ith advanced, kva-v/ledge of manual .arts. In
enisling the £ . \ &> t, | kM ledge of oolor sontrast and color har-
mony, the princi 1c • of design, and the forns of architecture and the
decorative decisis prevalent in dif ferent nations in different per-
iods of history is necessary, ns> rell as methods of soer^ painting,
stenciling and guildlag. Therefor*., these phases of the work should
be conducted by an art instructor or soraeoae familiar ;vith all these
elements of art.

In the staging of a oiay each church huil&iag presenta a dif-
ferent proaies. If the play is to tfl d.lven la the church auditorium,
the BOfft pr&etlcahle plan is to rescove the pulpit and the front rows
of scats and enlarge the evistiug
,
Int HOC. Jprigbt standards at
•.;ach corner of the platform a- -a « erected, vrith ero33 oear.s con-
ttHthf t'iea to supoort tho sides of the stfgo net and the front
oar tain. The s aco on either side of this at ge nay ha curtained
off for dr<: ?~ L;\-; ,• .<ogo, ff there are .0 other rooms in that end of
the huilding ..ru: xble for that purpose.
A "latform huilt in four or six sections of similar dimensions
can he set up or rer.voved ~-a.-ily, and for other future productions,
stages of oany dif Tercnt s .apos and s.l»e3 can he constructed from
part or all of these sa&e sect i oris. A lonj 'harrow r : .. .t> or one as
deep as it is wide can he | oost raeted "oy different arrangctaents of
these actions, iO that tho sta.:e may always he of the shape nest
adapted to the ores "uiation of & atev r play, pageant , or isosical
^rogrfy* is hring glrsn.
The possibility of using for a st a large choir loft or a
church parlor or Sunday School room opening into the church aud-
itorium, should he considered. Such ad joining rooras, separated frora
the aain body of the auditorium only hy a removable oAr-.ition can
often very conveniently he used for a stage for part or all of the
scenes of a play or for part or all of the episodes of a pageant.

The St r r& Sett*ng
Dra ->orio3 famish an ur-Ohtrusive background for pageants and
for any plays which do not necessitate a hi^h decree of r~alisau
where ±raperies arc* used, Sivy : ho JLd he of a r.«d hon gr.jy or gray-
blur;, light brown, or jome otlier shade v,-hich will not neutralize
colored limits v .en they are thrown upon a scene. They eh^old hang
in foldti. If a low celling rakes It in^rr'bio to h-ng the curtains
froE height above the vision of the audience, a plain valance the
sarae color as the ceiling an* the <" raf^s hoilc5 ho hung from the
soil hi:: to covf-r the rods on which the curtains are uing. .'/ire hooks
may be seven to the top of the carta ".n an" hosked over a framework
of iron piping suspended from the ceiling, or fastened to the up-
right standards at each corner of the staje,
A v^ry groat variety of stage settings can "bo cranted with one
set of draperies, by the addition of a fev panel inserts to dietin-
guish the locality, period and mood of each particular play. The
drapes can be parted in any plr.ee and a inh.ov or loor of a style
and jgrtfli to fiat the period and locality of the play set betwee*
-he parted curtains. The scene visible through the window or door,—
pains or snow covered pines, Egyptian fernple or ieohosaredaa mosque,—
will further indie to the ioo&lity. Decorative panel.;, or addition-
al strips of contrasting draperies in a design which the alienee
will recognise as iNKtftqgtag to a particular nation or period, will
give individuality to each different interior, as well as suggesting
\i3

t!ve atnwsnhere ine rwr>d of the "^!ay.
A net of dra-oes "ill *4**f*ce for so nany int- rior settings, and
serve, with very little iapp&tiMriwiqr scerier:-, for so rany raore, that
oru* of the first St - £o crcft clashes will usually decide to us© such
oraneg for the r>l?<y they are settin-7, orvl thrr-.- ill brcore - -v- rt
of the '^er-r-Tipnt e<jtii*»»*nt which future cine o MB .erup"lenpnt to
re*»t the r^oui resents of other plays*
T-iere will be many t>1 vs, however, for which drape ri« - . ill j.ot
be as appropriate a setting as & bo* set. >.vlle suA ft pl*y as **Bm
Star Of the Ecst" can be beputifully produced .vith very little ooro
than m set of drftses, such rlays as n?he Sock" net in a **Covjpt:/r rO
in the House of Sii^on," or "He is the Son of God" reoul.'Ing "The
o-rtyerd of • hMi on the stre« t leading to the terrole" obv : oi3ly
require ?olid walls.
One plain interior set, of a neutral tone, is ?.I .ost a necessity
for even a e v-" limited pro^rir; in religious 5rar,a. . or:" ?ect* ons
of thin interior set can also be used for the pitta walls of feaflft*
"ngs in er.t rior set"infTS. One section laid down or Its side will
serve as a low garden wr-11. Another section on top of the firr- will
meke the High wall of a jourty^rd . (in either case - v,\l;*c ";?.«rd
should be fanned on top of these horizontal sections to ;;Lve *he
apoearaace of thickness to the wall.) A great variety of exterior
scenes in ancient cities remxire plain *ve11 eurfaces which can eas-
ily be constructed froir: the saase pieces of scenery v:h!.ch form the

the interior scenes If these are tainted a neutral gray or tan.
Far their production of "He la the Son of Cod," the Biblical
Drama Class of Sioux Rills College, resurrected frora the College
attic a gaudily decorated interior set which one of the literary
societies had uurchaeed seconS hand frots a local theatre several
.years before. The ieces of this set were given tv/o coats of a light
grayish brown kalsomine and used for the exterior wall surfaces in
the oetuing for "lie is the Son of Sod." For the walls of the two
houses in the courtyard, the sections were set up the 3une as they
would he for an Interior. At the hack, a wooden framework as high
as two sections of the soeiiery were in width, extended across the
rear of the stage, rxoeot for an ooenlnj four feet wide to one side
of the center. Into this wooden frarr* secu T ons of the scenery were
fitted horizontally, a large wooden gate of antique design hung in
the o?>ening, all the wooden surfaces siren a coat of the same gray-
ish hrown kalsomine, and the setting was ready for the simple court-
yard furnishings. These sane pieces of sconery have been used for
aany tery different sett'ngs voth interior and exterior.
It is remarkable how many different settings can he created
frora the a-'ane pieces of scenery, If the stagecraft group use their
ingenuity In this matter Instead of always olacing the scenery so
as to mke the same plain rectajogualr roora with a door on either
side and a double doorway at the hack.
\%<

Different olaciiy? of doors and wind o\-*A t d iff^-rent arrarrvrentg
of the v rlous sl ed. sect .ons HIS create .-tatting's totally dissim-
ilar in sir.c and r.hr-^. Tron the '.tit -irco scenery, a plain
rectr-.ngiiar room, an I» shaped room, an f>i^ht sided towr room, a
Ifug hallway with an alcove study, an open court with huge square
colnrsni',aafl i:.nu.n©rablc other inter'- sting setting- be - rr; jed«
(See deagrares folio -*in 7)
Further variations in setting can he achieved by ;p lying to the
neutral colored wall* decorative borders in colors and itftgNf typ-
tc-.l of the ptel'df andn-iation in v*v*ch the scenes of the play -re
laid. V/all paner "borders can today be Secured in 1 *r • t variety of
symbolic and convo.it ' onnliz?r; ;?rsig-s. Decorative not Ifs from Jap-
anese, Indie:!, Egytlan, 1.0 and cm.i 3 b7l0ni.an art arc todpy
being used in vrrll paper designs. T'ierr fore thr- Local pa-oer hang-
ing firms vill often "be able to furnish the class with borders which
vTill lend individuality and authenticity to the scene.
Tifhen such r^ady-aado borders are not obtainable, appropriate
desl.g . ray be copied from a textbo >k on design onto strips of trap-
ping paper and painted or st-mclled by the class. These decorative
borders isay be pinned or lightly pasted around the base of the -.vails,
around doors or windows, around the base of raised platforrs, or on
any other feature 0* the setting a-hlch is i.rportant for the action,
and should therefore be aecentu-ated.
A plain back drop, dyed a sky blue, is necessary for many stage

tettingn. If pos. Isle it should be ::hadou from almost white at the
Cotton to a deep sky blue at the top, as the hluone:::" of the sky la
more intense in the b MMI over head than it is at the horissa.
The sane effect car. ho secured a; the arr ncorent of the blue lights
v.hich uf t!u.-o&'n on this back drop. Ia fact , if the r.h-.r . -11 of
the auditorium is white, light blue or pale .pray, the hack drop will
not be aecossar;. a:: hue blue li ;;hte can he t :irowa direct!;/ an this
wall.
Against this kftdkfN acul of hlue sky, may he portrayed R hedge,
a gr.rden '.vail, the city gats- , a ro of rxAnz, the i.:t ut view of
a palace, a tenple, or the plain. sails cf lowly or.v..s, .-hatevcr the
action or ataao sphere of the particular pity sv.pvo.t::.
To secure ro<- listic representat ions of so-- to which appear in
the distance t Prmgh open vindow«, over a w: .11, or through a vista
of trees, draw the distant eoene on a wide strip or wrap plug
paper, a lit;le longer than the opening through which she .••cone is
viewed, color the drawing, c ck it to 1 .rge she. trj of pa. P )oar£, out
out the picture at the sVyllne, so that the distant objects stand
out in relief and tack the v-hole pa&oraua to a long soard which can
jc oecarcl. fastened in place ah nit one foot ia front of the blue
Sky hack drop. The lights thrown on this jicene should cow* from
above it so that no s ado.vs will ho thrown a--.a,u,u ' ova In onto the
sky behind it. In the early morning sunrise plow or the nwllowiag
light of early evening, such a distant scene is beautifully artistic.

KctrtoO. :i' 1J. ;ai„; such geese s xre 'l.o.s;^ It*.- iu the ter.
In planning a st&g- settiag, the cl.i-.ss can v;c 11 ? ffo d to spend
much tittc la s tudyiug pictures of scenes si.-4.lar to those in which
th? play ii- ccU Frae such picture s they -ill receive -ug-p.-t' ns
as to the tti-cctur^ of coors, Jindoss, balconies and uicoves, the
color contrasts and. ~olor ..arroanies r..o~t Frequently use J., aad jlie
draping of decorative hangings* The statecraft "Troup should hare a
eoimlete collection of the Tissot prints and as wan/ other Sioiieal
pictures taey con obtain.
When et-.-;e c-.i .. Lgi-ing lecojiss a r al art it consideres not only
the r« nulr eicnts of the action, and the caking of an artistic back-
ground for the action, but also trie;j to '3uj^e. t the o©0& and atmos-
phere of the - lay* a proper choice of *y; .sol * o forra and due con-
sideration for the psychological e""cct o" e rot tonal colors, the ar-
tist ewy really c cute the emotional atssas.ohere Tor tiie play* Ifar
instance, in creating the atmosphere of the tragic power of a relent-
less fate, consider the effect of having the character v/ho is the
victim of this power standing alone he side a huge pillar covering at
the base one fourth of the distance acroas the rear of the stage a/id
which seem to extend upward hundreds of feet out of sight and to je
hut ozie section of an ertornous portico.
•There can oe no rules laid Im for the aesigniag of sta^e set-
tings which, will suggest the mood or atmosphere of a play- It is a

matter for the creator© genius of the artist who is keenly sensitive
to the eower of form and sQlov to interpret emotion.
The stage-craft class should know the irector'r- piiftl ibr the
grouping of characters on the ftkfi In the eliiaatie scenes of the
play, and strive to hare the setting accentuate the position of the
character v/ho is the center o." inter; st in these scenes* Any marked
contrast or unusual structural form in the bac%round should be so
placed as to draw attention to the character v/ho is ^hr center of
i iterest, rather than away from his.
Sach member of the cla3S should make cUagrams and drawings of
a sta;:e set which would rae-t the r' ieulrempnts of the play, and v/hlch
could he made from the one eox set er the set of Araperioc ~ith vrry
little expenditure for additional material. Sr»n ir there are suf-
fic*«Kt Mil avaii-ele to wil^ a complete new set for every p ay
pi'es nted, the class should he encouraged to utilise the :::ater.ial
at hand for the members s»y in the iuture be dramatic directors in
churches less affluent.
The plans submitted by the class should include one colored
drawing of each of the side walls and one of the rear rail, A draw-
ing allowing a front view of the *.?hole set, a diagram of the floor
plan and one actual size unit of each decorative design used in the
setting. The drawings should be dravm to scale and suggest the
aaterials which are to be used for each part of the setting, and the
approximate cost of all materials which the ohurch does not already

possess. Finally, -models of the nronosctf nt?..(** settings should be
built.
These sketches and models should bo placed aroiinfl the clas?-
roon on exhibition. A cownltte" chosen by the class, together with
the instructor *t&2 select from e.ll of the*e the designs end dia-
grams and color scheree v;hlch they ,5ur1y?e to bo sort convenient for
the action of the olay and most conducive to the mood and atnosphere
desired in its t>rnsenta1;i m. The final star setting raiy be a com-
bination of elements from ell the nlans and iMag^tras submitted. A
good e^hl^it Is nost iimorr.ont not only as a basis for the decision
as to what the setting for this rnrticrolar p'ay shall be, but also,
aa a aource of sugjerrtion to the number* of the class for settings
for othor rir.ilar pi ys wMch they will be directing? lat-r.
\<\0

Ha Course in Advertising for Itelisri-uts Activities
The l.~'Cd?ate nuroose of the advortisin" clns~ is to attract a
lares ettendance to the olay, "but it hag i raxdh *rer.tr»r service to
perform to the church than the advertising of ujy one production.
TVt broader service is training: of church •.eorker* in an ~-rouri*!.te
rwthaSs of {Tiring -nolicity to all religious activities. The Say
is -rohably ~?.~t 'hen any one rould say that rp11*1on is sosiethlnj
too sac^d to he advertised? cut v:* do feel that If the church is to
a^vertine, the nicest ethical st-ndards should characterize th-t
advertising and that aacrefl thlnrr s'-oulr" he "iver. r- verent ouhlic-
!.ty. The advertising class off rs on-ortunlty for inculca :ln£T the
sr>irit of reverent publicity for religious activities.
The a:T 7ertisin>? nwnaser of one of the local n^vsnapers, or
whatever mcrber of the editorial st^ff is stost interested in the
activities of the church, *.vill he ahle to prive the c^ass suggestions
for the vrriting of advert i serpents which will create internet and the
M0t*ltt*i of news items which *ri '.! attract the reader *s eye. Such
service is gladly ^'rr. l\y « r."vpr,"cr to rur; of 'tr ~atrons« A
r-rlr.tr-r will not on'y he willing to furnish ~sti?aates of the cost of
the various tyoe;- of oriute'". asters and handhllis, bat, knowing the
-s-cholocy of Hb r;rluted sheet, will he ahle to he o p snxst assis-
tance to the clasi( in the nrranT'toent of the material in attractive
fbita. For instruction in the designing of oostars advert! sin;: the

play, an art instructor or a student vrho ha 3 studied poster Niflgi
inff or the comercial artist from a department store will be of as. is-
tance. In many cases the advertising manager of some local firm who
will be ab*e to instruct the class in all. of these various phases
of advertising can be secured as director for this course.
The advertising of a religious el y should aim to reach not only
the regular church attendants, but those who do not go to church. If
religious drama bestows the benefits claimed for it, then the aim
should be to attraot to it the whole community. When the church has
expended as such of its vi-al ener
;$y as is necessary for the artis-
tic production of a religious ^lay, it is a traredy to have that pley
given but once ;o the regular church audience. Those who have ded-
icated their servies to the production of the ?-ay will gladly give
a performance every week as long: as the advertising cora Itt.ee con-
tinue? to fill the auditoriuv.. Advert Ising and tieket selling should
continue until the size of the aadieacs ce r .se3 to justify farther
performances. The church has /.any lessons to learn from the com-
mercial theatre.
If the whole community is to be reached, advertising must be
done through mny channels besides the church bulletin. ?he play
sho.ild be heralded by colored street car posters, handbills, window
cards illustrated with pictures of the play and by newspaper feature
stories about all the attractive features of the performance. Inter-
esting announcements should be made before all the clubs and societies
by some member of the organization.

The newspapers srill welcome interesting rz terial about the pro-
duction itself and also about the Belisious Dr;ur.a Training School.
The different phr-.ses Of the production should be emphasized In sep-
arate articles. The designing of the at-..; ~etslng, with comment
on the ?araou3 |f Vntings which have furnished rjggest Ions for the sain
features of the letting, will make interesting material for one
article, the irosicil elements of the ^reduction for another, the
costuming for another, Explanation of the disposition which is
to be made of the procees from sale of tickets will constitute one
individual report. Unusual 1 gating effects with information re-
gorging the experimentation in limiting on the rrodel stage may be
used as the basis of one count. In fac-, any phase of the pro-
duction can be :r.ore effectively presented by Itself in a short at-
tractive article, under a separate hea<31ir^e, than In one long art-
icle in which all phases of the ?/ork are discus cd.
The orohlem of ad quate and e' Active publicity for all church
activities and for religious causes is a vital one* The youAj pooole
of the church must have training in r'-li;;iou3 advertising in order
that the enteroriges of the church say attract the interegl of as
large a number of p oplc as should partic i ate in its activities.
In conducting the advertising campaign for the particular piiy which
is being produced, the members of the advertising class will inci-
dentally be receiving the training they need to give adequate pub-
licity to any religious enterprise.

The Co-arse In th« Business 2£anr/-; ~ont
Of Bnllgiouc Enterpriser
The -nrtc.ry func'cio.i which this class h s to -oorforra is to make
tho - ;nxcocss fiiianoially,—to so ">!.ui for econors • ir. the pur-
chase of r-At'-rial and discretion In the incurring of the -'.ccessary
expenses, that the funds from the sale of tickets will exceed the
expenditures; or, if no fcflnllllH fee is to he ofefct th t the
drafts upon the church tr- . • ::ury will be as sr^JLl as la consieteat
ith an excellent performance. In aecorr:l ?.shliig this innedlate task,
a broader, raore la nil twill function saay also bo pcforned, The class
should siake a study of practical -ethods by which r- .Vjioiis enter-
prises in g neral my be kept financially solvent. The church needs
more business ability consecrated to her service, and this ability
can bo dev I >ped i.: a class studying the business m y - ont Of re-
ligious plays.
If the | ;vofold purpose of the class is hept in n&nd, having
this i*ss«diat'. project to which the prlnoi Is of business nana&e-
sseat may be applied as they ar learned, the i-rfsabers of the class
should finish the course- cottar >rsoared to ijs t the problems of gen-
eral church "inaaee.
The 'irector of the course uat, of course, be a food business
oan« He sho .Id
,
furthermore, he a nan v.-ho sees ths work of the church
as a 3 ipr-.-.nely ort'/.nt u-'ert "-in.; -.rorthy of the deepest study and

the post far slotted pljUtntag of which its MMfcMN are or. :aale.
The <riestion of the admission fee to be ctersed will bo one of
the fir3t to be considered. This problem has t«o ^h:.mr;—firtt,
"Shall ?»n admission fee be Jhflgjgtf?' and seear.d, "If en .dsission
Am is ohr.r;T
"
, what shall th-.-t fee be?"
It costs ~oney *d jive artistic product ".on to a play, and U3>*al-
If for gfag best plays a cash royuty must be paid to the author of the
->1ay. One {pod reason for char in- ^n ; ixniasion fee is that the
business ^jxageawttt is thereby enable;1 to rowptly pay the royalty
ti the author. W$ can:?ot too emphatically condemn the practice of
ro-iussting authors to cancel the royalty for church productions. If
the church expects to haw v-orth?.-hile plays -ritten, it m-st p*iy to
the author for each play a sufficient income in royalties to enable
htm to devote the months of tinse needed for the writing of ano'/ner
Sood lay. As Ion** as churches try to give plays v.' ithoot paying
royalties, hist ~*o loss will t:iey be giving 1 ye that aronH worth
r roy .lt;-'. If -^yment of - royalty means raisins tV- - lou foe,
••11 means raise the at? sianion fvc.
Financially, the- elmrch has t to tasks,—th"4 securing of funds,
and the enono.inT of those* funds for the extension of tHue kingdom of
CTr'.nt. Some 0" the ict. Titles of the church c r.? vholiy c jnesrned
with the former task, come only ;<rith the latter, and seme serve in
thr accomplishing of both.

If production of r -ii^ious draft; can bo a source of iucose to
tfcf (ANNA without decree si&s its effectiveness as a jprer for ri.JiG-
eousness in the coLi-unlty , «hi..n b urines':: econow, vto. L-.: 0. .c-ate that
it should be made to serve both these purposes, i« e., it should
not only inspire the co^unity to nosier Christian living, but should
also be self supporting and, if possible, furnish funds for financ-
ing other Christian enterprises which ar^ not self supporting. If
it can do this . Uhout llr.it iu? Its field o." use r.A •*>::!.•; it will be
ioubly beneficial in the extension of the .•.'*.: H>i-0:a»
The '.. c; iioii, therefore, IS., those o are directing the bus-
iness ^^i^riXitt of the pi:
-y sho -.ic* :..;h the:.:»; IvcJ, 1 ..—"will the
charging of an adraise-i:>n foe, linit or increase the at; :.da.iee?"
Hie answer to this question will not oe v-he sane In ever;/ eosaiiuuity.
In the some eonoinlty un.or different circumstances aid Tor differ-
ent productions the answer './ill not ..lways be the s .re. The business
manage J:.ent cannot be too oureful in thoir analysis of this problem,
fcgjiiAje it is a religious problem as well as a fin - wc5''l
.
If thero la doubt r.a is whether an admission fee would prevent
some -ho raigfat otherwise attend, the class will be abls to devise
pi us v.-hereby the play will be a source of income iSSMNS 4ttM0tMf
a regular admission fee. .-any churches take an offering at such
performances* massing the collect Ion plates before the play 3tarts.
Another plan which luxe: proved very satisfactory is to place a largo
box with a slit in the top in the center of each vestibule, bearing

some fwdh sign asr the following:--"You nay dron *r;to this box what-
ever armtnt you are in tv b.blt of "ayin-e- for attain?: a .lay.
The proceeds from this play will be riven to the Shaaoehal Hcdical
HiSSio:l.n
Sven if an adaiseion is char.<*ed for e>ost of th* eerfornrnces,
certain rjerforraances ~*tven nrimrrily for children may "be free. It
also may ho amwanoed that it is de-ire-'- that an adult should r>
company -sch 'Tone of children who attend these performances. ISiere-
by all children and all adults who earr to >ring a ?3iild or several
children with them nre enabled to etterd without charge if they so
desire. Perrons attending such a presentation of the airy v/ovdd not
fe.el themselves to he objects of char'ty, since free eerfarrnances
for children are provided by a-ny ^iblie spirited enter -nin*nent
cOfrf-anies,
In general an rudience r^al^y appreciates the vrlue of a pro-
duction more if they -<ay ?or the privilege of attending* The bus-
iness manager for one religions ^lay decided that even ^or these
sr>ec fal ^erfoma-ces for c'-ildren the pay ent of an admission fee
of five cents was advisable f -on the paint of view of the training
of the children.
'The question of the admission fee having been dcci&e^., the sale
of ticket | will be the next natter to corne before the elare. While
the actual sale of tickets should not bes-in until the advertising
vn

of the play it? well under way, the plans ?*Or the ticket selling
should be perfected early in the c^-rse. The advisability of n; king
a ttcket selling canvass of the city, ghonld ":>e considered, espec-
ially the first few -nlr.yg produced. After the people o r the
comunity hire seen a fe*,? wxcellertly -rod-:ced religious plays, and
have the habit of attending, the house to house canvass? will not be
necessary.
If canvass is to be made, the business rean.-ger'icnt class should
rake a study of successful sell in.'.: raethods, nd then the several mem-
bers of the class should -eet "ith each group of ^er-on» who are to
take part in the ticket selling, to suggest to them courteous, tact-
ful method 3 of a re sent in"* the Information about the play. No one
sv o
•
-
d bo permitted to start out to dispose 0* the tickets given
bin to s~l! without 'crowing the nature of the ploy and having a real
appreciation of its vslue. Kach can-passer should be sup lied with
pictures of the play, and attractive illustrated handbills which
they rnay leave In homes where an Irradiate decision as to the pur-
chase of tickets cannot be rade. Little children should not be sent
out to sell tickets.
The city should be di vided arnong the canvassers so that each
%loch will be thoroughly canvassed, and canyassed but once. A prise
is often offered to th«* person selling the rost tickets. A Bibli-
cal picture, p. bo^.-atlfal .Bible, or a set of otograThs of the play,
m

would "be an aiToprtr.te print« If possible en.ch person should bo
MfffRti to sell In the block in vrhich he live- and should , of coarse,
also be ^emitted to sell to -11 Ms nersonal friends r.'ho have not
bonht at the tire th<*ir bloc': vm,g canvasser].
If the Missionary Society or v^afcever organisation is to re-
ceive the proceeds of the nl- y is sufficiently Irr^p, the canvassing
r«ay be done entirely by its members. If not, <*orae other church or-
ganisations rr.y wish to undertake this rrork on a -vercen';-> "*e basis,
or the several classes of the Relifrions Drama Training School raay
corpete '"or honors In such a canvass.
An advance sale of tickets Is a great iiffanbage to the busin-
ess r/ na^rrnent of the first fev -lays produced bee- use it will In-
dicate to then a-paroxinately how mi$r performances of the yl y will
be necessory to accorrenodate those r.<ho desire to at end. After a
conolete c nvass of the city, they "rill he able to announce more con-
fidently tho number anr" dates of the first few performance:- and those
rho have bo x Jit tickets will be able to make rrservat'ons for the
date which b^st 3-7.it s t eir convenience • lore ;er romances should
be scheduled than are nec ssary to accomrodat^ those who have bou{£xt
tickets in advanc , as those who attend the lay f ; rst become adver-
tising a^nts for it, and nsany who hear it -raised by the© will at-
tend later tfUteJ (till have opportunity.
The advert! ~in.: class should keep in close communication with

business nnnaj^nent, ?he gale or tie^t- art:' tV a*r-rt " ::*--.; car. d/;,! -51
rcust or lln*-* u'Vrfth-r, ^orr *)Int ge*??«3nr of t«c VfO ci-aRnn nr.y
u* «W5»wl\y w»f *tr:oHc» ^adh class ?V :** undrrstaa* the plans a»S
r^ese of t»v» ot 5^* an* *i*!t tr. 'irrpathetic coorerar io
5he 3*13inee - lar " rcment 1 a re 3p o r. s Ible for expend itore s as r*el 1
as for the tncoroe from the play. As s^on as ^ach ela^s has decided
'/ at materials will nerd to be purchase--' for their -ark, a list of
these --aterlals should »e handed to the class in business mana^MMl
which now becomes the purchasing e.rrncy. While any class may choose
the p»l%tlj)lll piece of poods th~y ''.--ire, the actual -urciiai" inj of
all mr terials should be dorse by the business MMsagement. In this
way no larpe orp eases con be incurred by any one committee fthlcSl
r.re not .Justifiable from the point of of the bucinc3d manage-
r.ent. Fiirthernorc, & n Iberal discount may be given by some firms
if all the different merchandise to be b-au*ht from them is bought
by the s?me com ittee. Any firm loaning or :o r.r t-rial shrald
be given ere^lt for their contribution in a notice on tha printed
programs*
The business management will be in charge of all WWtil matters
in connection wita each performance of the play, except the actual
preo- station of the play itral f. 'The rilling of agkerg, the pro-
viding of progr as . ad the rr le of tichets at the door, ororislon
for janitor service and all such general arm.igements should be plan-
ned by the class as a part of their course.

riie ability fel undertake a eaureii enterprise and carry it to
a aoMcessCal QttnfettiMI with jnyiltll attonrtif to all the d-„. uailad
arraa^exeafcs involved is HMft NfcJMfel** fha business cauao'Guiont
of a play iUcaicaes ideal opportunity Tor tae level o rj.-nt of such
adlicy.

Course in Stage Lighting
9b$ fcjMAl&te object of the St r 7e Lighting group is too Il-
lumination of the st>- and the production of lighting effects
which will tnhancr the beauty of the stap netting and hei ghten
the e: otional rv.-jsorpher-1 ere tec! by it. The wore prrnrnent re-
sults of such a ctotsc are dependent upon the use of such educa-
tional methods as v/ill give .he students a thorough understating
of the reasons for the choosing of the particular tt thod3 Mi
materials used, Through experiraentat Ion the class s o 10 gain an
appreciation of the psychological values of colored light big ef-
fects and jeoone able to exercise a discrir.inating choice araong
the various possible .^eans of sea\rin:; the particular effects de-
sired Tor any given situation.
A good electrician v/ill fee able to give to the class rrany
valuable suggestions for the lighting problems of their particular
st:.... , and his oversight isill guarantee safe, fireproof v/iring as
well as ecouoray and efficiency in the construction of lifting
a_; -aratus* The course in st ge ^i-rhtlng is one in which exoert
instruction is indirrpeiisible. The? director need not necessarily
be a professional electric! n, bat he should be exoerionced in the
installation of electrical aooaraais.
Where general equal illur.-.iaation of all parts of the stage
is desire", a ro^ of foot t| hts, a rov; of lights up each side of

the proscenium arch, or one flood light from each aide about five
feet above the stage level, a front border of lights overhead, and
a back border or flood lights froia the sides at the roar to light
the back drop and prevent shadoas, are generally used. However,
border lights are fast going out of ue. If the stage to be used
is not already equipped ,rith borders, it is better not to install
them, as present day the trical light inT is t riding tor/ard the use
of s >ot and flood light ; to the exclusion of borders and foot limits.
For rmny scenes, general illumination of all p.-..rt<* of the stage
is neither necessary nor desirable, -any scenes re aire no foot-
lights or very dim fort'.if :ts. Tor some only one source of light
is sufficient. In realistic -'ray*: the light should a r r to cok»
froxa natural soirees. A careful study of the pi y and an explan-
ation by the dra. atic director of the effects /Men he desires to
have created v/ill sug est the kind, tltlMHIfttjf , and source of the
lights to be used. 2ach series 9T«2J)&fc& sho Id be connected aith
a dim sr. It is preferable to have an electric!
-m install a per-
manent or temporary rheastat, hut vr'^ere funds are not available,
very satisfactory •/ tor dirv. org can be rade as fol'.o-.vs;- (see di-
agram j
Oat every /ire running to the lights to be dira ed. and con-
nect each of the tv?o ends of every ire thus cut to cop er pl:.tes.
Fasten one end of the copper olates to movable slots in a wooden
frane-ork placed over jars of a saline solution ( 1 tablespoonful
?-03

of salt to 1 PMBTI of water) in such a way that the other end of
each piece of copper will be inroersed in the liquid. When a slot
is pushed in, the ends of the copper plates which are in the isola-
tion will c:o-t and a direct electrical connection v/ill he r^ade.
?he ISjjhft will then he at Its greatest intensity. As the r.lot is
lulled bac'r, the 11 >ht will fceooae dinner until it is finally ex-
tinguished.
In ad '"ition to the y&MHtaf aw8 installation of the electrical
equipment, the class in Sta^e Lighting should study uhe :ayetiolog-
ical values of colored li^Sia? effects ami with the ac'vi(?g of the
director and the costutae and staj'e craft committees, work out a
lighting :-lan which will ?ive to each scone the sost effective
setcing.
Any combination of the three prlflMy colors in li.jhts will
traduce a white lijjht and is tmxch to be preferred to uncolored
limits as each color will enr~" a rJize that saise color in the cos-
tumes and setting Under uncolored light the reds and the yel-
lows will be vivid but the blues arid the gre'na will become quite
Irrayish. Therefore hen a general illumination of white llgbt is
desired it is best to use c corsblnat ' on of colored lights.
HW] to secure a particular emotional atrsonnhore the direct-
or desires to have one color predominate in the ll.;htin-; t careful
experiments must be carried on by the livhtinc cot'.rit «ee to deter-
mine the effect which that color in the lighting v/ill have on the
0,oH

color in the costumes and setting. If the color in which the stage
is to he flooded, v/ruld kill the col r in some particular costumes,
snot lights of a color hieh v/ill intensify their color roay he
turned on those costones to ^res rve their vividness.
The berrt effects in colored lighting can he secured by col-
ore'
1 gelatine slides placed in ::-etal fraroes in front of the light
bulhs. 3oth the :*elatine and the frames can he secured from any
theatrical supply company.
Beautiful and effective lighting is achieved only hy careful
experiment. Sraall laodels oi ohe stage settings v/hich the stager-
craft class are building for the ilay will jrove useful in the
sta:^c 1 'ghting clas room. »ith a set of small colored bulbs and
wiring? such as is used for the lighting of a Christinas tree, the
class v&y experiment until they have secured the desired effects.

The Course in 8>|ltlftug
The immediate task before the costume clas^ is, naturally,
the designing and making of costumes for thr est of the •ol-sy
which is being Produced. The broaAer more permanent purpose of the
course is the study of the pri&0$ 1- ur?on which the choice of t' ese
costumes Is based,- a study of color harmonies and color contr* :;ts
>v:-ich emphasize the dramatic grouping of characters on the tfel ~e,—
a study of the most marked characteristics of the costume: of oth-
er nations,—and a study of the r.x-tho-.1 :; of ro -roc.scing in a cos-
tume the pictorial effect:: of an illustration.
The clas." will be fortunate if the services of an instructor
in Costume and Design from the Dorrs tic Science Department of i
local high school or college oan be secured, but such orofessional
I—farriMp is not necessary if someone ith sufficient artistic
knowledge and ability to pnide the cla33 in selecting from illv.s-
t rations appropriate designs and color combinations, and someone
who is a good seamstress, • ill jointly undertake the direction of
the course.
Mm
Color is as important as style an* Cc -Agix in the cost uning of
a play. Color harmoni- s and color contrasts may be studied from
any standard color chart. The art of cost-u..iaj, ho • over, includes
0-ob

not only a knowledge of artistic color combinations, "but also a
historical study of the colors which v/ore in oxistance in the per-
iod and nation in which the lay is sot, and a study of the emo-
tional atmosphere of the play an 1 the color tones v/hieh v/ill create
the desired atmosphere,
(a) Historicity of colors.
A study of ancient art v/ill make evident the fact that all
nations 'lid not have the same dyes, The Emotions, for instance,
did not use the same colors thai-, the Asryrinns used, hirple MM
used by the Assyrians, but 13 not to be found, in ancient Ilgyrcian
art* Assyrian red was a dark red or maroon, while EffTp&liUi red
v/as orange red, vermilion, Venetian, or terra eotta. Colors .".ay
he studied fron pottery, paintings, fttWWl or any decorated ob-
jects used in the nation and period hich is to be represented,
Charact eristic colors are Wlgflllltlfl in the later sections of tide
chapter which describe the costumes of the various nations,
(b) Emotional value of color in the creation of atmosphere.
Of equal importance with the historicity of color is its
emotional value. Color in costume and setting mast help to create
the emotional atmosphere of the play, 5br instance, a light and
joyous f ntasy might be co attuned in shades of orange, yellow,
green and flame which would be entirely inappropriate for a heavy
serious drama. For a play re airing a subdue $ , mystical or spirit-
ual atmosphere, consider t:-ie quieting effect of a serioa of cool

colors, for inst-r.ce, violet, "lavender, turquoise b^ue and green.
Contra -:rt the sombre note given to a ^lay costumed in grays, purples,
black ~nd ' i lte, It' 1. tV thrill and C'-'Citenant created by co3tunes
Of flame orange, nlle green and citron. Color? have very definite
enotional valuen "dxich must he taken into consideration in the
ilnnning both of costunes and of staye setting
Color schene in costumes and color scheme in st -ge setting
are so interdcendent that neither should he considered seoerately.
Light colored costumes should be shown against baekgro-.m.l of
harmonir.in;; but darker tones; dark costumes require a light back-
ground. !3?he colors used In the stage setting nay serve as the
color mass where ith to emphasise the colors of the costur.es.
In general, it ray bo suggested that minor char, cters should be
costumed in shades v/hieh aill blend with and become part of the
color mass of the stage setting, and the prominent characters
should be eos-uraed in the contracting colors, 5br instance, con-
sider the effectiveness of a color mas- of green:, blues and blae-
greens in the stage setting and costumes of minor characters with
crirrson, black and ^old the predominant notes in the costu mes of
the arinclpal characters.
A further important consideration in the planning of the
color ffhsMi for the play is the effect of colored lights on the
color of the costumes and st; ge setting. This subject is discussed

in the section of this chanter which deals with ata.-;e lahting.
Here it ne d o;ily be stated that the whole matter of the color
scheme of the play should be worked out in a joint session of the
costume, setting, and lifting committees.
DyeiriT
3eautif.il costumes d.o not necessarily mi MLjpuuft** costumes,
Richness of color tone is more essential than richness of material,
and the most exquisitely lovely hades can be secured by dyeing
inexpensive materials. Often the -particular colors desired could
not be found even in the most e-oensive rr.t r'- 1 . Definite in-
structions for the dyeing of every hind of material is furnished,
by the manufacturers of dyes. I!V>r eostuoe^ to be worn vainer ar-
tificial light the basic 9gM will give the most vibrr.ut living
colors. Flo
.
ever, cotton materials cannot be colored with basic
dyes unless they are first colored in cotton dye. Very beauti-
ful resul.tr? can be achieved with the use of basic dyes if the
material is dyed twice, first in one color and then in another.
Rjr instance, for an orange, first dye the material yellow and
then dip in red. .Basic dyes can be secured from any large dye
manufacturing company.
A quicker method of coloring textiles is to spread, the ma-
terial out on a table and apply the dye directly v?ith a wide brush.
Tory satisfactory results can be secured by this method if a little

liquid glue la mixed with the dye for sizing.
Hat orials
Expensive material is not necessary for effective costuming.
The important consider^ ions in selecting material are texture
and ..e:h~ht. Unbleached wuslin dyed the desired colors If very
good for most men's costumes and also for the heavier garments
of the v;omon. The texture is sufficiently firm and yet is not
too stiff to hang in soft folds. The ligh-er weight fMMttffcs for
the "-onen insiy be made of cot t en creee or cheesecloth. Shiny sur-
faced cambric should not he \ised, unless the starch is washed out
of it. Glistening surfaces are never good except vmere they ore
supposed to represent still shiny silk, MM are not good in an-
cient costumes because uIIt did not come into nodular use until
the fourth century A. L. If the starch is cashed out of cambric,
however, it can be vised for many purposes, and since it comes in
so many colors, its use will often save dyeing. Heavy cotton
flan :el or ratine can be sec red in meny shades and nuke beau-
tiful mantles or royal robes. I'-aterials suitaole for the various
kinds of costumes are suggested in a later action of this chapter
where the cost\ones are described in detail.
A cheap grade of heavy lace or part -- of Did lace curtains
glided can be used for old lace. Large red, green, blue, and
purple gloss beads will serve for jeweling. Border designs may

"be painted or stenciled on plain colored poods rith ooster "aints.
Colored braids or frivige -.Till help to finish the edges of some
costumes. A senp "basket in ahich contributions may he olaced
can V kept filled with the odds and ends of such materials which
accumulate in the MtrfMff room of every
The costume cl-JSs nay establish habits of careful aceiracy
and pride in beautiful handia-ork or it may develop carelessness
and sa bis fact ion with slov ily oaksshifts. Therefore, women who
are good dressmakers and do fine ncdlcvork should supervise the
actual rraking of the costumes. Bever^nt, painstaking effort is an
elm:;cut in Chri-.'oi.^n a rvice hlch can be fostered in the costum-
ing class if the standard is that every garment s'er.ll ";>e b -uti ful-
ly finished.
A costuEie closet where costumes, when finished, pressed and
labeled can be kept on hangers is very necessary. Costumes dyed
with baric ryes must be kept away from the sunlight as they fade
easily, V.henever the cost e:es arc worn for rehearsal or final
performance they should be returned to their place in the closet
as 30on as they are taken off. Pasteboard boxes should be pro-
vided for t".irba.es, head drapes, head bands, girdles, scarfs, breast-
plates, ann other nail articles. A label on the end of each box
should i . ' ic: te the articles it contains. If the costumes are
well made and carefully stored, the separate parts of each cos-
tume may be used many times in differ- nt plays.
% -

The costume clasr? shovdd "base their v/ork upon a study of the
art of the nation and period represented in the play. The pictures
and architecture of the period 'sill furnish the class v:ith a fcnow-
lr>r je of the style, of bhc costumes and the colors and derive to
he used. hhcrever pos-iblc these should he studied from imisono
collections of '.neient objects of art, a3 v;cll as from pictures.
IhtfH trips to a museum ape not possible, study of oictupes will
furnish the information desired. The tfibllcal pictures of James
Tis-rot and those of william "olran hunt v 8cr- hi bliosra-ihy ) will
be found especially valuable for the .tudy of costumes, architec-
t-are, ornamental denipis, icnliments and household furnishings.
Accurate back ro iVs are also shown in the pictures of Arthur
Hacker, Edwin Long, SI Jjaar"* Piglhein , Sir Sdwr.rd Poynter, tf. L.
Taylor, in fact, in the .vopk of any of the- realistic oainters of
the nineteenth century. The costume class and the ata /e~craft
elas3 both offer -.vonderful opportunities for the development of
the appreciation of Eeli^ious art.
Iporo their study of such pictures they should receive not only
a knov/led^e of the costumes aorn by the people -portrayed in the
paintings of the .rasters, but also something of the message of each
picture studied.
Biblical "lays may re uire not only "lehre costumes', 'out also
Assyrian, JBabylonian, Egyptian, Arabian, Greek, Roman, or Persian
costumes, for in Pa lestine all the r>eor>lor:? of the anci nt world
«

niet. Important trr.de routes between nany of the fl«at cor.ir.orcial
center? of the ancient world passed through, thin territory, and
the history of the Children of Israel is insepar- hly inter.voven
with that of the rest of the ancient world. 7br this re on the
class in Costume Dcsi-^nin; will no- d to study the costumes worn
by the various nationalities of antiquities.

Course in Properties for Deligious Drama
The first duty of the properties clas is the making of the
weapons
,
implements, ypttnj, scrolls, musical instruments, uten-
sils and furnishings for the elpy. This '.vork is often combined
with that of the costume com it tee, hut sine most religious Plays
require so UTTSf properties, this part of the vork alone will us-
ually famish work for a special committee. The general purpose
underlying the ork should he the de7<~-lopnent of expert crafts-
manship and the appreciation of beautiful hand laor 1 -, and joy in
tho ere: tion of the beautiful. Through the study of the use of
aa lied art among the people of other nations and other historical
agcy, the class may be led to appreciate the religious motive in
the desire to beautify the home and place of worship.
The work of the properties committee, since it contains so
much that is identical in purpose < ith some parts of both the
Boy Scout and Camp Fire programs, may in irany cases be co-ordin-
ated with the .vork of these org nizat ions. The boys will be in-
terested in raking the musical instruments, shepherds' crooks,
kings* sceptre r.; and similar properties, while the girls vrill pre-
fer to make the household implements, pot ery or personal adorn-
ments, lerit badpes are awarded to Uoy scouts for expert wood
craft, and lienor beads to ft»np Fire girls for bea.it iful handwork.
So the class in Stage Properties for religious dram will make an
especially strong appeal to these groups.

The instructor fOr the Properties Class should be someone who
has studied ap lied arts and also has a kno-.-.-!e<'! ;e of manual r.rts.
If an instructor cannot j© secured wlio has ability in "both of these
fields, the responsibility should be divided between two leaders
so that the clas3 roay have ex^iert instruction both in nakins the
properties and in designing1 and decorating them.
The structure and designs of the properties to "be made, like
the costumes and 3ta^e settings, can be "o-- yt stufied from mseura
collections of such objects or from authoritat -re illustrations.
Ilott uiroth 1 s "Le Costw.:e," (see bibliography) contains colored
plates of arcr.r.:ent s , utensils , jewelry, ceramics and general fur-
nishings* Volume I contains those of fll the anci"-nt nations and
Volume II those of r.;odern nations. Although thes^ vo'ures are
expensive, a good city library will contain them, so th'-.t it will
not generally be necessary for the church to r c %h Mm His-
tories, encycloped las , or even a large dictionary will contain
many Pictures which can be studied by the class. tbM cla3S should
also ;nake use of the co 1 lection of Biblical oict res used by the
class in costuming and stage craft.
Since most anci .nt art is religious, the class sho Id gain
fro;i the course a knowledge of the religious significance of the
designs they use. Study of books on Religious \rt, (se^ bibliog-
raphy) will broaden the students intere-t in art as well a3 sug-
gest practical nodeli for the properties which are needed for the
play.

A List o f Available i-eli^ioug Plays for
,
Stud.y or Production
Adsc ilead . The , by John A. Littel, L. D. Church Mission Publishing
Co., ;-artforcl, Corin. (A JO minute play dealing v/ith the life
of St. Patrick.)
Adoration of the fiars and SMeoheras . The , "by Mildred i&iily Cook.
(25 to 100 Perrons, 1 hour, 75 cent 3.) Pllgrin Press, Chiga .0.
Amos by lienor Wood Whitman, (l act, 45 minute 3.) Pilgrim Prerrs,
Chic go.
Ataaliah by hev. Arthur i'.'etcalf. A ->lay vividly portraying the evnts
leading up to the dethroning of the 1 icked queen, Ataali.li, and
the crov.-nin-j of Joash. Manuscript
, $}. , Royalty, v 5« : •
Iiev. Arthur Metcalf, 2275 Harrison Avenue, San Diego, California.
Athanasius by Marie £• J. Kobart. (3 acts—deals v/ith the incidents
In church, history which occurred at the Nicine Council • 2 hours,
5 cents.) Fd.ucatioi.al Dir. Lo~-t. of Missions of Protectant
Episcopal Church, 2f1 Fourth Ave., ilev/ York,
3arabbas by x>orothy Leamon. The Ceatury Co. Kev York. (An unusual
and dra atic one act play)
itethlehcm by La rence Mo is an. ( Jut of print hut will be found in
many libraries. A MK tic mystery of ." h "literary euality.

Bethlehem "by Bct. Arthur Ketotasu I'orehouse Publishing; Co., I 13 .aukee,
Wisconsin. fA pO rainut"? Christinas mystery.)
Beyond the C: -U; "by Irene firttndall. Samuel French, lie-- York.
31 1)1 o ?1 ys "by Eita Benton, (appropriate for children; Abingdon
Press, No.v *ork.
Bible Plays for Z lldren by Mm Stein Soble. Jamen T. £hite & Co.,
New York.
Boys and Ct rl s fror.; "eln-.v: "M story by Annie Russel I.'.\rble»
The Century Ira., Hew York, (a pag ant "or Children's Bay, 25 cent.-?)
The Callcn-e of the Cross by Charles A. Tarsh, J ^ 1 5 Peters Ave.,
Sioux City, Iowa. (?5 cents)
The Chile. I-Ipges by Lily L'.-'x.an, -he Perm ?ublishius Co., Philadel-
phia, ?enn» (25 cents)
The Children of Israel by Tracy B. : te. Ceo. H. Doran Col,
ftw York. (75 cenSs)
Th
_
Carl, t: Story -leadings fron Ben Hur . a Talc of Crist. ,
arranged with tableaux by Jane Taylor Tiller. iVoman's Press,
Kt9 York.

The "bar - by '>,rq.u~, Jkm* A play base-* on the betrayal, trial,
and Calvary In thp life of Je-U" of irazureth. ,.e' : r'- -ble char-
acterization and close adherence to the actual scries of events.
Christ's voice is heard—Kis presence is felt, out it uo tiise
is He seen.
Lavia o f Bethlehem by 51or< nee v.'ilkin.ron, in the volume Two Plays of
Israel ahich also contains ;..ary I.a ,d-. ,.en by the some author.
Mc Clure, Pkllllpi ft Co., 9m York. (Out of Print)
The Davming by laymen £• 3 yard. Educational Liv. of the Brote.ft nt
Episcopal Church, £81 Jburth Ave., Now York, (a beautiful pre-
sentation of the Gospel account of the incidents centering around
the Hesu*rectIon and Ascension of Christ as they affected the
lives of His disciples and friend.-. (50 cents)
Lra. atic Services for the Church School
,
b.v Isabel -imball V.hitinj.
The Beacon Press, Boston, 10?5«
1, a -at: sec Bible St ^rio:- of SflHMS Pestle by liary B» Iiu.3 el. Geo.
Loran Co., Hew York.
The Bust of the Boad by Kenneth Sawyer Goodia&n.
'.'.p
-or Agr-rt oy A. Buckton. (iioyrlty $ ' . '" to be aid to the ue:.
York Association of Eagerheart, Xre* E. D. Klots, President.)
125 V;. 7'3th St., 9m York.

Easter Pilgrims "by Madeline Sweeny I.'.iller. Abingdon Proas, Chicago.
(20 cents)
Esther. by John Las© field In the volume l^her -nd 3ern!c .
Lacaiilion Co., li? <' York. (A very beautiful poetic drama.)
The BttBg tit -.athcx arranged by the Class in IteligiTus PedagOT at
the National Training School, Y. ... C. A., 1?17.
P.- -.rlc.
.
.; Ten by various authors. ( Lrr,; at i zat i ons of the Prophets.
Each about 20 minutes acting tine.) The Method '.st took Concern,
Friends of Je.oig . The Ibis,.?'on Preys, He York. (75 cents) (di-ara-
r.tl attons fron the I.rev; Tr. -"reent by Iydia L*.. Glover. A collec-
tion of short plays dealing with Mar:' -a 1 . "- r . . , ';' . or -n of
aria, the Widow ho cast in tsro Kit s, John, Siir,on of uyrene,
and Peter. The plrys aver:: ;- about y. ninutes acting ti e.)
The Gift by Llarie A. F^ley. Sainael French
Gold . Silver jmi ?rr,Q\Tlz BfcjBM by Eartha liaoe in The. il.'-Tiir. npr>
enbary Teacher for Sept
.
, to. J, Congreg. 1 1 onal Publ i 3hing Co .
,
14 Beacon St., Boston. (A gjoi 1 y for Children's Day. 25 cen
Good Friday by John I.lasefield. llaemill&n Co*, Wtm York
The C-ox3. Soraar' is;, (and other 3'ble Ploys ) by 2. C. Soener. Pilgrim
Press, Chicago. ($1.25)

The Op-v.* SMfiCl&M Lamp" "by Anita 13. rerris, Presbyterian
Bo rd of Publicati >n, withcrsr-soon Ifcllitafj Ffellatelpfcla, (JO
cent s
)
Handful of C : ;y by >.ry 7^rr yke (In plegrs for School Children)
Scribner's, it* York.
He is uhe Son of C-oc by Linwood Taft. lilgrira Pr**«, PtflMT*i (A
beautiful Easter play showing the effects of the events of the
last we k of Christ's life on earth upon oiy orthodox Jewish
home.
Herod -A Tragedy- by Stephen P.illips. Joan Lane Co., Hew York.
London. (Produced at Her Majesty* Theatre, London, England,
3ct. 31, 19 ' C, with Herbert Beerbohn Tree as Herod)
The Hour Class by tfillisja Butler Yeats. Samuel French, Hew ^ork.
The House qf liira. n by Henry Van Eyve. (A powerful drama in 4- acts
in which Saarnan the Syrian f*.—res) Sew York, L-crlbuers. 19-3
The Drama of Iaainh by Zleanor Wood Whitman. Pilgrim Press, Boston.
(75 cents)
JenhSha's Bafltf fag bv Slaa Ehrlich Levinger. Samel French, Hew
York, (35 cents)

Jeremiah by Stefan Swei?? T. Seltzer, Sb* vork. (A drana in nine
scenes translated fron the author's revised German text by E'en
and Cedar Paul,
Jeremiah the Prphaet by Eleanor Wood Whitman. Pilgrim Press, Chica&o,
(a strong Old Tect.air.ent drama)
Jezebel by Lorothy Stockbrid ;e in Contemporary One Aflfc ri,-_vs ol H~1
(American). Ste.'.'.rt, I*idd Coi, Cincinaf i. (A very tic
one act play (hawing' the tfov.Tafall of Jezebel. Would be appro-
priate m a sequel to l*he Sin of Ahc.b ;
Jo>b, A Sra..;tf i,2at4ofl by James S. Stevens. Stratford Co., Boston,
(75 cents) (With eirections for gtn.^ing, costuraTn^ and raasic.
a force !"ul dra&aS i tmt lan.)
Jos." oh and ^is brothers by W. H. T. (Jairdner. X&cnillan Co., Uew
York. (A beautiful Old iMfaamt Play following closely the
Bibl-c- 1 account of the life of Joseph. 60 cents.)
Joseph by Sophie B. bo. Bloc*-. ? b" ishin- 'Jo., Sew York.
(appropriate "or boys or Iris from 12 to 1 C years. 20 cent •.
)
Ju'-as by Harry ner.p. Mitchell Kennerley, I'o\. York.
Jar'ag Td^-vTfvt-. ivr Charlotte Clcason, George II, Aoran Co., Km York.
(A psychological analysis of the motives profitfag Judas to the
betrayal of Christ.)

A "lire's ~- - '^tc-r by John rasefield. * s>.c n."».nn Co., IT r- York.
7-
"i :'t -imvp;' :. r 2tt by fe
r
. H. T. Gairdner, I!ac Lilian Oo., ITew
York. ( Intended ?br study nod devot Tonal r-.-'i: '•• vc "or -,ro-
ttuttlosu
)
The Ll,;ht o:" lac 7,'orld by I!. Augustine Smith. 1?he Century Co.,
Ie&' York, (A ralspio tmxf pageant, first presented In the Im-
perial Theatre, Tokio, Japan. (15 cents)
The Little Tovm of 3 uhlehem "by Irs. Soencer Trask. Dram, 55
Van Buren St., Chicago. (An effective "lay dealing with the
Eonian-Jevi^h attitude toward Jesus Christ.)
A Libretto for f:ie Sunday School Parent hr Anita Ferris. Pilgrim
Press, CVeago.
l£a by l;thel Bockwell, '/alter Saker, Boston. (A beautiful and ef-
fective Biblical ply.)
I.ary :.la ; lcn by Florence V/ilk-nson. I'c'Jlure, Phillips 3: Co., Hew
York. (2'ot for iae er'enced groups.)
Ilirrgr ITqr So Is by liar ar.t Cror^er. ISao Lilian Co., «cr- York.
(A beaut t "ul Sn.-;llah rrystery play 25 cents.)
Hoses. The Le'.lvcrer by Edith Lovell Thomas, 11 Tetlow St., Boston.
(A oa^cant 'rar.a. Typewritten conies froa .. ,;taor.
)

Vprrhc. . A Tr-;"1; "by Charles 7. II. Eobort . Tbm Ws r Seas Co.,
Boston, (not "or inexperienced rr > .tps.
)
The Hatiyitar tor Rosmond Kimball, Saxenel French, Ifew York. J 5 cents.
(A v^ry imps ive arrangement of Biblical passages and
Christian inasic with full and specific directions for staging.)
The .'T tivity by Leonora Ashton. Young Churchman Co., Milwaukee.
The iratiyity and Ad or tlon Oircle in the Ori't-r lyrtorle a. ..ashing-
ton Square Bookshop, HM York. (This miracle cycle contains the
"Sheaph&rdo's Play," the "Offering of the Sheaphardes" and the
"Adoption of the Magi," with suggest tans as to the method of
presentati ">n. 55 cents.)
Uazarcth. by Lav;ronce Housman. Samel French, Zi&tt York. (Story of
boyhood of Jesus. Tsro hours acting tine. 35 cents. ilr/alty $5.00)
ITp I'j-oon. the J-.^ by !>:.r :.rct Croo-er in the vorxv r -rc;:_ y,ca
t
Mid
Other Christmas Plays. 2 5 cents. Kao Lilian Co., Lev/ York.
Onerims by R»V, Arthur Ketoalf. 2i-75 Marrison Ave, i:-> ~>,
California, (a plrsy based unon Paul's letter to Philemon,
Kaniscript $>.CC, royalty $5. payable to author.)
Out of the Bible by Ly an E. Bayard. Pa «ant Publishers, 120$ S.
Hill St., Los A. , 1 n, California. (An instructive pageant
for Children's 1-s.y. ? lJ> cents.)

-oyer I.i aht by II. ?. '*• • .or. c r. am ., ."'vi ' pre-
sentation of the Isra-lites' Last night in £:-yat.)
Paul Silas by ii. C. Lor ..Iter. - '. c r.illun Co., II " York. (An
1 octive 3iclical drama In four scenes,— (t ) The Soothsayer's
House* (2) Earket-'place of Philip i, (> ) The ?r I ron , (4) The
Jailer's £ouse»)
The Pilgrim and the Baok by Pnrcy ..ac<.aye. American j'ole Socirty,
KM York.
The w ' ucr by Lytvm. it* 13ayard, Pa^ant Publishers, 6 r?. .'"ill
St., Los Angeles, Cal'fornla. (A Pageant of the i.ossarec -i ;n.
5C cents.)
Ifcliab by Rlc'iard Burton. Henry iolt and Co., Mew York, (not for
inexperienced groups.)
..two . .h by 1 > rie J. Hobar t. Iducat tonal Elv. Protest-:, nt Episco-
pal Church, 231 Fourth Ave., Hew York. (An Old Testament play
w ich can be presented* out of doors if desired. 40 cents.)
Seli-ious
,
Lraraa* n.?4. Century Co., lew York.
The Scs.irr^ction by Losar.ond ICiraball, S-a a-l Ironca, I:>.v York.
(An - : cer orientation of the biblical accounts of the in-
ci'enbs competed ith the Resurrection with musiSMdl accom-
paniment from iiach. 35 C ;t3.

The gffiBySSfiisJLfiB ^y J&eonora S. Ashton. ' or heat Publishin; Co.,
I.-il'./n-alco", ..isconsin. 5 cents.
Cm Bock by Liary P. Haislin. Piljriir Press, Chic-jo. (A bcr.it iful
Biblicl olay showing the character development of Simon Peter.
35 cents.)
jgUl ch ,e Lorina by Charles A. BoyA. (four acts, 4 5 it—ttlfa Paper,
15 cent s . ) Pi lgrin Pre 3 s , Chi cr -;o •
Imth by £ary Blakehorn. Korohiuse Publishing Co., Kilwauker, »7is.
(contains sta^ directions. 2 hours. 15 cent..)
The gitfj -ice by La-vr^nc© I* MtaQoeen, in the I n --.7.ine for I'-arch
19<-'l. Drarsa League of America, 59 Kast Van Daren St., Chica>20.
(A drnnatic presentation of the story of Abraham and Isaac.)
Saul and St ohen by Vs. II. T. ::ia ; rdner. Lac Lilian Co., ITer? York.
Srvul of ftyaMI *J Carlytle Henry ITolcomb. It 4 rd Publishing Co.,
0inc T.iiatti, Oh'o.
The >-vOyn of the Cros* by Avis . sllaee. (A st">r;;.r of the Passion week,
the r ; orse of Judas, the da ning of err . . ion o? .".: icodems,
and the ;lory of the -cor ornin-j. 7 .rou:;hout the --ley the
shadow of the cross falls noon the background and at the end a
cross full of light an ears. Typewritten copies r.ay be obtained
fron Hiss Elisabeth Sherran, 20 Beacon St., Boston, lass.

The Bfetf BUS ffig KaSt bv Annr 3 to H Bors 11. '/ - el French, How York.
(.' octicrl tom of Queen Esther • J 5 cents,)
The Se -:kcr by Clarice Val'ette Ijo Cauley. Abingdon Press, Chic ;o.
A pageant of the search for !kx- • A study of conor.rat !vo relt">
'ons. 75 ceuts.
)
St. W oy l.,.r..:i.-.ll Goold. Pho ."'ilgrin Press, 3>ston, Hass.
(19--4 prize play, Beligious Ira n Contest of the Lrarua League of
America. A powerful and dranratic Sister play. The thr^e acta
take olace in a ro in in the enlace of Pont Pay ilate, a street
off one Via Dolorosa, and the garden of Joseph of Arimathea. The
leading character is Pilate's ife.
The Servant i
,
n
,
tftie uonse by Charles Band Kennedy. Lc Clurgs, Chicago.
Shorter Bib^e Play* by Bita Henton, Abingdon Press
,
Chicago.
The wi c.it | xy.> . by Martua iiacc, 1^ _P.c .. . . ir .; . .'J P. ':>•:• .. rli,
t?f£f Graded Press, 150 7ifth Ave., Mm Y. (A dialogue bet.ve n
an aged Jewish teacher and hie pupil. The scene in Jerusalem
on the night before the lieearrecti on. Ilistoric-l incidents re—
virvved in ^aritocine by numerous other o'-'irc^rr. 2) cents.)
Sirson the C:/r. 4ftn toy P-ar ar-t Hum- el. 'A one act p 1. ay Yaowln; the
Chan...", vhich t >ok place in the man who carried the cross for
Jesu". Type'.vrttfcen copies r.ay be obt- ined from Piss Elizabeth
Sherman, 2 Beacon St., Boston, Pass.

The Sin of Ahab by Anna Jane Kunfv»|l« George h. Doran, Bow York.
(An 01c* Tertament dramatisation of the rins of AHab and Jezebel
ler'ing up to Isaiah's nronouncinj of the Judgment of Jehovah
u">on then :.n?" their r-'-cjeor^e/ts. > cents.)
The Sinner beloved by Phillips :.n£ecot*; Dfro *>d, St. HkH ' I urch,
Klnneaolis. Royalty. (An ^f^ective Mil artistic presentation
of the 1 i f~ no ,cp - ^ o" Hosea.
)
Six Bible Ploys by ab' 1 Hobos and Helen liles. The Century Cb.,
.
~. (Contains dramatisations of the Healing of IJatinmn, lather,
L-oses, Joneph and His iirethrrn, i«vid an/5 Jonatlvan, and ioith and
Naomi, and the worfts and music of Hebrew melodies ap ronriate to
the plays.)
The
,
St r of the Ea t by Anna Harwell. (The st">ry of Queen rsther
in 4 acts) Uew York, Samuel French
Tlyv BjMBftjl QW ^y Florence Converse in garments Q.£ -"raise; . E. ?.
IXitton Co. and also in the Atlantic Loathly for LLarch, 192 1 .
(An -Hster play in «.h"ch the soldiers at the tomb anr little
children whora Jesus has touched tell of t eir experiences %rith
Him. Very effective.)
Tides o_f Indin by Helen L. Willcox. Abingdon Pr-ss, Chicago. (An
elaborate missionary pageant Ir.y .vith -^ist Trrftvrft r.»usio.)

The Tldiare by Bayard, Lyman B. (A Pageant drama of ' .osurrec-
tion in three acta, requiring: only one set, showing the road-
way out-ide the wall of Jerusalem. It shows the KUftlfagl of
Pilatr, the grief of TartM. the bewilderment -vhich overt' kes
the followers of Christ -"hen they ler.rn fi**f of his perl and
then of his pass on, while throu/phout all, as an undercurrect
,
runs the faith in the Resurrection, voiced from tine to time
fcy the three who were Baised, -Jairus' "aughter, Lazan.s, ana
the wi&0**4 -on. The Pcgnant Publishers, l< 6 South Mill St.,
Los Angles, Calif-: mi*, or the Pilgrim ?r-~r, 16 beacon St.,
Boston, liass.)
The Terr iDle Ij*ek by (Tories itand ilennedy. Harper and Bros., II. Y.
The Tree ef Life tor Esther Wlllard Bates. Hbnan's Press, irew York.
(An Salter na^ant. 75 cents. Royalty, $$«8G*j
The ? B iev-
1
by Esther <Y. Sates. Walter H. Baker Co., .Boston.
The Upper Bo oca by Bobert Hugh Benson. Iongmans,£rern, Wtm York
(A Beautiful and effective Bible pipy particularly appropriate
for Easter. A Director* s manuscript, carefully annatated, can be
obtained from the publishers.
)
flgt the Chines Banc by Elisabeth A. Hi Eadclen. Sanuel Pr nch, llew
York. (An exquisitely beruti^ul Christmas play. >5 cents.)
Boyalty $10.00.

pa: co:r?:.i::i::w mh?s of a^Lisiyjg plays
Lists of available r> II. ;lous pi- ys sary "be secured from the following*
Woman's 2oe.re If Tome WHHTOll of the Presbyterian Church in the
TJ. S. A., 156 Fifth Are., ITew York,
ITethodist Bo :>h Concern, 15' Fifth Ave, Sew York,
Society for the Promo -ion of Christian .rno."!- , Lo ^on.
Dracie League of 2Tew York List, &HMM Book Sho-o, 29 West 47th Street,
Jtew York,
Desert tive List of Plays and Pageants for Pariah Use.
Leaflet lib. ?09$i The Book Store, Cfrarch LI salons House, 23l Iborth
Ave,, e.v York,
Lrar.fi Lcc, ,u? Li st of l-.nl I.tIous Plays on$ Pqffec.nts .
Draasa League of America, t5 Sast Van Buren St., Chicago.
yisston and L/stqry Plays . BfcuMfc ftM^fM PuDl'sTin^ Co.,
211 3tat« ; St., TIartford, Conn.
I of " s l.»yK and Pri-rreants. ;-he Woman' s Press,
6' " Lexlnjton Avenue, Be* York City.
Hi . s 1 onary ? 1ays
.
LTissionary ~Iucatj.on Movement, 150 Fifth
Ave., 9tm York,
^0

V\ .
m
v. • rA ftmyant
s
for CT:-irch wrfl Parish House. Crrsrittes on
Conservation r*itA Advance, Istfeodlst * i-.o C^-irch, 743 IcaSh St.,
3al*f?tina fnpatmi for the Fine Arts club of the a-', rut of
HeliglTas 3d.ucation, Boston University, may be secured from .."iss
Eliz?;beth Shernsn, 20 Beacon St., Boston, L'ass. The "bullet Ins sell
for 10 cents. 7,ach year a list of Christmas rslriys and one of .faster
nlays and one of miscellaneous Biblical plr^rs are issus '.
9-*

3I3LI0CRAP1TY
3ta.srk\rds of Corr^rcial Drama
Chase, Canon ffr% Shea ft, and Pollack, Chnnii.l v;. "Shall we have
a' Censorship of the Theatre In America?" theatre 36: 10-11,
5?, JT. »22.
Eaton, «'alter Prichud, "The Latest lenace of the l o/io V -forth
Ja»rl can Review, ?! 2| " -07 . JI . •20*
'Ltjrirl. "'.'.orals i-nC the 1'ovics." Hat ion >, Aoril ::, »21 .
Oborholtscr, Ellis Paxson. "The Censor and the Ifovie Menace."
liorth American lieview, 2t2l 641-7, K. f 2 .
Eoof, Katherine M. "Does the Poplar Bepr^sent Public Taste?"
Dll 12: KMH , 1- -, Lec. f .M , and "olio in i sues,
ben fits of .^1L;1 >a3 Drama
Boyd, Cm A* "Worship in Drasm." Phil ;=elohia Judson Press,
Candler, Martha, "Drmaa in Beligious Service." Hew York, Tlie
Cc afoiy Co
. , 19224
Sftlloeay, T. V>'. "The Drama in the Church School" Boston, The
Piicyira Pr?> s s , 1921,

Mac Kaye, Pmcy, "The Civic Theatre in Relation to the Bedftopttaa
Of Lcierure." IT. w York, llitchell Ken-orlr-y, 1^1 J.
¥imjft>_ ..illiac! V, "Pageantry and Dranatics in :ieli;j;ious .^ucation.
" Yor 1 :, Tat ' V.a'jdor. :'vr-: p r;'. 1
.
Sto'-voll, Jay 5. "Taking Kigsions Leal." Wm York, The Abingdon
Pi-ess, 1=» 1 9 •
»Villcox, Helen L. "Ilission Study Through Educational 3rar*atics."
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